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SUjVli"lAl~Y

Sortirig a set of records is a classical problem and it is

used every ",here, not only In the computer science but also in

many other fields that are related to the sorting problems either

directly or indirectly. Indeed. it is a large savings if the

sorting are done efficiently. So, investigation as well as the

design of the best possible sorting algorithm for each

application is an essenti~l task.

l'here are so many nice algorithms that work fine

practically. So, most of the attentions in this thesis are given

to determine their average performances. In order to do this, we

have selected a number of algorithms with a special attention to

the Quicksort ",hich has been found Tery. good in practice.

Evaluations of the algorithms are made by conducting experiments

on simulated data and the range of data length over which one

algori thm is superior to other allori thms has been. determined.

The data taken are tested for randomness chi-square test is

used and it has the value equal to 10.74) and are found that it

has the level of significance of about 95% for 14 degree of

freedom.

The Radix sort has been. found to be one of the best

method for internal sortinl of key.s of smaller length.

\.'.i i. i



Regression models have been fitted to the obtained results

and goodness-of-fit tests have be~n made which have showed that

tlte fitted regression 1Il0dels predi ct the behavior of the,

algorithms quite ',;ell.The thesis contains a review of existing

Ii terature on this subject. list of which has been provided in

the reference.

Finally., a practical application of s6rting algorithms is

given.
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ONE

Alg<;:>rithms and its refinement is one of the" big

contribution of the computer science. Indeed, computer science

has embraced the study of algorithm as its own .
,i' . 'r : .

of an algorithm together with

have tried to give the elaborat.e. ideas. I

In this chapter, we
,

its design principle. The

ma~hematical notations are used to represent an' ~i~o~iihm's
. ,I :" r ' •.

complexi ty function and. the problems are defined and classified
I

based on these representation. Finally, how the classicar.sorting
,

problem helps to develop the skill in algorithm design are

discussed.

1.1 Algorithms: Definitions and Analysis

/

The word 'algori thm' comes from the name of a pers ian

author, Abu Ja'far Mohammed ibn Musa al Khowarizmilc.825 A.D) who
.' . " I,.. ,

wrote a text book on mathematics. It is defined irigeneral as any

special methbd of solving a certa'in kind of' proble~ .. But,.'in

computer science, it refers to a precise method usable by

computer for the solution of a problem.

An algorithm is composed of a finite set of' sie~s, 'eac~ of

which may require one or more operations and must be effective.

An important criterion about algorithm is. that they terminate
, •• . I I' I' " ;: ,

after finite number of operations and should terminat~ in
, I ,.

reasonably called short time. There is another word ~ike

computational procedure in computer science which obey all of the

above properties of an algorithm except'termination. It is t.he

1
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operating sy~tem which control th~ execution of jobs,. such that

when no job~ are availabie, it does not terminate but continue in

a waiting state until a new job is entered.

To achieve the aim of an algorithm, it must be written in

.programming languages and when an algorithm is written in a

programming language it is called a program. But before it is

wri tten in any programming language, it requires. vast study and

finally the design of it. The subject of the design is a very

.diverse and challenging jobs; because there are two or more ways

to solve a certain problem but to make the, decision about the

superiority over the rest is difficult. The study and design of

an algori thm for a 'problem depends on many factors among which

the following five are more important. They are:

i) How to devise an algorithm

ii ) How to express an algorithm

iii) How to validate an algorithm

iv) How to analy;>;ean algorithm and

v) How to test a program (debugging, profiling etc. )

These five categories serves the outline about all the

questions of an algori thm. But to understand and determine the

nature of it - it requires extensive analysis; so category four

is very important. When an algorithm is executed, it makes use of

the computer's central processing unit [cpu) to perform

operations and i~ uses the memory (both auxiliary and immediate)

to hold the program and its data. Analysi£; of algorAthm refers, to

the process of,determining how much computing time and storage an

algorithm will require. This area is a challenging one which

2



requires great mathematical skill. One important result of this

study is that it allows one to make quantitative judgment about

the value of one algorithm over another. Another result is that

it allows us to predict if our software will meet any efficiency

constraints which may exist. Also there are typical questions in

the 'analysis 'how well does an algorithm perform in the best case,

in the worst case" or in the average case as well" There are
three reasons for analyzing an algorithm:

il It is an intellectual activity which is fun,

ii) It is a challenge of being able to predict the

future and gratify when one succeed, and
iii) It gives people to

devising new ways of doing the same
'exhibit their skills by

task even faster. It has a
large payoff when computing time means money.

Some assumptions are needed before to explain how an
algorithm is analyzed. They are:

i) The computer on which an algorithm to be executed

is a conventional one; ,.;hich means that the instruction of

a program to be carried out one at a time and the

major cost of it depends on the number of operations it requires

because it depends on the kind of computer is used.

iiI A random access memory is available which permits
either access or store allY element in a fixed amount of tim~.



il Basic arithmetic operations of addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division on integer and floating

point numbers,

ii) comparisons,

iii) assigning values to variables and

iv) execution procedure and function calls.

To analyze an algorithm, it is necessary to determine which

of the above operations are emp.loyed and what are the relative

cost of them. These operations typically take no more than a

fixed amount' of time and it can be said that they are bounded by

a constant. 'But this is ,not true in case of some operations, such

as the comparison of two strings depends upon their length, while

the time for each character comparison is bounded by a constant.

The most important creative task to analyze an algorithm is

to determine the sufficient number of data sets, make 'them

subjected to the algori thm to determine the best, worst or

typical behavior of each. A complete analysis of an' algorithm

consists of two phases:

i) priori analysis and

ii) posteriori testing (profiling)

A priori analysis gives a function which bounds the

algori thm' s computing time, and in a posteriori testing, we

collect actual statistics about the algorithm's time consumption

and space, while it is executing. In ~ priori analysis, two items

of information are essential:

4



i) statement's frequenc~' count i.e., the number of

time the statement will be executed in the algorithm and

ii) the time 'for the execution of one statement.

1.2 Problem and Complexity

Before the design of an algorithm a step-by-step

procedures for solving a problem; it is important to have a

notion about a problem. A problem is defined, for our purpose, as

a general question to be answered by processing several

parameters or free variables, whose values are left unspecified.

A,problem is described by giving

il a general description of all its parameters, and

ii) a statement of what properties the answer or

solutions, is required to satisfy.

5
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An instance of a problem is obtained by specifying particular

values for all the problem parameters.

In the classical "sorting problem:', for an example, the

parameter consists of a finite set bf records

{rl, rZ, r3, . . . . . . . , rnl of type say, integer . A solution is

an ordering (either increasing or decreasing) by discovering a

permutation (p(l) p(Z) p(n)) such that

Kp{11 <= Kp(Z) <= .•.•.•••••• <= Kp(ri).

An algorithm is said to solve a problem "A" if that

algorithm can be applied to any instance"B" of "A" and guaranteed

always to produce a solution for that instance "B", where the

solution means, for example, always construct an ordering of keys

of sorting problem.

The .size of the problem instance, which is intended to

reflect the amount of input data needed to describe the instance

is used to express the time requirements of an algorithm. This

is convenierit because we would expect the relative difficulty of

problem instances to van' roughly. wi th thei.r size, though it is

obtained in an informal '-la,'.If we are to deal wi th time

requirements in a precise. mathematical way, it is necessary to

define instance size in such a way that the all the relative

factors are properly taken care of.

The time complexity function bf'an algorithm expresses its

time requirements by giving, for each possible input length, the

largest amount of time needed by the algorithm to solve a problem

6
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instance of that size. But this function is not well defined

because of the involvement of other factors such as encoding

scheme of input data, the computer to be used for determining the

execution time, etc. However, to have a broad sense of time

complexity function, we consider only the determination of it

from the corresponding input lengths and times.

Fortunately, there are mathematical notations to represent

the time complexity function of an algorithm. But some

assumptions are made:

i I it ignores all the factors which. are machine

dependent.

iiI programming language constraint are also ignored.

iii) it concentrates only on the determination of the

frequency count.

The notations used in different cases are of following

types:

i) big O_notation

ii) omega_notation

iii) theta_notation and

iv) small 0 notation

Big 'OH' notation (O_notationl:

It is expressed by

fIn) = O(gln))

That is, the function of n equals big 'oh' of gi of n, where n

7



is the number of the input elements, fIn) is the actual computing
time and g (n) is the time obtained by the' priori analysis. The"
exp'lanation of the above equation is that if and only if there'
exist two positive constants c and n 0 such that

v

.~,

If(n)1 <= clg(nll

then fIn) = O(g(n»)

That is, when we say that, by a priori analysis an
algorithm has computing time O(g(n)), it means that if the
algori thm is run on some computer on the same type' of data, but
for increasing values of n, the resulting time 'will 'always be
less than some constant times Ig(n)l. When determining the order
of magnitude' we shall try to obtain the smallest gIn) such that

fIn) = O(g(n))

Note that there are two type of statements in general:

i) bookkeeping statement and
ii) active statement.

The execution times will increase in proportion to the number of
times the active operation is executed, so the bookkeeping
statement is not considered.

If an algorithm has k number of statements and the order of
magnitude of e~ch statement are,. respectively,

1m 12m2 k mken ,e n , e n

then the order of magnitude of the entir~ algorithm is given by

B



1m 12m2 k mkcn +cn + +cn

which is equal to Olnm)

where m = maxI mil, 1 <= i <= k,"

The constant associated with t~e order of magnitude is

important because we cannot decide which of the two algorithms is

better unless we know about the constant. For example, if the

actual c~mputing time of two algorithms are respectively,

2n ,

then algorithm two i, faster than one for all n<102. For n>102,

algorithm one is faster. But if the constants are comparable then

low order algorithm is better than the higher order algorithm.

We Hill Onl;l"consider the higher order terms but in some

cases the 1010 order terms have much influence on the order of

magnitude, so it is for more difficult to derive the entire

formula for the computing time by priori analysis. So we

concentrate ourselves to determining only the order of magnitude,

and the establishment of its constant will be posponed until

after the program has been Hritten and executed.

The most computing times for algorithms are

0(1) means the execution time is bounded by a constant and its

operations is fixed.

9



The rate of growth of six .common computing time functions

are given here with a constant equal to one:

65536
32768
16384
8192
Q0S6
2048
102Q
512
256
128
Sq
32
16
8
'-I
2

1 2 tt 8 IS 32 Sq 128

nloGz."

.1092."

The big oh notation is used to express an upper order of

magnitude of an algorithm.

Omega Notation (.ll_notation):

Its expression is

The function fIn) equals omega of g(nl of an algorithm and

it expresses the lower bound .

The ex~lanation is that if and only if there exist two

positive constants c andn 0 such that for all n > n_o

If(nll )= clgln)l,

then fIn) =...n..(g(h).

Theta Notation ( e -notation):

It is expressed by

fIn) = elgIn»).

The function fIn) equals theta of gIn). The explanation is that

10



if and only if there exist three positive constants cl, c2 and n_o

such that for alln -> n_o

cllg(n)I<= fIn) <= c2Ig(n)l,

then fin) = e(g(n) •

This type of notation is used in some cases when time for an

algorithm, f(n), have the same lower and upper bound value, i.e.

fen) = elgIn)).

There is another mathematical notation which is used to

express the above situation which is called small a_notation,

fIn) - olg(n», the function is asymptotic to

g(n),if and only if

Limit f(n)/g(n) = 1.
n ->oc-

If the exact computing time of an algorithm is fIn) and we

can determine a gIn) such that fin) is a asymptotic to gIn), then

we will have a more precise description of the computing- time

than if we had used the big 0 notation. In practice, it implies

that we will know both the order of leading terms and its

constant. For example. if

f(n) = aknk + ak_lnk-l +aO

then fIn) = OInk)

and fIn) : olaknk).

1 1



1.3 Polynomial and Exponential time algorithms

Different algorithms possess a wide variety of different

time complexity functions, and the characterization of which of

.~ .

these are "efficient enough and which are "too inefficient "

will always depend on the situation on hand. However~ a

distinction is recognized by computer scientists that offers

considerable insight into these matters. This is the definition

between polynomial time algorithm and exponential time algorithm.

A polynomial time algorithm is one whose time complexity

function is OIPln)) for some pol~'nomial function p. where n is

used to denote the input length. Any algorithm whose time

complexity function can not be so bounded is called an

exponential time algorithm. Although it should be noted that this

definition includes certai~ non-polynomial functions like

nlog2n, which are not normally regarded as exponential functions.

There is a large significance of distinction between these

two t~'pes of algorithms "hen considering the solution of large

problem ins tances. The Table 1.1 illustra tes the di fferences in

grOlolthrates among several typical complexity functions of each

type, "here the functions express execu~ion time in terms of

microseconds [2]. Here is seen that there are much more explosive

growth rates for the two exponential functions.

] 2
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Table

function

1 . 1 Execution time for different time complexity

Time comp- " Size of n
lexity
function 10 20 30 40 50 60

n .QOO01 .00002 ,00003 .00004 0.00005 0.00006

n2 .0001 .0004 .b009 ,0016 0.0025 0.00,36
.,

nU 0.001 .008 .027 .064 0.125 0.216

n5 0.1 3.2 24.3 1.7 5.2 13.0
min min min

2n 0.001 1.0 17.9 12.7 35.7 366
min da~'s yrs centuries,

3n .059 58 6.5 3855 2*108 13*1012
min yrs centur centuries centuries

Even more revealing is an examination of the effects of

improved computer technology on algorithms having these time

complexi ty functions. Table 1.2 shows how the largest problem

'instance solvable in one hour would change if we had a computer

100 o~ 1000 times faster than our present machine [21. Note that

a 2n algorithm wi th a thousandfold increase in computing speed

only adds 10 to the size of the largest problem instance we can

solve in one hour. whereas with the n5 algorithm this size almost

quadruples.



Table 1.2 Larges t problem instance solvable wi th improved

computer technology .

Time complexity \I'ith present With 100 With 1000
function computer times faster times faster

n n1 100*n1 1000*n1
')nU n2 10*n2 31.6*n2
3 n3 4.64*n3 10*n3n

n5 n4 2.5*n4 3.98*n4

"n n5 n5+6.64 n5+9.97U

3n n6 n6+tJ.J9 n6+6.29

These tables indicates some of the reasons why polynomial

time algorithms are generally required as being much more

desirable than exponential time algorithms.

This fundamental distinction was first made by Cobham and

Edmonds. in 1964. and in 1965 Edmonds, in particular, equated

polynomial time algori th'ms wi th "good algorithm" and said that

certain integer programming problems might not be solvable by

such good algorithms. This indicates the viewpoints that

exponential time algorithms should not be considered "good

algorithms " and indeed this usually is the case. Most

exponential time algorithms are merely variations on exhaustive

search, whereas polynomial time algorithms are generally made

possible only through gain of some deeper insight into the

structure of a problem. There is wide agreement that a problem

has not been "well solved " until a polynomial time algorithm is

known for it. Although the distinction between the efficient and

J 4



inefficient algorithms admits of many exceptions when the problem

instances have limited size. for example. in Table 1.1. the 2n

algorithm is faster than the n5 algorithm for n <= 20.

Furthermore. there are some exponential time algorithms.

that have been quite useful in practice. Klee and Minty in 1972

and Zadeh in 1973. have shown that the simplex algorithm for

linear programming is exponential but it has an impressive record

of running quickly in practice. Example like this is quite rare.

Although exponential time algorithms are known for many problems,,
fe" of them are regarded as being very useful in practice .. Even

the successful exponential time algorithms mentioned above have

not stopped researchers from continuing to search for polynomial

time algorithms for solving those problems.

On the otherhand. the much more stringent bounds on

execution time satisfied by polynomial time algorithms having

time complexity function such as {nlOOI or. {(1099l*(n2» might

not be considered in practice. The polynomially solvable problems

that arise rationally tend to be solvable within polynomial time

bounds that have degree 2 or 3 at worst case and that do not

involve extremely large coefficients. Algorithms satisfying such

bounds can be considered to be probably efficient, and it is this

property that makes polynomial time algorithms the preferred way

to solve problems.
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In conclusion, to stud~' an algorithm the followi!,g phases
must be performed Hith the repetition of
They are

i) design
ii) validation

iii) analysis
iv) coding.
v) verification

vi) debugging and finally
vii) testing.

one or more phases.

Finally, the creation of algorithm may never be automated.
Until the generation of a system which will generate
automatically 11 good and correct algori thm, it remains both art

,
and science and the need of it Hill be removed.

1.4 Sorting Algorithms

It is one of the classical problem. Sorting means the
rearrangement of data .(unordered) in some order. Ge~erally. it is
done either in increasing or decreasing order. It has many
applications in our present day life.

1.4.1 History

In nineteenth century. the first sorting machine was
invented in united states for processing the census data. Herman
Hollerith, a twenty - year - old employee of the census bureau of
united states devised ari ingenious electronic tabulating machine
to meet the need and hundred of his machines were .successfully

16



used to tabulate the 1890 census rolls.

The original tabulator sorter was not fast enough to handle

1900 census. so., Holleri th devised another sorter machine which

is fast enough and patented in 1901and 1904.

In 1930, L.J.Comrie makes an important observation that the

tabulating machine could be fruitly employed in scientific

calculations even though the~' ,,,ere originally designed for

statistical and accounting applications and gives a detail

description of the tabulating equipment available in England.

Sorting machine at that time processed 300 to 400 cards per

minute.

Another card~.alloping machine called collator invented in

the year, of. 1938, which could merge two sorted decks 'of cards

into one, in only pas~.

Then computer arrived and sorting was intimately in,volved

in the development. In fact, there is evidence that a sorting

routine was the first program ever written for a stored program

comput.er. The designers of EDVAC were especially interested in

sort.ing and John Von Newman t.herefore produced programs for

int.ernal merge sorting in 1945. in order t.o t.est the adequacy of

some inst.ruction codes he was processing for the EDVAC computer.

In september 30, 1945, J.P.Eckert and J.W.Mauchly of Moore

school of electrical engineering prepared a progress report on

the EDVAC and pointed out that a computer augmented with magnetic

tapes could simulate the operations of card equipment achieving a

faster sorting speed. The progress report described balanced two

way radix sorting,. and balanced two way merging using four

magnetic tape units, reading or writing at least 5000 pules per

17



second.

John Mauchly lectured on 'sorting and collating' at the

~loore school in 1946. and the notes of his lectures constitute

the first published discussion of computer sorting.

Shortly aften,ards, Eckert and Mauchly started a company

Hhich produced some of the earliest electronic computers, the

BINAC and the UNIVAC for mili tan- and commercial applications

respecti vely. At this time it Has not all clear that computer

Hould economically be profi table; computing machine could sort

faster t.han card equ ipmen t. but they cost more. Therefore, the

UNIVAC programmers, led by Frances E. Holberton, put considerable

effort into the design of high speed external sorting routines,

and their preliminary programs also i~fluenced the hardware

design. According to their estimates, 100 million la_word records

could be sorted on UNIVAC in 9000 hours.

In 1951, officially declared ,the UNIVAC- I has an internal

memory of 1000 12 character(72 bit) words and in 1948, Mrs.

Holberton devised an interesting l<ay to do two_way merge with

perfect overlap of records, "riling and computing using six input

huffers. That way "as a sort generator program which was the

first major 'softHare' routine ever deve.loped for. automatic

programming.

By 1952, many approaches to internal sorting were well

knoHn in programming field, but comparatively little theory had

been developed. In october, 1952, Daniel Goldenberg, could fire

different methods for the HhirlHind computer, and made best ~ase

and Horst case analysis of each program in his paper named 'Time

If!



allalysis of various methods of sorting data'. The result obtained

from Deniel Goldenberg e'xpel'iment were extended by Harold II.

SeHard in his Master,'s thesis in 1954('lnternal sorting in the

application of electronic computers to business operations'). He

analyzed external sorting as well as internal sorting on various

types of bulk memories as well as tapes.

In 1956, Howard U.Demuth published a paper .,Electronic

data sorting" which was his Ph.D. thesis. His work in this paper

helped to lay the foundations of computational complexity theory

rela ted to sort ing. Al though no practi cal consequences followed

immediately from Demuth's thesis, it established important idea

about how to link theory Hith, practice.

None of the history about sorting mentioned 'so far appeared

in open literature; literature about sorting finally appeared in

1955 and r'956, in the form of three major survery articles. The

first paper was prepared by J.e.Hosken, he surveyed all the

available special purpose equipments being marketed. as well 'as

methods of sorting on Computer. The secorrd paper named " Sorting

on electronic computer s;l'stem"prepared by E.H.Friend and it was

a major milestone in the development of sorting. Although

numerous techniques have been developed since 1960, this paper is

still remarkable up_to _date in many respect. The third survey of

sorting to appear about this time Has prepared by D.W.Davies.

In. the following rears several other notable surveys were

published. by D.A.Bells, A.S.Douglas, D.D.Mecracken. H.Weiss, and

T.Lee; I.Flores; K.E.lverson; etc. Gottieb; T.N.Hibbard:

M.A.gotez and G.A.korn.

A sympos iurn on sort ing Has sponsored by ACM in november.
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survey of contemporary sort ~enerators.

1962; most of

published in

C • C . Go t-l i e b ' s

the

the

papers presented

state of art at

at that symposium were

th~t time, for example.

T.N.Hibbard's servey of minimal storage sorting.

1.4.2 FallOuts

The area of sorting provides an ideal framework for

discussing a wide variety of following important issues:

il How are good algorithms discovered?

ii) How can given algorithms and programs be improved?

iii I How can efficiency of an algorithm be analyzed

-mathematically?

iv) How can a person choose rationally between

different algorithms for the same application?

vI In what senses can algorithm. be proved .• best

possible"

vi I How does the theory of computing interact wi th

practical considerations ?

vii) Ilow external memories like tapes, drums. or disks

be used efficiently with large data bases?

Sorting algorithm has many important applications. Some of

them are given below:

i I Solving. the 'togetherness' problem in. which all

items ~ithsame identifications are brought together.

iiI It is an ai~ tb searchin~. therefore it helps to

make computer output more suitable for human consumption.

20
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iii) There is a tradi.tion for using the sorting in

business, education and industrial organizations for data

processing. With the introduction of.data base systems in

accelerated rate to them in mass scale, interest in searching

algorithms and therefore, in sorting ~lgorithms has gone up.

iv) It pro\"ides excellent illustrations of. general

ideas involved in the analysis of the algorithms, i.e. the idea

used to determine performance characteri sties of algori thms so

that an intelligent choice can be made between competing methods.

v) The compiler made heavy use of sorting so that

the various compilation algorithms were presented with relevant

parts of source program in a convenient sequence. In short,

compiler was designed so that virtually all the processing could

be done sequentially from files that were stored in an auxiliary

drum memory. since appropriate sequence number were attached to

the data in such a way that it could be sorted into various

convent arrangements .

. vi) More obvious use of it in file editing routine.

where each line is identified by a key number. While the user is

typing addition and changes it is not necessary to have the

entire file in memory. The changes line can subsequently be

sorted, then merged with the original file.

vii) Computer manufacturers estimates 25% of running

time on their computer is currently being spent on sorting [4].

when all their customers are taken into account. There ar~ many

installations in

computing times.

that

which sorting uses more than half .of the

From these statistics we may conclude either

2 I



a) there are many important applic~tions of sorting or

b) may people sort when they should not, or

c) inefficient sOl'ting algorithms are in common use.

The real truth probablY involves some' of all three alternatives.

In any eve~t we can see that sorting is worthy of serious study

as a practical matter,'

viii) If sorting ~ere useless, there would be plenty of

rewarding reasons for studying of any way. The ingenious

alg,orithm which have been discover,ed show that sorting is an

interesting topic to explore in its own right.

ix) Finally, the importance of sorting is duly

recognized by Donald E,Knuth l4) of standford university through

bringing out a volume on sorting and searching.

1.5 Objectives & Scope of Study

As we know there are various method to solve a certain

problem; so it is important to analyze these and determine the

superior one. And this process leads to the development of good

algorithms.

In this thesis selected sorting algorithms will be

reviewed, their pitfalls will be pointed out, and their
I'

efficiencies will be analyzed both theoretically and practically,

and emphasis will be made on Quicksort. Several experiments will

be designed based on simulating data (following uniform

distribution) of various lengths, and performance of each will be

analyzed statistically in .selected ranges of data lengths. A

.practical application of sort.ing algorithm will be shown. For



example, in finding the minimum weighted spanning tree in an

undirected graph.

Some theoretical sorting problem will also be addressed.

For example. some statistical characteristics of sorting

algorithms like bubble sort and heap sort remain undiscovered. It

is known that the problem of designing an algorithm which sorts

thirteen to twenty data points in minimum number of comparisons

in ,,,orstcase is also an open problem. A two-person-sequential

game of constructing a digraph containing 'a directed Hamiltonian

path will be 'introduced with a view to solving the later problem.

The'thesis will a~so contain a big list of literature related to

sorting.

1.6 Organization of The Thesis

It is as follows;

il Introduction with brief history of sorting,

ii) Complexity analysis of each algorithm with

classi fications:

iii)

iv)

Flol;charts

Performance analysis by simulation

a) Design of experiments

b) Validations of simulation model

c) Analysis of results

v) Selectiorl of optimal data lengths for e~ch algorithm

vi) Introduction of a tl;o-person-sequential game for

solving sorting problem

vi i I

viii)

i x)

Discussions

Recommendations for further working

Appendix "lId rel'erence.
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CHAPTE,R TWO

SORTING ALGORI,THMS ,AND

THEIR COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

In this chapter we discuss the various (selected) methods

for sorting of an array of records into order, based on the their

arithmetic or lexicographic value. Our goal is to rearrange the

records in some order. Let there are n number of records each of

which is represented by rl. r2. r3 •...... , rn.These records are

to be sorted into nondecreasing order of their keys ,( each key is

associated with each record and this key governs the sorting

process) KI, K2, K3, .........• Kn. essentially by' discovering a

permutation

p(ll. p(21. p(31 •.........• pIn) such that,

,Kp(l) <= Kp(2) <= Kpl31 <= <=.Kp(n)

For notational clarity there is no difference between a

record and it,S ke~'. Furthermore, unless specified otherwise. we

assume that the keys of a given file are all distinct.

We discuss various m"thods, thei r strengths and their

weaknesseS, for th~ case in which all the records fit into memory

simultaneously for the sorting process. Finally, we examine how

sorting can be done "hen there are too many records to be in

memory together and it is possible only to examine the records in

piecemeal fashion. bringing them into memory in batches from an

external storage device.

24 ..
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All of the selected sorling methods will be discussed by

the use of illustrations in si~ ways:

i) definition alld idea involved,

ii) an english language d~scription of the algorithm

iii) an example

iv) a flowcharl

v) a language oriented procedure

vi) complexity analysis

.~ .-1

Some notations will be used in the description of the

language oriented procedure (vi of algorithm and they are:

i) ri<-->rj means that RI and RJ in the sequence

are interchanged,

ii) ri<-Z means that the record being temporarily

stored in Z becomes the record ri

iii) 'Z<-ri means that the element RI is stored as

value of Z ; leaves ri temporarily undefined

iv) ri<-rj means that the record rj replaces the

record ri; leaving rj temporarily undefined.,

It is to be noted here that in the analysis of all

algorithms the overhead of loop control and the incrementing and

decremellting of counters as required in the sorting process will

not be taken into account. We cannot determine their expense

relative to the cost of manipulating the elements sorted, so

these have been ignored. The algorithm will be analyzed to the

limit possible without knowledge of elements being sorted or the

machine instructions available .
.'
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2.1 Classification of sorting algorithm

Generally,
distinguished:

two, types of sorting algorithms are

il Internal sorting and
ii) External sorting.

In int~rnal sorting, the records to be sorted are stored in
the computer's high spee'dmemOT>' and number of records is small
enough so that entire sorting process can be done. But by
external sorting, it is meant that ,the number of records to be
sorted are larger than the computer can hold in its high speed
internal memory. In this case records are stored on comparatively
slow peripheral memory devices such as tapes, drums and disks.

Procedure of internal sorting are not always readily
e~tendible for external sorting, since internal sorting allows a
fair amount of flexibility in structuring data and accessing the
data ",hile external sorting imposes strict constraints methods
and accessing of data. Therefore, different methods and criteria
are used for establishing algorithms suitable for a particular
kind of sorting.

2.2 Internal sorting

We ",ill examine different algorithms for rearranging the
records. Each of the algorithms requires more or less direct
access to all the records being sorted. Additionally, the
algorithms considered here are all inplac~ sorting algorithm
along with one or t",oadditional locations in which to store
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records temporarily. Furthermore as there is no universal answer

to the ques tion, 'Ivhatis the bes t method ?' the answer varies

with the particular circumstallces - the type of record being

sorted, the amount of storage available, the relative emphasis on

good averag~ performance versus good worst case performance, the

relative speeds of various computer instructions, and so on. All

these leads to the examination of the large number of algorithms,

each having its own assets and liabilities.

The internal sorting can be classified based on the

mechanism (techniquel involved in it as:

a) Sorting by counting

i) comparison counting

iiI distribution counting

b) Sorting by insertion /exchange

j) Straight insertion

iiI List, insertion

iii) Shell's method or diminishing increment sort

ivl Multiple list insertion

vi Bubble sort

vi) Merge exchange 'sort

vii) Quick or Partition exchange sort'

ix) Had i,xexchange sort

c) Sorting by selection

,i) Straight selection

iii Tree selection

iiil Heap sort

dl Sorting hy merging

27



il Natural t~o_way merge

ii) Straight t~o_~ay merge

iii) List merge

el Sorting by distribution

il Radix list sort

2.2.1 Sorting by comparison counting

It is a ver~. simple method. No movement of records are

involved; the underlying idea is that each pair of keys are

compared and counted ho~ many are less than each particular one.

This counting'helps' to arrange the records in some order. That

is, if a certain key exceeds exactly 17 others, the corresponding

record sh~uld go into the position 18 after sorting; i.e. the jth

key is greater than exactly Ij-1) of the other keys in the final

,sorted sequence. The wa;I"to do comparison according the idea

discussed is to

I(Kj withKil Jor 1 <= j <= nl for 1<= i <= n;

BU,t it is seen that over half of the compariso.ns are

redundant, since it is unnecessary to compare a key with itself,

and it is unnecessary to compare key kl with key k2 and later to

compare key k2 with key k1. 1.herefore, it is need to

((compare Kj ~ith Ki) for 1 <= j <= il for 1 <= i <= n.

Algorithm CCI Comparison Count),

'fhe algorithm sorts r 1 , r2, .......... , rn on the keys

Kl, )(2, \(3, , ](n, b,. maintaining an auxiliary array



COUNT [1]•..........• COUNT [n] to coun t the number of keys less

than a given key. After the conclusion • COUNT[jl + 1 specifies

the filIal position of the record rj.

Cl.[clear COUNT].Set COUNTll] through COUNT[NI to zero.

C2.[loop on i I. Perform step_C3. for i = n. n-l •...• 2,

then terminate the algorithm.

C3.[loop on j]. Perform step_C4, for j = i-I, i-2 •.......• 1.

C4.[compare Ki : Kj ]. If I\i < Kj., increase COUNT[jl by 1;

otherwise increase COUNT[il by 1.

For example, a set of records of following initial

permutations are given:

Keys : 87 93 01 99 19 51 6 75 32 2 8

COUNT[int]: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

COUNT [i=n] : 1 1 0 1 1 1 .0 1 1 0 3

COUNT[i=n-ll: 2 2 0 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 3

COUNT[i=n-2]: ;i ;j U :3 2 :3 1 3 5 1 3

COUNT[i=n-31: 4 4 0 4 2 3 1 7 5 1 3

COUNT[i=n-4): 5 5 U 5 3 4 2 7 5 1 3

COUNT{i=n-5]: 6 6 0 6 3 6 2 7 5 1 3

COUN1'[i=n-61: 7 7 0 7 4 6 2 7 5 1 3

COUNT[i=n-7]: 7 7. 0 10 4 6 2 7 5 1 3

COUNT [i=n-8] : 8 8 0 10 4 6 2 7 5 1 3

COUNT[i=n-91: 8 9 0 10 4 6 2 7 5 1 3

The COUNT[ i=n-91. table species the final arrangement

of records.
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The flowchart of the Comparison Count algorithm is shown in the

figure 2.1.

C2. Loop on

n)=i>l

C3. Loop on j

j)=j):l

C~.COlp. Ki :Kj

1

Figure 2.1 - Flowchart of the Comparison Count algorithm

Algorithm CCIComparison count)

Line

1

2

Procedure C(A(I~nll;

// It sorts. the array A(l:n) in

nondecreasing order//

int. i,j,n;

for i <- 1 to n do

3

4

5

COUNT [i J < - 0;

repeat

for i <- n down to 2 do

//initailize counter//

6 for j <- (i - 1) downto 1 do

7 if Ki <= l\j then //increase counter//

8

9

10

11

12

COUNT[j] <- COUNT[j] + 1 :

else COUNT[i] <- COUNT[i] + 1

endif;

repeat

repeat

end Comparison Count;
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Anal~'sis :
It involves no movement of records, because the COUNT [j J ;\

table tells where to move the rj, instead of indicating which

records should be moved into the place of rj, i.e. the inversion

of the permutation pll}, pI2I •....... , pin) exists in the COUNT

table. The time complexi t~' functi on of this sorting algori thm

depending on the following terms:

il Length of the input file, n

ii) Number of choices of two things from a set of n

objects, A. Clearly, A =

iii} Number of 'invers ions

the number of exchanges, B.

in the input data, i.e.

If there are two indices i and j such that i<j, and the

corresponding keys Ki and Kj have the relations Ki>Kj then

it is called an inversion and it uniquely defines the input

sequences of the input keys. In fact, the execution time.is

proportional to the total number of inversions. present in the

input file. It can be shol'll that the value of B have the

following values in dlfferents cnses (we have discussed 'it later

in details, for the determi'lation of B):

i) Min Ibest easel = 0

ii) Ave (average case) = In2-n)/4'

iii) Max (worst case) = In2-n)/2

So, the comparisoll COllnt sort takes 01n2) time in any case:

In conclusion, this algorithm is not efficient when n is large;

doubli ng the value of n increases the running time four times.
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Since the method requires a comparison of all distinct pairs of

"keys; the n~ term can not be reduced by any factor. Simplicity,

not efficiency,is the,only interest in reviewing this algorithm.

The summary of the analysis is as follows:

Cases Number of. Inversion Extra storage

Best a An array
Count(l:n)

Average n(n - 1 1/4 and two integer
variables

Worst n(n-II/2 i,j

2.2.2 Straight Insertion

It is useful for. small number of records. This algorithm

repeatedly insert a key into a sequence of already sorted keys.

The basic idea is that before considering the new record rj for 1

<= j <= n, we assume that the preceding records

r 1, r2, , , rj-I, have already been sorted; then

rj is inserted into its final position among the previou~ly

sorted records. It is convenient to combine the comparison and

moving operations, interleaving them; since rj settles to its

proper level this method of sorting has often been called the

shifting or sinking technique.
Assume that the records rI, ...rj-l are arranged previously

so that

In <= Kl /-. . . . . . . "'- Kj-I for 1 <= j <= n .

Then for the proper placement of the new record rj, it is

compared with Kj-l, Kj-2 •.....• 10, in turn, until discovering

that rj should be inserted between records ri and ri+l; then the
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records ri+1 , ... , rj-I are moved up one space and put the new

record into the position i+l. So at the stage I, 1'1 is inserted

into place trivially, since there Here no previously sorted

records; at stage 2. 1'2 is inserted into place either before or

after 1'1; at stage 3. 1'3 is inserted into place among the new

sorted 1'1and 1'2; and so on.

Algo.rithm .SllStraight Insertionl:

Records 1'1, . . . . . . , rn are rearranged in place; after

sorting is complete. their keys will be in order.

!i.1<= !i.2<= (= !i.n.

For additional simplification of the algorithm, it is introduced

a dumm~' rec'ord 1'0 = - infini t~'.

II.linitialize].Set !i.o(- -infinity.

I2.l100p on il. Perform step_13 through step_16 for i =

2. 3, ....• n, then terminate the algorithm.

I3.[set up j].Set j (- i.

14.lcompare,!i.j:!i.j-ll. If !i.j)=!i.j-I.go to the step- 12,

I5.[swap !i.i(--)!i.jj.Exchange ILj with Kj-I for the final

position.

.'

CalgorithmFigure 2.2 - Flowchart of the

16. [decrement j].Set j (- j-I. go to step_I4.

The Flowchart of this algorithm is given in the Figure 2.2 .
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Let us take an example to i'llustrate the idea: t,
Initial 87 93 1 99 19 51 6 75 32 2 8

After i=2 87 931 1 99 19 51 6 75 32- 2 8

After i=3 1 87 93199 19 51 6 75 32 2 8

After i=4 : 1 87 93 991 19 51 6 75 32 2 8

After i=5 1 19 87 93 99\ 51 6 75 32 2 8

After -i=6 1 19 51 87 93 99\ 6 75 32 2 8

After i=7 .1 6 19 51 87 93 99\ 75 32 2 8

After i=8 1 6 19 51 75 87 93 99\ 32 2 8

After 1=9 1 6 19 32 51 75 87 93 99\ 2 8

After i=10 1 2 6 19 32 51 75 8'7 93 99\8

After i=1.1 .1 2 6 8 19 32 51 75 87 93 991

Line Procedure SIIAll:n»;

//Sort the records in A[I;n] into nondecreasing

order, where n )= 1//

1 into i,j,t;

2 AlU] <- lUO; //create a dummy value at the beginning//

3 for i <- 2 to ndo
//1nsert rj into place among rl, 1'2, ••• ,rj-l//

4

5

j <- i

while A[j] < A[j-l] do

6 t <- Alj) // swapping A(j) and A(j-l)//

7 Alj) <- Alj-1)

8 Alj-1) <- t;

9 j<-j-l;

10 endwhile;

11 repeat

end Sl;-
34
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Anal,'sis ,;.,,'

Assuming that each of the II! permutation of the ,elements

is equally likely; As in the most algorithms, the performance ofi'

it depends on the number of the record comparisons and the number j,

of the record exchanges made in the ••orst case, in, the average, I'

and in the best case. Let us ta\,e A and B to represent the ,two 'Ii

quantities; respectively,i.e.

A = number of comparisons and

B = number of eXChallges.

, ,

The key to analyzing the algorithm is the number of' times

the test "A(j) < Alj-l) ,. is made in the while loop at line(5),

for once that number is known, the number of data'moves can

easily be deduced. Let Oi is the number of elements,'larger than

.Ali) and to its left, then comparisons "A(j) < A(j-ll'''' is made.,

n
A = L 11+0i)

i=2

n
= n - ~ + z: Oi

i=2.

It is seen that for each i, the loop scanning backward from

i-I and will make the comparison " Alj) < Alj-l)" until it' finds

an element Alj) > = AIj-l ); it thus executes the contents. of .the

loop, that is make the comparisons once for each element to the

left of Ali), that is larger than AliI and once more when it

fails, finding an elemellt less than or equal to A(i).

n
So the quanti t,- i: Di determines the value of A in

j = 2
different circumstances. In the best case Ias already sorted),
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each Di = 0; since firs t compari son test to entering into the

while loop will fail to find an element larger than Ali) to its

left. Therefore, the number of comparisons is

A=n-l.
Clearly, the most number of elements to the left of At i)

and larger than it is i-I, so the worst case -when the elements

are in reversed order is

Di = i .- 1;

n
A =n-1+'2:. Ii-I)

i=2
= n - 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + .....•.•..•• +n - 1)

n-I.
= n - 1 + L P

P=l

= n - 1 +(n(n - 1)) / 2

=(n+21In 1)/2.

The a v era g e va] u eo f j) i , assuming that each 0 f n!

permutations is equally likely, can easily be found out by taking

the average of Vi in the best case and worst case, that is,

Di = (0 + i ~ 1) / 2

= (i 1) / 2

and A = n - 1 + Ii - 1)/2

= n - 1 + 1/2 (1 + 2 + .....•.. + n - 1)

= n - 1 + 1/2(n(n 11)/2

= (n 1 I I 1 + nnl

= (n 1)(n + 4)/4

36
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In order to determine the number of data moves, it is seen,
that its value depends on Di. Because the data moves onl~ occur

in the while_loop of lineI5-1UI. As we know this l~op is executed

Uiti~esfor each value of i from 2 to n. 80, in the best case,

the number of data moves is

n
B = ~ Di = 0

i=2

In the worst case ,

n
B = L: . Di

i=2

. ,

n
=Lli-l1

i=2

= nln - 1)/2

and in the average case

as Oi = i 1

n
B = L Oi

i=2

= nln - 1)/4

n
= L: (ii=2

1) /2 as Di = (i - 1)/2

Insertion sort has in its favor its elegant simplicity,

.,,,hichleads to the ver~' .101" overhead. As it is seen, its

disadvantage is that both on the average and in the worst case it

requires time proportional to 01 n2) , so it is not suitable for

large value of n. Still, the algorithm is the best choice for

small number of elements because of its low overhead., and it is

the best choice Iwe will see it later) when the elements are not

in too much disarray, making summation of

37
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cam be used when number of data points is between fifteen and

twenty.
In order to improve the algor ithm. we could do binary

insertion. using binary search and hence at most ~bout log2i

element comparisons to insert the ith element. A total of

approximately nlog2n such comparisons would thus suffice. but

after having found the spot in which to insert AliI. the inplace

restriction causes the insertion itself to require moving i/2

data on the average. and the .algorithm would still require

proportional to n2 operations. Alternatively.we can use a linked

list for the sorted portion. thereby. making the insertion more

efficient. But in this case. we could not use binary search. and

we could be stuck with a sequential search thereby requiring

again the nZ number of operations in the resulting algorithm. Of

course, with the combination of the searching ease of a

sequentially allocated list and the case of a linked list. we

would be able to obtain an algorithm requiring O(nlog2n) time.

but the overhead involved makes such schemes prohi bitive. for

sorting. Since, we will b~ ~ble to achieve O(nlogzn) time sorting

in simpler IJay .

Summary of the analysis are given in the table

Element Element Extra
comparisons moves stora.ge

Rest case n-1 o. One Storag.e for dummy
and two variables

Aver.case (n-1)(n+4)/4 nln-1)/4 i and j in all
cases

IJorst case (n-1)(n+2)/2 n (n- I)/2
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2.2.3 Shell's sort : , .' ~."' .. "." . \.'

This method of sorting was proposed by Donald L.Shell in

the year of 1959 lCAC~r 2,jul,,",1959"j. Itis also called the

diminishin~ increment sort due to its under lying principle. In
thi s method the movement of records takes long leaps instead of ,.

short steps. So, it must be an improved method over the

al~orithms where records moves only one position at a time.

Because in the later case, each record' must travel on, the

average, n/3 position during the sorting process thereby giving

time complexity.function 0'[ the order of 0(n2) as in straight

insertion algorithm.

The basic idea is that if there are n records. in an,array.

first it is divided into a group such that each group contains

onl". two records; then sorting is performed for each group

,.

, .

.,

separately. This is called first pass. In the second pass. ! all' , ',' \

the records are divided into groups of records more than that of

the first pass, say four, and again independently,each group are

sorted. In this way third pass, fourth, pass etc. are, taken up to

the end of sorting.

If there are sixteen records, rI, r2, ..•..• rI6. first,it

is divided into groups of two'each, namely (ri. r9). (r2. rIO), "

... (r8, rI6). After sorting each group separately •. it is divided

into four groups of four each, namely,

(rI, r5, r9, rI31 •...... (r4. r8, rI2. rI6).

in the second pass; again sorted each group separately.,

Accordingly, third pass sort two groups of eight records each,
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then sixteen records are sorted completely in fourth pass 'where

there is only one group of sixteen records. Each of the

intermediate sorting process involves either of comparatively

short files or a file which is comparatively well ordered,

records tend to converge quickl;' to their final destination.

In the shell's method it is necessary to note that any

sequence of increments ht, ht-1' ht_2, ... , h1. can bE; used, so.

long as the last increments h1 equals 1 instead of using the

increments 8, 4, 2. 1 (originally ,these are due to Shelll

sacredly. as in the above example. 1t can be shown that some

s.equences using the prime numbers as increments in subsequent

passes are better than others.

Algorithm SStShell's sort)

Given n. records. these are to rearranged inplace; after

sorting is complete. their keys will be in order:

l{ 1 < = I{2 < = K 3 .••.•.•.• : ••• < = Kn.

The sequence of increments Ln/2J
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If not true terminate the algorithm.

S3.' [loop, on i]. Perform step-':'S4through step_S8 for i =

INCH+l, INCH+2, n,' if i > n go to step_S9,

S4. [set j]. It is a controlling variable for comparisons, set

j <- Ii - INCR).

S5.[test j]. Compare j>O ?

If not true, go back to the step_S3,

S6] [compare A(j):A(j+INCRlj. If Alj) <= Alj+INCR), go to the

step_S8,

S7. [swap A(j)<->Alj+INCRI]. Exchange A(j) with A(j+INCRI,

S8. [decrement j].Set j <- (j-INCH), go to the step_S5,

S9.[initialize INCH ]. For 2nd pass, 3rd pass, etc. further

subdi vided INCR by 2 and set it to INCH; go to the

step_S2.

Flowchart of this algorithm IS shown in the Figure 2.3.
, ,

Fols~ 1+1NCR(=i(:"

Tru •.

Figure -2.3 Flowchart bf the Shell's Sort al.orith~
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, .

INCR (- :n/Z: II initialize INCRII

while INCR ) 0 d6

for i (- INCRtl to n do

j (- i-INCR

.while .j>0 do

if Alj) ) AljtINCR) then

Al j) (--) Al jtlNCRl I I interchange At j) and

j (- j-INCR At j+INCR) I I

else j (- 0

endif

endwhile

repeat

[NCR (- INCR div 2

endwh1le;

14

15

1

Z

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1 Z

13

Line Procedure SHELLIAll:n)):

II Let us assume that an array All:nl of integer elements

is used to sort with the sequences of n/Z. n/4 ••.•• 1, etc.

in nondecreasing order II

int i, j. INCR:

end SHELL.

For an example,

following eleven ke~.s.;

before, i.e, n/2. n/4,

let us apply Shell's method to the

sequences of increments are the same as

"" 1, these becomes 5, 3. 1 for 11 keys:
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Given keys:

87

08

08

01

93 01 99 19 51 06 75 32 02

5 sort: (87,51.08) ,l93,06}, {Ol,75}, {99,32l, {I9,02}

06 01 32 02 51 93 75 99 19

3_sort: 108,32.93, 19} • 106.02, 75,87 }, (01 , 51 .99)

02 01 19 06 51 32 75 99 93

1 sort: 108.02.01,19.06,51.32,75,99.93,87l

02 06 08 19 32 51 75 87 93

08

87

87

99

of

and

.. ,

Analysis:

From the nature of this algorithm, it is seen that the

generalization of the quantities involved in the determina,tion of

the time complexity function are very difficult, no strong

assertion can be made any way. It has many reasons, among one is

that. for example, in the eaSe of increments (most important

factor) it is not found what sequences of increments are best fit

in all cases .. So, all the conclusions given will be the

asymptotic form obtained b~" conducting a number of experiments

using the empirical data and 'the by analysis of mathematical

relations.

Instead of using the sequences of increments n/2, n/4,

I, we will use in geneTal. the increments ht, ht-1 , •. , hI'

find out the running time by assigning different types

increments to this general form. I t is seen from the nature of

the algor i thm that the ti me campI ex i ty funct ion depends on the

five factors :



i ) size of file, i.e. number of records, n,

ii) the number of passes, i .e. number of increments. T.
iii) the number of comparisons, C,

iv) the number of moves, i.e. the number of inversions in

the subfiles, B, and

v) sum of the increments, S =ht + ht_1 + .••• ,+ hi'

It is also seen that the factor which governs the execution time

is the number of inversions,

it mostly.

and the attention will be given to

As the number of passes depends on the number of

increments, a pass of h_sorting means that straight insertion are

used to sort the elements that are h positions apart, so that

<= n~h;

then Shell's sort consists of ht sorting followed by ht_1
sorting, ..... , etc. followed by hi sorting. A file in which

Ki <= ki+h for I <= i <= n-h "ill be called h_ordered. Finally,

we assume as before that keys are distinct and initially.in

random order.

First, let us consider that there are ,just two increments

h2=2 and hi =1, then during the second pass we have a 2_ordered

sequences of keys. Each two order permutations is equally likely

after a random file. has been 2 sorted. Since we obtain one

2_ordered permutation for each choice of In/2J elements. to put in

even numbered positions a2' a4 .... ' with the remaining Ln/2J

elements going in odd numbered posi tions, so the number of

permutations such that
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for 1 < = i < = n-2 is

\ ".

Gn~2J)
Let An be the total n~mber of inversions among all

2_ordered permutations 11, 2, 3, ..... , n 1. Before determining it

in. general, let us consider a "lattice diagram" for n = 15

items as illustrated in Figure 2.4 which will be helpful to

generalized the An.

01 02 03 04 05 06
00

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

.-* **• all//* 1 2 3 4 5 6•
- ••• +***~ -* **
1 • all/ 1////* 2 3 4 5

I

2 1 • all/* 1 2 3 4,
• • •

" 'l 1 . 0 1 2 3" ~ .
".--- -***- -** *

4 3 2 1 . 01/ / / 1//// * 2• .
•••

5 4 3 2 1 • all//* I•
••• -+-* **-'-

6 5 4 3 2 I • all//*•
. ,.-f

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 ••I•

07
7

17
6

27
5

37
4

47.
3.

57
2

67
1
77
o
87

81 , 82 83 84 85 86

Figure 2.4 Lattice Diagra~ for 151 n=151 keys

The path from upper left corner 10,01 to the lower right

corner point (8, 7) Irn/21 .Ln/2J)) I, c~n be used to represent

a 2_ordered permutation of (1, 2 , .... , n f , if one make a kth

step of path go downwards .or to the right according as k appears

in an odd or an even positioll in the permutation, respectively.

Consequently, their exists a one-to-one correspondence between 2-

ordered permutations and n-step paths from corner to corner of

the lattice diagram. For eX~ml)le, the two permutations
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2 1 4 6 3 5 7 8 10 12 9 11 14 13 15

....... tl)

••••••••• (2)

shown by dots and stars, respectively, in the lattioe diagram

represents tpe 15 step paths corresponding to the 15 elements. It

is seen that the stairca~e path (permutation (1) marked by arrows

corresponds to the completel~' sorted permutation. On the other

hand the permutation (2) represented by stars in the lattice

diagram has eight inversions, it can also be obtained from the

figure by counting the number of shaded squared-area between the

staircase path and the path corresponding to the permutation (~).

So it is true for any pa th 'and there is a natural conneotion

between path and inversions for any permutation that can be

represented by the lattice diagram. There is an equivalent way to

count inversions by summing the numbers- .as called weight.

written along the vertical lille se.m~nt in the figure. Therefore,

the line from (i,j) to li+l.jl has weight li-jl.

The number relevant path from (a,b) point to (a',b') point

in the lattice diagram is the number of ways to mix (a'-a)

vertical lines with (b'-b) horizontal lines. i.e.

(
a'-a~b'-~

a'-a , ) if a <= a' and b <= b'.

Let us consider two points (i"j) and (i+l,j); th~ number of ways

to come to the point (i.,j) is

and the number of ways to gO out from the point (i+l,j) for total
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n items is, namel,

( L;~2j:~)
so, the total. number of '.;a,s,

1 -;

;1.

i.e. th'e number of,I,permutations

: i p

. ,~

whose corresponding path travels the vertical line segment

I (i,.i) and (i + 1, .i) lis

(
it,j) (n-i-.j-l"
i In/ZJ -'J

For example, from point 11,5) to {Z,51. the'.number of

paths ~hicb passes thro~gh this vertical lines for n equals tot5 : , .

is

= 168 . • r

Multipl:l'Ing the above term by the associated .weight and

summing over all segments, we get.

and

AZn ~<fi<~~-,j I (i:,j) (Z~~~j.i-l)
O<=j<=n .

AZntl = ["Ii-.jl (it,j) (zn-i-:.i)
O<=l<=n 1 n-.J
O<=.l<=n .

.•••••••••••• ",' ( 1)

•••••• -'•• ,I' ",, (2)
- I ! + .
I'

I .

After simplification we get,'

AZn = Ln/ZJ *Zn-Z
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Hence, ,the average number of inversions in a random 2

order permutation is
'I ' •

(Anlave = (Ln/2J *2n-:ow( n )
In/2J -..• r;

By stirling's approximation this is asymptotically equal to
. . " . ' ! i .

(Anlave = vii3.1416/128ltn3/2

: O. 1 5 * nl. 5 .
(~'" f; .

For any value of n at least 2_stepsare required to make
. l I .. • '!.l "

an inversion; therefore, the maximum number of inversions is. '. ; .
"

',. I " ,

( In/~J +1 ')

,...(1/8)*n2.

Now. let us consider in general. for the sequence of
:-1

increments ht• ht_1, ht_Z'

divisibility condition

if they satisfy the
. I' j

. 1 ;,

hs+1 mod hs = 0 .for t > s >= 1 (4)
, "

then determine the average number' of inversions. i. e .. move

operations. We know that the process of hs-sorting co~sists of a

straight insertion sort on number of

sense

subfiles of length qs+1' and on .lhs-rsl number of such subfiles

of length qs' The di"isibiIit.,' condition implies that each of

these subf iles is a random Ihs+ 1/hs I - ordered' permuta t~on .in the

that each (hs+1/hsl- ordered permutation is~~ually lik~ly.

Let fln.hl represent the average number of inversions for n

length of increments h. then we have
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of inversions for the length ,of and respectively. j. ,

Summing over the s as s varies from t to 1 I. .... ' : ",' .,.

the total number of inversiolls. , I , " I;

Now, for the case of tlJo-pass Shell sort with just two

increments hand 1, respectively, a'nd if they satisfies 'the "

divisilibity condition(4l, the average number of 'inversions for (i

length n is

r*ftq+1,nl+lh-rl*flq,nl+fln,hl I, , , I' ' ,

l' .1 ';'

Hhere q = In/hJ, I' = n mod hand' fln,hl stands for ,the

last pass.

From wllich we obtain ,; I " ;II',!

= Ir/2)* I .:

This is due to the theorem of Douglas H. Hunt [Bachelor's

thesis, Princeton University lapril,1967l) [4]. where'

fln,h)

then He get

= 1/2* (~) for h >=n.

= r/2* Iq+llq/2 + (h-rl/2*qlq-11/2 + f{n,h)

= 1/41q2h q*h + 2*q*r + fln,hl

= 1/4[tn2 nth + rlll-rl) + fln,h)

since q*h + I' = n or q*h = n - r
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:::lI8[ 2n2/hJ+[ VI:3.141(/8)tn3/2thl/2J

where fln,h) = .v13.1416/8Itn3/2*hl/2 to a first approximation'

as obtained from Donald Knuth's works [4J.

Therefore. therunninM time Tr is proportional to

, "

To have the minimum value of it as it is dependent upon the

choice of h, we differentiate with respect to h.

where c is a constant

or, 2n2/hZ = VC3.1416tn3)/2thI/2

or, h =V((16tnll3.1416)

or, h :: 1. 72* ~I I

With this choice of h we get the average running time.Tr is

proportional to

From which we have

Tr < n5/3.

Therefore, just using two increments we can make

substantial improvement over straight insertion from o(n2) to

0(nl.6667) ..And by intuition, it can be said that we can do

better when there are 'more increments instead of two and when

they do not satisfy the divisibility condition. But it cannot be

poss ibI e any way to break the n 1 .5 bard er because the last pass
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alHays requires

fln,h2) - '03.1416/8)*n3/2*h1l2, inversions.

In conclusion, the generalization of this algorithm cannot

be made, and the reason of it will be clear,from,the'following

paragraphs where .the resu] ts obtained by different researchers

performing experiments on this algorithm are given that hav~'

diversity in nature. All the experiments are done with empirical I.

data that by no means exhausts ~he possibilities. 80, no strong.'

assertion can be made. Moreover, there .is no obvious way"to .find' "

the Horst case time complexity functio~ for general increments. '

A .A .Pap ern 0 van d G. V .8 ta s evic h,, pro b Iem y per ed a chi

Informasti 1, 3 in 1965. ShOHS that the running time is 0In3/2)

when h = 2ss 1 ,

Hhere i <= s <= t = Llog2 nJ

It gives the upper bound on the maximum running time, not a bound '!

on, the average running time. This resul I: is' significant ..because

the maximum running time when the h's satisfy the divisibility

condition(4) is of order of 0In2). An improvement on the

above Horks was made by Vaughan Pratt in 1969, and he shows that I,

if the increments are chosen to be the set of all. numbers of the

form 2q*3q which are less tllan n, the running time becbmes of the

order of 0Inll~gn)2). But Pratt's method has a drawback - it

requires comparatively a large number of passes, 'so it is not,

t.he best. Hay unless n is quite large.

There are various patterns in choosing the increments with

each bf Hhich the algorit.hm can be improved. In 1960, Lazarus and
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Frank lCACM.3] sug.gested using the same sequence of 'shell's r .•

original suggestion In/ZJ, Ln/4J, ., ....• but adding"one to .make

all the increments odd, ",hen necessan', Hibbard [CACM6.(19631]

suggested using increments of the form Zk_1 and, Papernoy "".

Stasevich suggested the 21t+1. The other sequences .areof the form

IZk_(_1)k)/3. 13k.,.11/2 and the Fibonacci numbers. All of these'

sequences are investigated and found that they give better

results. It has been found that the form Zk+1 requires the

minimum number of moves than others, but it is important to '.

realize that the minimum number of moves is not the only

consideration. even though it asymptotically dominates the

running time, It seems unwise to start with ht greater than say.

n/3. since to justif~- the first pass,.a large'number of

increments will not decrease th~ subsequent number,of moves.

In 1971 •. at Stanford University. a large number of

experiments were conducted by Jame~ Peterson and David b. Russel.

They found that for 100 <= n <= 60000. the av~rage number of moves

can reasonably be approximated by the following formulas:

1.09*n1.27 0,30*nlln nI2-1.35*ln for incr. kor n 2 +1 •.•• 9.5.3.1

1.2Z*n1.Z6 61' 0.Z9*nlln n)2-1.Z6nln for incl' •. kn 2 -1,.015.7.3.1

I.ZZ*n1.28 or 0.36*nlln n)2-1.73*ln n for incr. (2ki"1)/3, •• 5,3.1

1.66*n1.25 or 0.35*nlln nIZ-l.26*nln n for iner, (3k-l)/2 ••• 13.4.1

For n = ZOUO. these four types of increments give the

appropriate value of B 31000.33000.35000 and 39000

respectively. An experimental results iH given in' the Table 1.1

for the increments of 21t+l, 2k_l and 3k_l with corresponding

moves for n =ZOOOO [4J.
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Table 2.1 Type of increments with corresponding moves

2ktl 21'-1 3k-l

hs Bs hs Bs hs Bs

4097 19550 4095 19460 3280 25210

204 !j 14944 2017 15115 1093 28324

1025 15731 1023 15869 364 35477

513 18548 511 IBll91 121 47158

257 21827 255 22306 40 62110

.129, 27814 127 27400 13 88524

65 33751 63 35053 4 74599

33 34303 31 34677, "1 34666'

17 46044 15 51054

9 35817 7 40382

5 19961 3 24044

~j 9628 1 16789

1 13277

It is observed that both of the functional form (a*(ln n)2tb*(nln

nl) and (b*na) seen to give pretty good fit to the observed data,

although the experimental form was noticeably better than the

logari thmic for smaller value of n. For' the increment of 2k_l,

further experiments are conducted and found that they give

approximate!;- B :: 7900000 for n = 250000 [4]. The best fit

form~las for the range 100 <= n <= 250000 turn out to be

1.21*n1.26 and 0.39*nlln n)2-2.33*nln n,

respecti vel y'.
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There is another form of increments like t3k-l)/2 which do

not take more moves and requires about five-eighths as many

passeg as the increments of othe~ forms. Also it is reasonable to

choose the increments in the following forms:

2.2.4 List Insertion

It is an improved method over straight insertion algorithm

but it uses a di fferen t data structure .. It is to be noted that

one of the most important way to improve an algorithm is to

examine its data structure carefully. This in turns help in

avoiding the unnecessary operati.ons and as a result it leads to

an substantial improvements. Because good data structure design

goes hand iri hand with good algorithm design. As said before.

straight insertion involves two basic operations:

il Scanning an ordered file to find a key less thad or

equal to a given key, and

iil Inserting that key into the place found by (i) of the

ordered file:

where it handles a l"inear list by using sequential allocation

thereby requiring to move roughly half of the records to

accomplish each insertion operation. If the file is linked list

instead of linear list, then linked allocation will be suited to

insertion since only a few link fiel.ds are needed to be changed.

So, unnecessary operation such as movement of records can be

avoided. Sequential scanning, the othei operation is as e~sy with
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linked allocation than with sequential allocation. As we always

scan the list in the same direction, so only one way linkage is

needed. ln conclusion, the linked linear list is the right data

structure for the straight insertion algorithm.

The idea of sorting is that. as new element is read, the

list is searched to find the place where it s.hould go. For

example, adding an entry to the middle of a list is a straight

forward operation, invol,"ing only pointer manipulation, no

movement of record are required. Two procedures. PUT and BUILDare

used here. The PUT adds a ne". entry to the list following the

pointer argument passed to it and the BUILDrecursively searches

the list to find the first entr~' larger than or equal to the data

to be added, if so. it uses the the PUT procedure to add the new

entry. If not, it applies lhe BU1LDstarting at second element

of the current 1i stand rE~peated. In case if the new entry is

larger than any current entries, BUILD will eventually add an

entry" to an empty list. 1t. checks for this and adds the entry

Algorithm Lllist insert.ionl

Let us assume an array ~ of n records are to be sorted.

This array is made up of cells, each cell consisting of an

element of the array and a pointer to indicate the next cell.,
That is, the cell holding t.he record ri ha, a p~inter to the cell

holding rli+l) for

i = 1,2.3, ..... , n-1.
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The cell holding rn has a null pointer. and there is also an

header pointer that points to the cell holding ri.

So. each reco~d has two fields: one data field and the

other the link fields 10,11 •.......• In. This algoritjlm set the

links so that the records are linked together in an increasing

order. Thus. if pill p(2J : pln) is the permutation due

to which

kplil <=kp(2J <=kp(3), <=kp(nl, this algorithm

yields

<=n.

10 = p(ll,l1 = pI21 •......• 1plil = p(i+!) for i <= i

The cell LISTHEAD is used a~'a header pointer but holds no

da ta. it helps to sort the 'arra,'.

LI. [initialize] set LISTlIEAD <- nil.

L2.[Ioop on i]. perform step-L3 through step-L4 and terminate

the algorithm when i > n.

L3.[initialize].set INDATA <- A[i].
L4.ldo algorithm 8j.it is a procedure with two arguments

INDATA and LISTHEAD. it inserts INDATA in the proper place

of the ordered file and go back to the step-L2~

The FLowc,hart of the List Insertion' algorithm is given in the

Figure 2.'5 .

Ll. In;t, ,Ir.

1

L2. Loop on U, IniI, !NURlR

; > n
Figure 2.5 FI~.chart of. tile List Insertion algorithm,
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Algorithm BfBuild)

It searches the list from the first entry' to find an

element greater than or equal to INDATA and put it into the li.t

by using a procedure PUT,

BI.[check ptr.]". make a test either LlSTHEAD is nil or

not. If it is not nil do the step-B3.

B2.[do algorithm Pl. it put INDATA in the list and

terminate.

B3.[comp.]. compare LISTBEAP-.DATA with INDATA, ifINDATA

is less •then go to the step-B2; otherwise do the step-

Bli.

B4.[adjust ptr.]. to compare with the next entry (assume

that list is not empty) adjusts LISTBEAD by setting

LISTBEAP (- LlSTBEAP-.LINK and go back to the step-BI.

The Flo,",chartof this aJ)torithm is given i,n the Figure 2.6

Fa Is.

" <
Bt AdjuSt pfr,

, ,
Te.rminatc-

Figure 2.6 Flowchart of the Build algorithm
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Algorithm.PIPUT)

it puts an entry into the list .

PI. (create ptr.]. to insert a entry a temporary pointer

P is created.

P2.(initialize]. set P-.DATA (- INDATA,

P-.LINK (- LISTlIEAl>,and

LIST~EAD (- P. Then terminate the algorithm.

The Flowchart of the PUT algorithm is shown in the Figure 2.7 .

PI. Cr~al~ plr.

Figure 2.7 Flowchart of the PUT algorithm

The above principle is ill\Jstrated by the the use of 11 records

of followinl sequence:

87 93 01 99 19 51 06 75 32 02 08

Initiall~'.

LJSTHEAD is '.lnill

Dill] . 87, i ' 1 .
i 02 ~87In;11 93

j03 87 93 n; I 01

i : If ~ 99

i ,5 01 ~ 19

.i ' 1 1 :

. . .. . .
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Program list i~sertion

Line Procedure PUTIINDATA,LISTHEAD)

//put a entry such as INDATA in the list, following

LISTHEAD. The pointer P is used to add it with list//

1 pointer P,link,LISTHEAD;

2 newl P)

3 with pA do

4 link (- LISTHEAD

5 DATA (- INDATA

6 LlSTHEAD (- P

'7 endld th ;

end PUT;

Line
J

Procedure BUILDllNDATA,LISTHEADl

//starting at the LISTHEAD add INDATA to the ordered

list/!

1 pointer LISTHEAD, link;

2 if LISTHEAD = nil then

3 call PUT

4 .else if LISTHEAD' .DATA >= INDATA then

5 call PUT

6 else call BUILD

'7 endi C

end BUlLI)
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Line Procedure LISTILISTHEADI:

\

Iisort the records of an array Al l:n) in nonincreasing

order using the one way linked list data structure//

1 into i;

2 L1STHEAD = nil

3

4

for i (- J, 2, 3,

INDATA (- Alii

.... , n .do

5 call BUILD

6 repeat

end LIST;

Analysis:

We know that a singly linked list data structure use a

pointer to link the successive elements in the list •.This frees

us from using a contiguous memor~' for storing a list,. and. hence

form shifting or rearranging elements to make room for new

elements. Although an extra space is provided for the pointer, we

will see later that this will not increase the execution time.

During the sorting no rearrangement of records take place

in the memory. so there is no any movement and the number of

moves must be zero. It is certainl~. a greater improvement over

straight insertion, where about (1/4*n2) moves are required on

the average. It is also seen that the extra memory space used for

the link has saved around 22 percent l4] of the recursion time.

The ex~cution time of this algorithm depends on the

folloHing terms:

il input length of the file, n
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iiI the number of right to left maxima. A

iiil the number of inversions in the initial permutation, B

ivl the nymber of comparisons. C

among which the par-ameter- (iv) is the most dominant factor

because this will be able to explain the other terms.

that the compaiison only occurs in the line. (4)

It is seen

of BUILD

procedure. In the LIST procedure, as i varies from 1 to n (line

3), for each value of i the BUILD is called. Initially. when i =

1, no comparison is required, because at that time the list is

empty, The comparison onlo' occurs for i is equal to Z and

greater than or equal to n. If the initial permutation is such

that for each value of i the test of the line (4)

listhead-.data >= indata

is satisfied, then the tot,d number of comparisons must be one

less than the input length n, and this is the best case. In the

best case, the number of comparisons

On the other hand. if the initial permutation of keys are

exact in reversed order then each test of the line (4) will

fail and the procedure BUILD will recursively called until the

end.of the list .. So, for each value of i,. (i-I) number of

comparisons will be requi red. This is certainly the worst case

and tile number of comparisons is

C_worst = 1+2+3+ +n-l

=n(n~I)/2
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The. average number of comparisons in average can be

obtained approximately, by tak ing the average. of the two above

terms
Cave =1/2{n-l+nln-l )/2J

=(n-llln+2)/4

But here is one point to note that the link. operation,

i.e. the ,change of link has occurred each time a new. item is

inserted in the list which do not occur in the straight

insertion. Now determine the number of the link changes. We know

that there are n number of links for n number of items and one

extra link for heade~ pointer. This program begins with LISTHEAD

initializing'as a null pointer which indicates an empty list. For

any value of i ( 1<=i<=n) the linked list is scanned to find the

proper position of Ali] among the Ali-I] elements and then, it is

inserted in the propeT place. It is necessary to change the

previous link and the next link of the proper .position found.

That is, if.we wish to insert r3 in between rl and r2 ( say it is

the proper place of r3), the two steps shOlm in the Figure 2.8

•

are occured :
r~---~EGL--~l~2 Q~> .....
'I G >[rl

Figure 2.8 Illustrate the link operation

So, we see that for each element there are two links operations

and hence. for n number of elements, 2n changes of links are

occurred.
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Since the properties of an algorithm reflects in its

average value, we therefore, conclude that the running 'time of

the list insertion is OlnZ).

An improvement of the list insertion can be made if we use

binary insertion and it is seen that ith element can be inserted

by logzi "ell chosen comparisons. The idea is that for a 32th

element, it is first compared with 16th element; if it is less,

we compare it with 8th element, but if it is greater, we compare

it wi th 24th element etc, so that only 6 comparisons' 'will be

enough to insert 32th element. The total number of comparisons

for inserting in "this Hay comes about. nlog2n Isee in chapter-5

for performance). This type of improvement was first studied by

D.J.Wheeler in 1957 A.S.Douglas. comp] and it is kno,:,n as'

Wheeler's tree insertion scheme. The idea is that the two way

insertion is performed un ti1 it becomes necessary to move some

data then a pointer is inserted to another area of memory'

instead of moving the data. And it is applied recursively to all

elements which are to be inserted into this new area of memory.

It is a complicated combination of sequential and linked memory

with varying of node size.

The time complexity function required by the list insertion

algorithm is summarized by the following table:

E]"ement Element Lin!, Extra storage
r~olJlpariSnll moves change

Best n-1 0 One extra link
case field for each

element and a
ave. In-1)(n+Z)/4 0 2n header,one int
case variable i

In all cases,
worst nin-1l/2 0 one variable
case pointer



2.2.5 Bubble Sort

j",---.:

Perhaps it is the simplest method of sorting by ~xchange.

This method is called bubble sorting because lighter elements

'bubble up' to their proper positions. The bubble sort is also

known by other different names that are compaiable with the idea

involved such as pilloried sort, exchange-selection sort,

propagation sort, transposition sort, etc.

To understand the basic idea is to imagine that the array

to be sorted is kept verticall,' and the records with low key'

values are lighter that bubble up to the top of the array during

sorting. We'scan the ar~ay from the bottom,to top (also from top

to bottom) and as we move, if t,.;oadjacent elements are alit of

order,i.e. if the lighter one is below the heavier one, W€

interchange them. It is normally referred to as one pass, The

effect of one pass is to raise the lower key value all the way up

and we make repeated passes to sort all the records. Thus in the.

first pass, the lightest record rises to the top of the array. in

the second pass, the second 1ightest record goes to' the second

position, and so on. But to note that during the second pass, the.

lo'.;es'tkey reside' in the position one, so we need not try to

bubble up to position one. That is. in kth pass we do not bubble

up past the position k.

As an example, for t.he l'ecords rl, r2, I III .rn, we compare

kn ,.;it,hI,n-) reverse I'n and rn-l if the keys are out of order.

Then, we do the same to records rn-) and rn-2, etc. Ultimately

the lowest key will move to become rl and the repetition of the
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process will help to move the appropriate records into positions

2, 3, .., etc. so that all records will be sorted.

Algorithm B(bubble sortl

A set of unordered records r1, r2, .... ,rn, are given. all

are distinct. These are rearranged

completed in nondecreasing order

wili be in order

in place. and qfter sorting is

their lreys k1. k2, ...• kn,

k1 <= k2 <= k3 <= kn.

In order to sort them by using this algorithm the following steps

ar.e necessary

B1. [loop on k].' For k = 1,2.3 •...... n-1 do step-B2

through step-H4 arid terminate th~ algorithmwh~n k

k = n

B2. [loop on i].For .1 = n, n-1 ,n-2 ......• k+1 do the

steps B3 and B4 and go back to the step B1when

1 ( k+1;

B3.[comp]. Compare two ad.iacent keys

P[l] < PI1-.1] ?

if false, go to the step B2;

B4.lsl-lap]. Exchange Pll] <---> PI1-1] and go back to

the step_B2.
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The Flow-ohart of the bubble sort aooording to the steps

written above is shown in the Figure 2.9 .

81. loop onk

l(=k(n

82. loop on I

n):I):ktl

> = <
~t~a,P(IJ:P( I-I)

k=n
.,-

Figure 2.9 Flowohart of the Bubble sort algorithm

The aotion of the bubble sort on our previous 11 keys is

explained below with r1 at the top and rn at the bottom elements,

respectively,

Given keys

1- 87 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01

2. 93 87 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02

3. 01 93 87 06 06 06 06 06 06 06

4. 99 02 93 117 U8 08 08 08 08 08

5. 19 '99 06 93 87 19 19 19 19 19

6 . 51 19 99 ..08' 93 87 32 32 32 32

7 . 06 51 19 99 19 93 87 51 51 51

8 . 75 06 51 J ~l 99 32 93 87 75 75

9 . 32 75 08 51 32 99 51 93 87 87

1U . U2 32 75 32 51 51 99 75 93 93

11- 08 08 32 75 75 75 75 99 99 99

passl pass2pass3 pass4 pass5 pass6 pass7 pass8 ,pass9
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Program Bubble sort:

Procedure BlAl1:n)):

II The elements in the array Al1:nl are iriteger type,

it sort in llondecreasinlt order using only a

temporary storage for exchange purpose. The records

all are mayor may not distinct.11

int k, I, t;

for k (- 1 to n-1 do

for 1 (- n downto k+1 do

if All) ( AIl-1) then

Line

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

t (- All)
A(1) (- All-1)

AIl-1) <- t

endif:

repeat;

repeat:

II exchange keys II

..
end BUBBLE;

.Analysis:

In order to analyze the running time of the bubble sort,we

see that three quantities are involved. They are :

j} number of passes, A

ii ) number of compari.sons, C, and

iii) n\lmb{~ r of exchangpst B.

To determine th~ 00mplete timing information, we need the
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in-depth analysis of each 'of these three quanti ties. We shall

introduce t'he idea of i.nversion table before analyzing which help

to determine to determine the above parameters in an easier way.

Let a 1 a 2 a 3 ..... an be a permutation of the set

{1234 .... nJ. If i ( j and ai > aj, the pair tai .aj) is called an

'inversion' of the permutat.ion. The permutation 2 1 4 3 for

example,has two inversions such as 12 1) and (4 3). Each

inversion is a pair of elements that is out of order. so the only

permutation with ncr inversion is the sorted permutation.

Each of the permutation al a2 a3 ..•.. an has a corres-

ponding inversion table and it is represented by tlet) bl b2

b2 .. bn. The value of bj as j varIes from 1 (= j (= n. is obtained

by letting bj be the number.of elements to the l~ft of j that are

grea tel' than j. In athen,onls. b'.J is the number of inversions

whose second component is j.

For example ,let us consider the permutation and determine

its inversion table:

703 504

bl b2

87

b3

61

b4

908

b5

107

b6

897

b7

275

b8

509

b9

3 2 ')~ 3 o 1 o

We see that there are 13+2+3+'1+1+3+0+1+0) 17 inversions. By the

defi.ni tion of the inversion table we always have the following

relation :

o (= bl <= n-l, 0 <= b2 <= n-2 •..... , 0 <= bn-l <= 1. bn = O.

So, it is clear that the inversion table uniquely determine the

corresponding permutation and t.he effect of' each' pass in a bubble
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sart can be explained In terms of it. For example. if the

permutation al a2 ...an changes to the permutation a'l a'2 •..•• 'n

due to one pass, the corresponding inversion table can be

obtained

one.

from bl b2 ....bn b," decreasing each nonzero entry by

It is obvious that if we interchange two adjacent

elements, the total nllmber of inversions will increase or

decrease by one. But we will interchange in such a way that the

number of inversions will atwa,'s be decreased thereby helping to

minimize the number of passes 0 lienee, it can be said that the

total number of exchanges required IS equal to the total number

of inversions in the given permutation.

Let Inlk) be a function which indicates the number of

permutations each of which has exactly I, inversions. so Inl0)

corresponds a permutation of n elements with no or zero

inversion. It.is only possible "hen it.,corresponds to a perfe"ctly

ordered permutation, i.e. InlO) = 1. Similarly, In(l) = n-l. it is

the case in which just. one, pair is out' of order. and hence n-l

number of permutations will be possible. Some of the value of

Inlkl is given in the Table 2.2 for different values of nand k

Table 2.2 Values of Inll,)

~!

0 1 OJ ,) 4 5 6 7 8 9 10u v

n

I 1 U U () U U 0 () () 0 0

2 1 1 0 () () () () () 0 () 0

0 1 2 2 1 () 0 0 0 0 0 0
"
4 1 3 5 6 5 "' I () 0 0 0.'
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In order to determine the average number of inversions

present in a given permutation, let us assume

n! permutations of n elements is equally likely.

that each of the

The probability that a liven permutation has exactly k

inversions is, denoted by Pnk,

Pnl< = INn. of permutations nf n elements "ith k inversions)/n!

= Inlk)/n! ........ tl)

"here, 0 <= k <= m and m is a constant that re~resent

the highest number of inversions.

Then, the average number 'of inversions is

m
Bave = L k*I'nk

k=O
.••••••••••••• {Z)

No", consider the generating function Glz). It is defined as

folloHs:

Given a sequence of numbers

laj , j = 0, 1, ...... infini t~, )

one can set up an infinite sum in terms of the parameter z such that

Glzl = a zO + a171 + fa. zinfinityo ~. . .. ... 1n.

infinity
= La. z.J

. 0 J
.J =

So, the sequence of In II,I for 0 < = k < = m can be expanded in

terms of generating function as folloHS

m
Gnlz) = ~ Inlk) * zk

k=O
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Now, for n = 3, with the h~lp of the table of In(k), we get -

G31z) . 2 .3= 1+2z+2z +z.

= 11+z+z2.)G2IZ) since l+z -= G2(z)

For n = 4, ,
G4(z) = 1+3z+5z2+6z3+5z4+3z5+z6

Since G31z) = 1+2z+2z2+z3.

In general,

•••••••• (4)

To determine the Pnk, bonsid~r the generating.function, we get,

g I z) ••••••••• (5)

m=1 [Inlk)/n!]*zk
k=O

Putting the value of Pnk from the equation (1).

= (l/n!)*Gnlzl

With the llelp of equation 141. we have

glzl = [11+z+z2+ +zn-llln!]Gn-1lz)
n-l J[ n-2/ 1J= ({l+z+ ... +z )/n (1+z+ ... +z ) n- ....

[11+z)/2][lJ
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••••••• (6)

= 1 n-lwhere Hn(z) +z+ ..... +z

Fra'm the equation (5) we get,

m
g ( z) = L Pn'j{ * z k

k=O
or. g(z) = PnO+Pnl*z+Pn2*z2+ " ,+Pnm*zm

For z = 1, we have

g(11 = PnO+Pnl+Pn2+ +Pnm

Here the right side of the above eq~ation is the sum of all

probabilities, but we know that it is equal to one.

Therefore. we get

gil) = 1

Differentiating the equationl5) with respect to z, we have

m-l '
g',(z) = r kH'nk*zk-l

I{ =0

Putting z = 1,

m-l
g' ( 1) = l: ItH'nk

k-O
•••••••••• (7)

The equation (7) is the same as the equation (2)

Therefore
g'(I) = Bave, the average value of exchanges.

Now, differentiating g(z) leq\Jation 6) with respect to z and

substitute 1 for z, we have average vrilue of exchanges(Bave).
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So, g'nlz) = d/dz(gnlz) I

or, gn'(1) = In-1)/2+ln-2)/2+ ;.+1/2 +0

= 11/2)nln-11/2

= 1/4 nln-1

Thus,' the time complexi t,' function of the bubble sort, on the

avel'age, is not better than ()ln2).

The best case values can easily be determined. It is that

case in which the input sequence of keys is the sorted sequence,

so onl,' one P3;sS ,,,illbe required and it is the first pass as

well as the last pass. No exchange is necessary and n-1

comparisons will be made (all keys are examined in the first

pass) ,
'In the worst case (6pposite to the best casel, the first

pass bubble up the smallest key into its final position using n-1

oomparisons and n-1 exchanges. The second pass uses exactly n-2

comparisons and n-2 exchanges, place the the second smallest

element in its proper place and so on. So, n passes are needed to

complete the bubble sort, and the number of comparisons

C",orst = n-1+n-2+n-3+., .., +1

= n(n-1)/2

Similarly,

O"'orst = n(n-11/2

These are the ",orst possible case for the bubble sort.



Summarizing' all we have

. Best case Ave.case Worst case extra storage

C n-l - nln-,11/2 In all cases
one cell for

13 0 nln-ll/4 same interchange
and two int.

A 1 -
.

same variables

The bubble sort is not a good algorithm at all. Unless we

are sorting elements that are nearly in order, the bubble sort

has nothing to be recommended it as an internal sorting

algorithm. Although the results of the analysis are very

disappointing, some refinements nevertheless can be made.

If we observe what happens in some passes. we will able to

see that, there are some comparisons that are redundant, for

example, the first comparison in pass 4 and pass 5 in the

previous exam~Iel. Also note that the elements can never move to

top or to the left more than one step per p~ss. So, we are forced

to maximize the number of comparisons if the smallest one is at

the far bottom or right. There is one suggestion in this respect

that will be able to reduce the number of comparisons slightly

called 'c6cktail shaker sort' in which alternate passes goes in

opposite direction. Observe that if two records rj and rj+l are

not chariged with each other on the two consecutive passes in

opposite dir(~ction. th,.,nUll','mllst be in their final position',

and they need not enter into the subsequent comparisons. This

observation was made by )\oIl.Iverson

wiley, 19621.
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.i 5 ,1962.) and named it 'quick

this name is quite appropriate

a fraction of the running time

The major source of disadvantages is due to the fact that

the exchanges do very little work, since most of the elements

shift one step left or up during an exchange, so another way to

improve the bubble sort is to eliminate the most of the

exchanges, Th is can be done by vie",ing the array di fferently, .

i.e. shifting the the ol'ig;n of the indexing. But none of the

improvement leads to an better algorithm.

2.2.6 Quick sort

This one of the best method for internal sorting where the

same basic comparison-exchange scheme is used. It was first

published by C.A.R.Hoare (camp .

sort'. We will see shortly that

because it takes, art the aveiage,

of the other known algorithms ",hen implemented them in real

world.
In the bubble sort, the same pa1r of keys are compared,

that is, each time the sequence of comparisons are predetermined,

the inefficiency thus occurs due to the fact that it does not use

the previous knoledge. But the quick sort is different in this

respect it uses the results of the each comparisons to

determine ",hat keys are to be compared next.

'rhe basic idea is that let us consider a record 1'1 of an

arra~' A( 1.:n) and as'Sume that R be the final position in the

sorted file. During the ~rocess of moving 1'1 to the the position

s, this algori thm rearrange the other keys in such a way that

there will be none h'ith greater keys to the left of the position

s, and none ",ith the smaller I,e,-sto the right. In terns it
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produ6es two subfiles of from rl to rs-l and from rs+l .to rn. It

is called partitioning and the record rl is called the

partitioning element. l'heD,these are the two sub-problems of

similar type and are sorted independently.

There are several wa:;s to do this Isome of them are

discussed later), one of t.hem is that from an array some key

value say v, is taken as a partitioning element Ipivot). and

rearranged the records around it. During the process some value j

exists between 1 and n such that all the key less than v appear

illAll:j-l) and all those equal to v or greater than appear in

Alj:n). That is, the elements are rearranged such that Alil<=A(j)

for all i .betwe~n 1 and m and all j between m+l and n for some m,

where 1 <= m <= n.

Algorithm Q(Quick sarti:

Let us assume that there are n records and after inplace

sorting- of them their keys will be in order,

k (1 I <= k (2 I <= kIn I..

We begin bv developilli an algorithm fIND that is used to

select a partitioning element, it returns the index of the larger

of the firs t two di ffe ren t Ilevs (if possi ble I; otherwise return

zero. At. each time of partition i.t is called to have

partitioning element. There is another algorithm PARTITION to

split the array at partit.ioning element found in FIND. To do this

two pointer 1 and 1', initially. set at the left and the right end

of the port.ion of the array being sort.ed say. l=i and r=j lat the

starting i=1 and j=n) and performed the following steps:
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1: The input arra,- is scanned from both ends by compar ing

with partitioning element. The pointer 1 is moved right over any

records if the keys from tile left are less than the partitioning

element-, and the pointer r is moved to the left over any keys

from the right if they are greater than or equal to it. But note

that t.he selected parti tiani ng e.lement is such that there is at

least one key less than jt and at least one not less than, this,
helps the pointer to come to the rest before moving outside the

range i and j.

2. Some tests are made if 1 > I' then it is sure that a

successful partitioning is done; otherwise not.

3. Jf the test is failed,i.e. when 1 (=1', then a swapping is

made between All) and AIr). After doing so, the new All} has a

ke~' less than the pivot. and the neH AIr) has a key at least

equal to the partitioning element. This in turn helps in the next

scan phase I1) to move 1 at least one pas ition right over old

AIr) and r to move at least one position left.

The above three- steps are continued until 1>1'. At this

point function end and returns 1. The si tuation during the

permutation process is shown below:

[keys(v J I keys>=v 1

tJ >tl l=r IJ
i 1 I' j

In this way the subfiles thus produced are subdivided

repeatedly and at a later stage they Hil.l be sorted. In the

algorithm of quick sort tile necessary steps are :
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.". ...

Ql.[do algorithm Q]. It is a procedure with two passing

arguments i and .jwhich are initially set such that

i=1 and ,j=n. It is recursively called.

Q2. Ido algori thm F J. .I t. iRa fllnction which returns ei ther the index

of the largest of the first two different keys or zero

lin case of equal keysl. Set FIND (-- index of Alvl.

Q3.[comparel. Compare FINUwith zero i.e. fIND <> 0 ?
1f not true, termi nate the algori thm; otherwise do the

follOl,ing steps.

(~4.[do the algorithm PI. It partitions the input array into

t~o sub-array around the element that found in step-Q2. It

returns the starting index of the right sub-array i.e.

PARTITION (-- k (say),

Q5.[initialize]. Seti (-- k-l Rrld gO back to the step-Ql,

Q6.[initialize]. Set i (-- k and go back to the step-Ql.

The ~lowchart of the quicksort algorithm is shown in the Figure

2.10 .

QI,~o algorithm Q,

FIND=0

Q3. Com~.fINd: 0

QJ, In!!. jH-f

QS, In; t. ;H

Figure 2.10 Flowchart of the quicksort algorithm
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Algorithm FIFind):

At each time of partitioning it is called to get the'

partitioning element, It keeps on searching from the first

e 1ement lJ P tot he ell d till t.i 1 j t fin d s t" a d iff ere n t key's. 1t

consists of the following steps:

F1,[initi~lize], Set ISTKY (-- A[i], k (-- i+1.and FIND (-- a

F2. [compare], Compare Alk] with ISTKY if and only if k (=j

and FIND = a,if tlley are equal go to the step-F4.i~rminate

the algorithm when either k>j or FIND(>O,

F3.[assign].If Alk) > ISTKY then set FIND (-- k, otherwise

set FIND (-- i.'

F4.lincr]. Increment the index by one i.e. set k (-- k+1 and

go back to the step-F2,

The Flowchart of the FIND algorithm is given in the Figure 2.11.

k)J ~ F1HD<>0

Fl. Inlliallzt
I STKV( -A( I )
k (- 1+1
FIND (- 0

fUII1' mil: IIIKY
<>

F3. Assign
F1NO(-k

or

FUm. H-It!

-flNO(-i

F:igure 2.11 Flowchar't of the FIND algorithm

Algorithm PIPartitiolll:

It splits the input arra: •• and returns the index of the

partitioning position. The necessary steps- are:
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Pl.linitialize]. Set 1 (-- i and r (-- j ,

P2.lsHap]. Exchange All) and Air),

P3.lcompare]. Compare All) ",ith.PIVOT,

P4.[incr,l]. If AI.LI ( PJVOT, then set l(--i+1,

P5.ldec ..r]. If All) >= P.lVOT, then set r (-- r-l.

P6.[t.est]. If 1. is not greater than r,go back to the step-

1'2 otherwise return the index value at which the

partition is made and t.erminate the algorithm.

The Flo"chart of the Partition algorithm is shown in the Figure

2 .12 .
,

FaJs~

True

Pt 1m. I{-It[

;. -

•

Pl.lnifia!irr

I
I
I,.,

;1

II

I
,j

I

Figure 2.12 Flowchart of tile Partition algorithm

As an example, Jet us consider there .are 11 keys of the

follOldng sequence, and' app1.,' the quick sort to ordered them.

Here we llave shown the recursive steps together with the
" . mechanism of partitioning for the first time. The larger of the

first tHO different l,e,'sis taken as a partitioning element. We

have also shown each recur~jve step as a level which consists of

two steps - one before tile partition and the second after.
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Given keys:

J.---) 87 93 01 99 1~ 51 06 75 32 02 08) <---r

Partition v (par titioll.ing element )= 93

87 >93 01 ~~l 19 51 06 75 32 02 08<

87 08 01 >99 19 51 06 75 32 02< 93

87 08 01 02 19 51 06 75 32< >99 93

Here Dr

[87 08 01 02 19 51 06 75 32) [99 93)
Quick interms of level:

(87 93 01 99 19 51 06 75 32 02 08)

level 1. 1,.= 93)

[87 08 02 01 19 51 06 75 32) [99 93)

(87 08 02 01 19 51 06 75 32) [99 93)

level 2. (v=87) (v=99)

[32 08 02 01 19 51 06 75) [87) [93) [99)

[32 08 02 01 19 51 06 75)

level 3. Iv=32)

[06 08 02. 01 191 [51" 32 75)

(06 08 02 01 191 (51 32 75)

leve.l '1. Iv=08) (v=51 )

[06 01 02) [08 19) [32 51) [75)

[06 01 02 [08 191 [32 51 J

level 5. (v=06) 1v= 19 I. (v=51 )
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[O~ 01J [06] [08] [19J [3Z] [51J

[02 01]

level 6 lv=02)

[01] 102]

After completion, we have

01 02 06 08 19 32 51 75 87 93 99,

Program Quick sor't:

Line Procedure Quickli,j);

//sort the elements ri" .... rj which reside in the array

Al1:n) into nondecreasing order//

1 int pi voyindex I pi vat, f, h:;

2

:3

4

5

pivotindex (- FINDli,j);

if "pivotindex (; (J then

pivot (- A[pivotindex]

endif;,

//call of FIND function//'

6

7

8

9

k (- PARTITIONli,j,pivot) //call of PARTITION//

f (- k-l;

QUICj{li,f)

(.)UICj{lk,j)

end (~UICK;

Line Function FlND(i"jl:

//returns zero if ri, .•. rj have identical"" keys;

otherwise return the index of the larger of the two

leftmost different keys//
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1

2

3

4

5

6

int ist;ky. k;

istky <- Ali];

1< <- itl

FIND <- 0

while lk<=,i) and (FiND =U) do

if Alk] > istky then

7 FIND<-k

8 else if Alk] < istky then

9 FIND <- . .1

10 endif

11 k < - kt 1

12 repeat;

13 returnlFIND)

end FiND;

Line -Function PARTITIONli •.i.pivot);

/ / the elements from Ali] to A lj] are rearranged in such a way

that after completion Alq] =v. for some q (i<=q<=~) and Alk]' <

v for i<=k<=q and A[k] >= v for q < k <=.1. It returns the

beginning of the right group// \.

1

2

3

4

int

I <- i

r (- .i

loop

1t r;

5

6

7

8

swapIAlll.Alrl) //exchange records//

while All] < v do

1<- 1+1;

endwhile;
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9

10

11

while AIr] >= v do

r <--r-l:

endwhile

.~'

12 repeat until ISr:

13 returnlll

end PARTITION:

Analysis:

The timing function of the quicksort depends upon the

following factors:

i) input length, n,

iiI number of partitioning stages, a.

iiil number of comparisons, Cln) and

iv) number of exchallges, BInI

But we sllall determine only the number of comparisons because the

frequency count of the other operations is of same order as Cln)

and from which we shall draw conclusion.

There are Ij-i+l) number of elements and we charge each of

them to determine all the time spent by partition from the time 1

or r first points to that element to the time 1 or r leaves that

element. Since there is at least one element in the low group and

one in the high group and partition stops as soon as 1 exceeds r,

ne.1 th(~r' I) I' I' I"" tu '"Tl" to an" 1em en ts. We will cha rgee ach

element at most one time.

In function PARTITION, linesI2-3) initialize 1 and r, and

linesl6-81 move off an element either increasing 1 or dec~easing,
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r. In the first pass."e might go around the loop without doing

anything to 1 or r. But in the second and subsequent passes, the

swap at line-5 guarantees that the while-loop of line-6 and -8

will be successful at least once each. so the worst that can be

charged to an execution of I (- 1+1 or l' (- 1'-1 is the cost of

the line-2. line-3. twice line-5 and the test of lines(6-121 and

-,6 again. Also there may be unsuccessful tests that cannot be

cha~ged to any items but these represent only a constant amourit

and may be charged to an>' item. Since there are (j-i+1 I items.

that is the number of elements in portion of the array to be

sorted. the total time spent b>' the partition is O(j-i+l).

The time spent in the call of FIND at lirie-2 of the

QUICK{l. ,j) is of O(j-i+l) and in most cases much smaller. The

line-6 will take O(j-i+l) time and lines(3-5), will take a

constant amount of time if it is executed. Each individual call

of QUICl( takes time at most proportional to the number of

elements it is called upon to sor,t. Therefore. total time spent

by it is the sum over all the elements of the number of times

that element is part of the sub-array on which a call is made. It

is seen from the previous e~ample that there is no element at the

same level of two calls. So the time taken by it can be expressed

as the sum over all elements of maximum level at which that

element 1S found (for example. 02 of level 6. 19 of level 5.

etc. ).

~he ~orst case is defined as selection of the worst

possible pivot say. the largest or the smallest keyl at each

call of QUICK. Then. the call of PARTITION wi'll divide into two

sub-array. one with ~ sillgle element as the pivot itself and the
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other with everything else. This leads to a tree of the following

form :

.'(0'
!

From which we get the deptll ri, where i varies from 2 to n, is

n-i+l and the depth of 1'1 is n-l.

Thus the sum of all depths is

n
n-l+ l: (n-i+1 I

i=2

= n-l+{n-l)+(n-2If +2+11
= n-1+n(n-l)/2

'J= n~/2+n/2-]

In order to determine the average case time complexitt

function, let us assume th.at all elements are distinct and all

orderings .for A(il ...Aljl are equally likely. Let T(n) be the

average time required 1.0 :;"r.tn elements. When n=I, '1'(1) simply

equals to some constant say,cl. For n>I, it will take c2*n time
.to partition the array for the first time, where c2 is another

constant, then call the QUICK on two sub-array. As said 6efore

we al,,'ayspick the larger of the first two different elements
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found, it does not affect the distribution of sizes of the sub-

arrays, but it does tend to make the left group larger than the

right gl'OUP and al",a,'smake a fini te .Loop.

Let the length of the .Left group is i of the n elements,

the pivot (by our method of selection) ",ill be either in the

first position, ",ith one of the i smaller elements second or in

the second position, with one of the i smaller one first. And the

pivot must be (i+l)th element In the selected sequence. The

probability that li+l)th element appears first in a random order

is i/(n-l). Therefore, the probability of the pivot that appe~rs

in the first position and is the number li+l) out of n in the

proper sequence is iIn In-l ), so the probabi 1ity that the left

group is of size i is 2i/hln-I), for 1<=i<n. Then we have

n-I
Tlnl <= r 12i/nln-))J!Tlil+Tln-il]+c2*n

i=1
......... f!)

Th isis recurrence rela tion forTI n), it is expressed as

the sum over all possible values of i, of the probability that

the left group is of size i times the cost of the two recursive

calls, Tli) and TIn-i), respectively.

We know that for any function flil whatsoever

.n-I
~ fl i I
i=1

n-l
= ~ fIn-i),
i = 1

from which we get

n-1
= 1/2*Llfli)+[ln-i)J

. i = 1
••••••••• (2)

Now applying the equation (2) ,;ith f(il equals 2i/nln-l),

equations (1) becomes
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n-l
1'1n ) <=1/2* L [2 i / n In -1 ) IT Ii) +TIn - i I ) +2 (n- i I /n (n-l I (T In - i I

i=1

n-l
<=1/2* L 2n/nln-lIITli ltTln-i I )+c2*n

i=1

or,
n-l

Tin) <= 2/ln-1)* L Tliltc2*n
i=1

•••••••••••••• {3)

By using equation 121

Let us assume Tlil <= c*i*10g2i for any constant c and

substi tute in the right side of the equation (3) and show that

the resulting quantity is not larler than cnlol2n.

Therefore,

tI-l

Tlnl <= 2c/(n-11*[ I*log2i+c2*n
.i = 1

•••••••••• ( 4 )

let i <=n/2, therefore lOl!Z.i is not greater than 1012 I n/Z)

i.e.logzn-1, ~nd for higher terms, where i)n/2, and 10lZi may be

as large as 101Zn. "hen equation 141 becomes

,n/Z n-l
'I'lnl <= Zo/ln-11*ILinogzi+~i*10gzi) +c2*n

i=1 i=n/Z+l

<= Zc / (n-l I * I In 14 ) (n/ 2+ I 11012 n - In / 4 I (n / 2+1 I+l 3n / 4 I *

In/2-1 110lZn) ]+02*n
"<= I 2c/ n -1 I I In / 2 I ( n- 1 I 1012 n - n~/ 8-n / 4 I+c 2*n

<= ctl1012n -on/4-ctl/21t1-II+c2*n

let c >=4c2, we get

Tlnl <= cn1012n-e2*n -en/2In-1)+c2*n

or, T(n) <= en1012n - cn/2In-l)
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As the term cn/2In-) I ma!les the negative contribution, so

we proved that T(nl <= cnlog2n for c2 =4c2, Thus, the quick sort

takes UlnloI12") time in a,",,'all<' cas",

Now determine the number of comparisons in the worst case

as ,,'ell as in the average case, I t is seen that in each call of

PARTITIONat most (j-it)) elemer,t comparisons are required. let r

be the number of elements in eacll PARTITIONcall at any level of

recursion, then at first level only one call is made and r=n, at

the second level at most two calls are made, and r=n-l, etc. that

is, at each level r is at least one less than the l' at ,the

pre~ious level as the partitioning element of the previous level

are eliminated. These are the ';orst case probabilities, and at

each level of recursion, Olr) element comparisons are made. Thus,

."

the number of comparj sons C,,'In) in the worst case is the sum

over r as 2<=r<=n i.e.

n
Cwl n) = [ r

r=2

= 2 t 3 t t n

Indeed, the average value Calnl is much less than Cwlnl.

after the first caLl of PAHTlTION t,;o sub-files A(i:kl and

Alktl:j) are formed as, i<=k<=,j and are to be sorted with the

probahi.ljt;v of l/j-i. SO, \-.'P ~pt thp ['('cur"renee f'p.lation-

n
Ca In) = n + ) t ( ) / n I * [ Ie all, - 1 I +Ca ( n - k ) )

, II = )
•••••••••• (6)

,;here n+) is the number of elements comparisons required in the

first call
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Clearly, CalOI=Cai II=U, .multiplying 161 by n , we get

nCaln)=nlntllt2(CaiU)tCallltCaI2It tCaln-l)

Now replacing n .b.,'n-l and subtn,ctiIH! from (7) we have,

nCaln)-ln-I)Cain-ll=2nt2Caln-l)

or, IICalnl=lntlICalll-l)+2n

Divided bynlntl) on both sides, I,e get

Caln)/ntl = Caln-ll/I,+2/ntJ

••• (7)

Hepeatedly using this equation to' substitute for Ca(n-II. Caln-

2) .. , He have,

Caln)/ntl = Caln-21/n-l+2/llt2/ntl

= Caln-3)/n-2+2/1,-1+2/nt2/n+l

= Call)/2 t 2/3 + 2/4 t ..........•.. t 2/n t I

= CaIJ)/2 + 2 l l/k
3<=k<=n+l

= 2 I l/k
3<=k<=n+l

)"l + I

But we l<noH that'~ J/k <= fIJ/X)dX
2-

= 10"el n+1)-10"e2

Therefore. we get from equ"t.ion 181

•..•••••.••• (8)

or, Cain)
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We summarize the above results in the following

Cases Element Performance Extra storage
compo

Best n-1 About In-1)
,)

stack space
Worst n2/Z tn/Z-1 Clln~) and several

integer
Average Zlnt1)[loge1nt1) O(nlogen) variables

-logeZl

In fact, quicksort is not only fast, its average running time

is less than all other kno~n sorting algorithms. Still it can be

improved further if some efforts are made to pick the pivot that

divided the array into c].ose to equal parts.

One method is to choose three elements a t random or the

first, middle and the last elements and pick the median as the

~ivot. Another way is to take a sample of k elements at random

for any k,' sort them by one of the simpler algorithms, and pick

algorithms are better than that O(nlogzn) algorithms. So, in the

processing of the quicksort the size of sub-array gradually

becomes small, and further application of quicksort becomes

inefficient. Therefore, "nother method of improvement is to use

simpler algorithms ,,,henn becomes small. Some methods of this

type are discussed later.
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2.2.7 Selection sort

It is another importatlt family of sorting technique and

based on the idea of repeated selection of keys. This type of

sorting is 6alled ~election scirting or according to D.L." Knuth it

is called straight seleclion sOI"l.

The idea is that having established the smallest key of the

array. K (j ), He exchanges the places of tHO keys, the first in

the array, KIll, and the smallest IUj). The find-the-smallest

algorithm it selects smallest key each time,see later fo~

detail) is repeated on KI2),KI3), , ,K In) • etc.

Eventually, the complete arrao' is recorded into nondecreasing

order.

It can be formalize~ as j"olIol's:

1. Find the smallest keo", transfer it into its proper

position by exchanging it Hith the key currently

occupying that position. This position is not

considered again in the subsequent selections.

2. Repeat the step-Ion the remaining keys. This time the

second smallest key ",ill be selected.

3. Continue the process until all n keys have been

selected.

l'he idea thus described is that in the ith pass, we select

a record with lowest key, among Ali) ....Aln), and we swap it with

Ali). As a result, after i passes, the i 10l.est records will

occupy All) .....Ali), in the sorted order.



Noting that such a selection method requires all the input

items to be present before sorting may proceed, and it generates

the final outputs one by one ill seq~ence. "'his is essentially the

opposite of insertion sOI"tin£!, "here the inputs are received

sequentiall,' but "e do not kno,,"any of the final output until

sorting is complete.

Some computer (e.g. those "ith a cyclic drum memory) have a

built in 'find-the-smaliest' instruction which operates at high

speed. This makes selecti6n sorting especially attractive wheh n

is not too large.

Algorithm S(Selectionl:

Hecords r1, r2, ....• rn, are rearranged in place; after

sorting is completed, their keys "ill be in order,

1\1 <= J{2 <= 1\3 <= Kn.

Sorting is based on the methQd of selecting the smallest key

first, the second smallest ke,' second and so on. It consists of

the follo"ing steps:

n-l,. ..2 •SI.[loop on il. Perform steps-S2 and -S3for i=l.

terminate the algorithm "hen i=n,

'S2.lfind min). Sean,h through ke,"s J{(i). Kli+l) •...• KIn) to

find th,' IO\-lf'stkp,'; Lf't it be I\j,

S3.[s\-lap\-lithri]. Exchange records ri and rj, i.e .

rJ <-) rj (no,,'records rl, rl, ..ri are in their final

position). Go back to the step-I.
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The flo~chart of this algorithm is shown in the Figure 2.13.

51. Loop on

= n

53. 5Hap r;: r j

Figure -2. 13 Flol<chart of the Selection Sort algorithm

To clarif~' it further let 'us take an example of 11 keys of

the following sequence (shOlm in the first vertical line) :

Given ke:.s. Sorted sequence

I
87 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01

93 93 02 02 02 02 02 U2 U2 02 02 02

01 87 87 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06

99 99 99 99 08 08 08 08 08 08 08 08

19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19

51 51 51 51 51 5I 32 23 32 32 32 32

06 06 06 87 87 87 87 51 51 51 51 51

75 7f) 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

32 32 32 32 32 32 51 87 87 . 87 87 87

02 02 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93 93

08 08 08 08 99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99

The selected key is represented b, underline.
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Program Selection sort:

Line I'rocedure SELEC'I'JUNIAll:nlI: _
//Ke>.-sare inA 11:n) ,it ordered them 1n nondecreasing

order//

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

integer i,j,KEY,VALUE:

for i (- 1 to n-1 do

//select the lowest among Alil, ..Alnl and swap it with

Ali)//

KEY (- i:

VALUE (- Ali);

for j (- i+1 to n do

//compare each key with current value//

if Alj) ( VALUE then

VALUE (- AI';):

8 KEY / ' .,,- .J •

.9 endif

10 swapIAli),AIKEY));

11 repeat

12 repeat

end SELECTION.

Analysis:

I.norder to determine the time complexity function we will

assume that every selection of the current lowest key is 6arried

out b>, using the 'find-the-l oh-est' algori thm. This algori thm

finds the lowest key of a given array that are unordered and.all

the keys K1, k2, : ... , KII, generally not necessarily
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To get the lowest key say, p=Klkl= min Kljl, we introduce a pivot
l<=j<=k

p and set initially it to be equal to K(l). Then, compare with

J\l 2 I :

(a) If p>KIZ). ll,en set p equal to k(2),

Ib) If p<~12I, then leave p unchanged.

Next, compare p with K(3) and repeat the steps (a) or (h). The

process is continued until the last key (KIn» is encountered.

The performance of the straight selection sort is fully

characteiized by the following two quantities:

1. The number of comparisons of keys, C , and

2. The number of mon's of ke~'s, M

In the case of the determination of the C, we see in find-

the-IOl,est algorithm that for the first time to find the lowest

key from n ke~'s n-1 number of .comparisons are :r;equired. For the

second time,n-2 number of comparisons. are required since at that

time there are n-1 ke~'s, and so on for the third, fourth etc.

lowest keys. Therefore, the total number of comparisons is

c _ (n - 1 ) + ( n- 2 ) + ....•.•. , + 2 + 1

= nln-l )/2

= n2/2-n/2.

This number .is constant, ,,'hatever the initial permutation of the

relative order of the keys be.

To obtain the complete information about the value of M, we
need to know its best-case. average-case and worst-case

performances since the,' are dependent on the relative order of



We start tIle anal~sis ~itll an obvious fact that if the keys

are I({i) = min KIlt). as i ",aries from
It

to n. then no exchan!!e

is required at an, stage of selection. This means that if the

init.ial arra, is in order Ibest. case). straight selection sort

will require no moves of ke,s. Thus. t.he number of moves in the

best. case is equal to zerti. Un tI,e ot.her hand. if the keys of the

input arra, are such that 1(1)1(2>.... >Kn. then pivot value is

changed after each comparison living .thusM=n-1 in the first

selection from n keys. That is. if the.initial array is in

reverse order lworst easel. then at each execution of the find-

the-lowest algorithm. the maximum number of exchanges is carried

out. Noting that on each execution. the length .of the unordered

subarra~ is reduced by one key at each end. we obtain the number

of moves in the worst case as

Mworst ={n-l)tln-3)t{n-5It tl

When n is even, then
o

~h;ors t = n~/ 4 and in t.he case of odd n. we get

N~orst = {n2-11/4.

To determine the average value of N, we first determine the

average number of times tt,~t \.Ilepivot. is changed during the

first application of the find-the-Io~est algorithm. Since it will

help to determine ~1'1Ve in th" "eJection sort. It is seen that

this algorithm concerns the relative order of the keys and not

their precise values. Let us assume that the keys kl.K2 •...•• Kn

are the nunibers 1,2.3 •.... ,n in .some order. and under this

assumption the probabilitf that. M has the value k is



Pnk = INumber of permutations of n items for which M=kl/n~ ..•. (1)

Then. the average value is defi.ned to be

n-l
~Jn ='r k*Pnk

o
•••••••••••• ( 2 )

Consider the permutation ala2a3 an on (123 •... nl. if

an = I, the value of M is one higher than the value obtained on

ala2 ... an-l; if an <> I. then the value of M is exactly the same

as its value as ala2 ..... an-1, Now. we have the probability of

an=l is l/n and probabilit,' of an<>l is In-l1/n. For the

probability of M being equal to k. we consider the simultaneous

occurrence of an=1 and M being equal to k-I for the remaining

elements ala2 .... an-l. I.e. 11/n)l'ln-l1Ik-l). plus the

si mul taneous occurrence of an < > 1 and M being equal to k for the

remaining elements ala2 ... an-]. i.e. [In-I)/njl'ln-l)k'.

Therefore.

Pnk = 11/n)Pln-l)lk-I)+lln-l)/nlPln~1)k

Now. using tDe generating function Gn(z)

before. we let for this prohlem

')

Gnlz) = PnO+I'nl*z+Pn2'tz~+ ; .

••••••• (3)

as defined

or.
n-l

Gnlz) = I Pnktik
k=O

( 4 )

Actually. Gnl?) is a I,olynomial. since M <=n-l and so ~nk=O

for k>=n. B,' definition. h'e have Gnll)=I. i.e. the sum of all

probabilities is equal to 1. Uifferentiatillg the equation 141 ,we

get
n-]

G' n I z) = r. k t I 'n k * zk - I
k=O
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n-l
G'nll) = r k'Pnk = Mn, the average number of moves,

k=O

From the equation (3) we have for different value of k

PnO = l/n'O+(n~l)/nJP(n-l)O,

Pnl = Il/n)*Pln-l)O+(n-l)/n*Pln-lll,

Pn2 = 11/n)'Pln-l)l+(n-l)/n*P(n-l)2,

....................................

Substituting these values in equation (4), we get

Gnlz) = l/n*z*Gn_llz)+(n-l)/n*Gn_llz)

or, l;nlz) = [(z+n-ll/n] l;n_llz)

Differentiating the above equation we Aet

G'nlz) = l/n*Gn_l(z)+lz+n-l)/n'G'n_llz1

so that

G'n(l) = l/n+G'n_l(1)

[since Gn-l! 1)=1]

Initial condition yields

G11;:) = 1,

Giving

G' (z) = 0 and1
G' (1) = O.1

Thus, from the equation (5) He have

n-l
~In =r k'Pnk

k=O

( 5 I



= (;'n(1)

= l/n + 1/(n-l) + 1/(n-2) + " .•. ,. + 1/2.

= lin -1.

where H = 1 + 1/2 + 1/3 +n

the harmonic numbers, For large n

the natural logarithm of n,

+ l/n is the notation used for

infinity'), Hn is close to

In the algorithm of the selection soit we observe that

(.a) if it start~ with a random permutation of 1123 ..•nJ,

then the fir~t executioll of the find-the-lowest algorithm yields

I followed b,' a random. permutation of (234, ..nJ. This follows

from the observation that the permutation lala2 ...an is produced

from each of the inputs

ala2a3 ,an-II

a la2a3 1an

la2a3 an-lan

(b) since, as shown in la), the occurrence of each

permutation (234 .... n) in IJ(2K3..... Kn) is equally likely, and

since the average number of exchanges during the first execution

of the find-the-JOI,est aJgori thm is IIn-J (as obtained from the

~nalysis of the find~the-lowest algorithm), the average number of

cllanges of Cllrrent pivot in the seJection sort, Mn,sati~fies the

recurrence relation

It follo",s that

n
= l:

.j= 2
II .-n+l.J
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IHhere
11E H. =.-1 .J.J - .

Summarizing all our findings He get

Cases Comparison Exchange Extra storage

Best n'2/2-n/2 0 An extra st-
-, In2-11/4

orage for mo-
1V0rst same n~ /4 or ve operation,

and four int-
Average same In+llHn-2n eger variable

We have found that the straight selection Bort, on the

average, requires 0lnlog2n) exchanges. This order of complexity,

as it happens, is optima! 1'01' this class of sorting algorithm.

IloHever, the number of comparisons in this algorithm is

fixed and of order 0In2). This rises the overall time complexity

of the algorithm to 01n2l. Thus, to achieve the overall time

complexity of the order of nlog2n. the immediate concern in this

respect is to reduce the number of comparisons required.

It is interesting to compare it ~ith the bubble. sort, since

bubble sort may be regarded as a selection algorithm which

sometimes selects more than one elements at a time. For this

reason bubble sort usual.l:. does less comparisons than straight

se! ec tion. and it nJa~' sreen to be preferable; but in fact bubble

sort is more than twice as sloH as the straight selection sort.

Bubble sort is handicapped by the fact that it does so many

exchanges, "hile selection sort involves very little data

1 0 1
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2.2.8 Heap sort

it '''asinvented'by; J.\v.J.Williams and R.W.Floyd [CACM 7

(1964) ]. This algorithm is based on the comparisons on keys and

(~,,
\

'('.
"J) ,,1

designed to use the most of this informations comparison). ,It

has two phases : first phase rearrange an arbitrary array into a

HEAP - it is that phase which utilizes the information obtained

at every comparison of keys in an optimal way. and the second

phase removes the top element of the heap and transfer it to its

proper final position, these are done repeatedly. That is why it

is also called as algori thm; the upper triangle

represents the heap creation pllase and the lower triangle

represents the selection phase (remove and transfer).

A heap is a completely balanced binary tree with nodes

A(I) to Aln) inclusive (assume A(I:n) is an array) and of height

h in which all the leaves are at distance h or h-I from the root

and all the descendants of a node are smaller than it.

Furthermore, all leaves a t level h are as far to the left as

possible, and the sons of the element at ith position of' the

ar1'ay-are the elements in positions 2i and 2i+l. Heap has an

advantage that it can be stored completely in an array without

the need of of an explicit tree structure.

'rhus a file of keys hI. hZ, h3, ••••••• t Kn is a heap if

> = k..J for 1 <= U/2j < j <= n

etc. and the

IOZ
" ';



largest key.is at the top of the heap (root of the tree) -

Kl = max [ KI, hZ' ......• Knl.

It is done 1n the first phase.

l'he second phase 'of ti,e heap sort removes ind stores the

root Ilargest key) from the heap by exchanging All) and A(n). And

the nth location is no longer considered as the part of the heap.

The heap property is destroyed due to new key A( I) and

.rearrangement is done as in the first phase. The process of

interchanging A(I) and Aln-I) is then done and the tree is

considered to occuPy locations], 2. 3 •...• n-Z ~nd so on.

Algorithm HIHeap sort):

l/ecords r I. rZ .• •••• I rn of an array A(I:n) are

rearranged in place; after sorting is complete. their keys will

be in order

First rearrange the file into heap. then remove the root and

transfer it to its final position - it is repeated until the work

is done. Assume n >= 2.

The creation of the heap algorithm is as follows:

""1,-
";

HI. [loop on iJ. ror i = In/2J • Ln/Z -IJ. . , I. perform

the step-HZ: go to tIle step-H3 when i <I.

f12.[do'algorithm P].Jt pushes Ali) down until the heap

.property is is produced. Go back to the step-HI.

H:J.lloop on kJ. For \<=n, n-], .......• 2 do the step-H4

]03



through the step-!l5 and terminate the algorithm when

1<< 2,

H4.I.swap] Interchange All) and Alk) to remove the

largest keytroot).

H5.[disregardl. /llnl is disregarded since next time it is

no longer cons i der to reform the heap, Set n .< -- n~1

and go back to the step-H2.

The Flowchart of the Heap algorithm is shown in the Figure 2.14 ,

k < Z

Hl. Loop on
i < 1

H3. Loop on ~ ~~. ~Haf ~(I):~(~)
n/2)=i)=1 n )= k )= 2

Figure -2 . .14 F.lOlwhart of' the !leap a.lgorithm

Algorithm PtPush):

This a.lgorithm restores the heap property. As it is seen

that "hen an interchange is made. the new All) destroy the heap

property, So, it pushes new A(l) to regain the heap property. The

necessaJ"Y steps are:

PI . [branch]. Branches on the larger of the two direct

descendants by'a compariion test ~

A I ( 2 i) > = /I t 2 i + I) "

If n is even, sl,ip the comparison

ll1'1



test. Denote the larger by Alp)- i.e. let p be the index

at tile lnrlerkey.

P2.[compare]. Compare Alpl with the root Ali) -

Alil>=AlpJ ?

if true go to the step-P4.

P3.[swap]. Exchange Ali) and Alp) with each other,

P4. [tes t 1. A tes tis made to ImoH about the end of the

input array, compare

2p > n ?

If true terminate the algorithm,

P5.[initializel. If not true, set i (--2i and go back to

the step-PI.

The Flowchart of the PUSH algorithm is given in the Figure 2.15 •

<
Pl. Branch

rJ, Ini!. ; (- (i P.4. TeSt 2p)n
Fals"

True

Figure -2.15 Flowcllart of the PUSH algorithm

As an example, let us take II keys of the following

sequence and appl>' the heap sort to sort them in nondecreasing

,order:

105
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A 11) A(Z) A(3) A (4 ) A( 5 I AIG) A (7 ) Ale) A(9) A (10) A (11 )

87 93 01 99 19 51 06 75 32 02 08

After call of PUSH

1= 5: 87 93 01 99 (19) .51 06 75 32 (02 08)

1=4: 87 93 01 199 ) 19 51 06 (75 32) 02 08

1-.). 87 93 (51) 99 19 (01 06) 75 32 02 08-v.

1=2: 87 (99 ) 51 (93 19 ) 01 06 75 32 02 08

87 99 51 (93) 19 01 06 (75 32) 02 08

1=1 : (99 I (87 51 ) 93 19 01 06 75 32 02 08

99 {931 51 (87 19 ) 01 06 75 32 02 08

99 93 51 (87 I 19 01 06 175 32) 02 08

The last row of the t.able gives the initial heap and shown

belO\, together with the way to form this from input array:

After replacing the root (largest key), we get,

1116



Line

and the array becomes

108 93 51 87 19 (II 06 75 32 02 99)

After up-dating or rearranging, we have

32 02 (99J
and the array becomes

[93 87 51 75 19 01 06 08 32 02 991

and so on.

Program Heap Sort:

Procedure PUSHlist,lastl

-//Assume A[istl •.... Allast] obeys heap property except

possi bly for the sons of A [istI. Thi s procedure pushes

A[ist] down to restore the true heap//

1 into t;

2 local Alist:la.st);

3 t <- ist

4 while t <= last div 2 do

5 if last = 2*t then

6 s"apIA[t] ,A[2H]):

1 () 7
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t <- last:

8 else if (A[t1 < A[2lt]1 and fAl2lt] >= AI2*t+1]) then

9 sHapfA[t],A[2*t]1

10 t <- 2*t:

11 else if fA[t] < A[2lt+l]1 and (A[2lt+l] > A[2*t) ) then

12 sHapfA[t] ,A[2lt+l] I:

13 t <- 2*t+1

14 endif;

15 repeat

end PUSH

Line Procedure HEAPIA):

/ /sort arra~' A[ 1], ,A; [n] into nondecreasing order / /

1 int. i ,H;

2 for i <- :n/2: dOHnto 1 do

3 PUSHfi,n);

4 repeat

5 for i <- n dOHnnto 2 do

6 sHap{A[I],A[i]l;

7 'v <- i-I;

8 PUSHfl,H);

9 repeat

end HEAP

Anal~'sis

In fact, the average behavior of heap sort is still

unknoHn, and so He only consider the Horst case.
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At the first phase the number of comparisons (C1l in the

Horst cas~ is

C1

Hhere, 1 < c < 2.

<=. cln-2) .••.••••••••.• (1)

At the second (selection) phase, let the maximum number of

compari sons be Cmax. From a binar>' (heap I tree we get for any

level k,

since the total number of nodes,n is liven by

2k <= n <= 211+1•

At every time of up-dating of the heap which are required after

the removal of current largest (or smallest I key, the number of

comparisons required is less than or ~qual to 2k for level kl

and the toial number of such up-dating for n elements will be

(n-]) to complete the sort. Therefore.

C~ax <= 2*k*ln-l)

or Cmax <= 2(n-11]012n .............. (2 )

Thus, from the equations (11 and (2) He get the total number of

comparisons to complete the sort are

Cw = C1 + Cma:,

or, CH <= 2(n-1)+2(n-1)1012n

<= 2nl012n+2(n-2-1012n)

<= nloI2n+(n-2-1012nl

]09



So, number of comparisons is of Ulnlog2nl. It is the upper bound

on the number of comparisons.

In order to determine the number of exchanges, it is seen

that at the first stage Iheap creation) at most n/2 exchanges are

required. A removal of the current largest key from the heap

means one exchange thereby requiring n-l total exchanges.

~loreover, at the second phase (selection I the up-dating of heap

uses le~s than or equal to nlol2n exchanges for n keys - it can

eas i1:,-be obtai ned from the binan' tree property. So, the total

number of exchanges required is

Sw <= n/Ztlll-lltnlogzn.

It is of order Olnlog2nl.

Thus the time complexity function of the heap sort is

Olnlogzn) in the worst case.

In summary we have,

Cases Elem"nt Element Extra storage
comparisons exchanl!es

\vorst nlol(Zn tn-Z- n/Ztn-Jtnlog2n More than 4
logzn integer var.

The heapsort requires only proportional to the nlOgzh

operations, in contrast to quicksort which could require

pro p 0 r t i0 Ii a 1 ton 2 0 per a-tion sun d ere x t rem ely un Ii k ely

conditions. Despite this fact, it is evident that quicksort is-

far superior to heapsort in practice unless worst ca~e

performance is cri tical, and it is superior to Shell's sort for

large values of n. Ileapsort has the interesting property that its ~
,-',-

'~orstcase is flot muetl ~orse than tile average.
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It is the f.irst sorting method which is guaranteed to be
.,

Finally, heapsort has a Rood practical application

the order of nlog2n. Also merB" sort has this property,

requires more memory space will be explained laterl.

but it

in the

case when He want to sort not all n elements, but onl~ the

smallest k of them for some k much less than n. The lines (1-2)

in the HEAP algorithm, as mentioned, only take Oln) times. For k

number of elements in the lines (3-6), the time spent for k

iterations is 0lklog2n) time. Thus, heapsort, modified to produ6e

onl y th" k number of the fi rst el ements taltes 01 n+klog2n) time.

If k <= n/log2n. that 15 He want at most 11/.log2nlth of the

entire sorted list, then the required time is O(n). In finding k

smallest elements out of an array of n elements quicksort's

(average) performance is comparable to heapsort.

2.2.9 Merge sort

Another method of sortillS is by merRing - merging means the

combination of two or more ordered files into a single ordered

file. For example, let xl<=x2<= .. ... <=xm and

y1<=y2<=y3<= <=yn are the tHO files, after merging a single

file of length (n+m) is produced which is ordered, i.e.

zl <= z2 <= z3 <= <= zm+n.

So, merge sort may be considered to be an extension of the

idea of the insertion sortin.!! Hhere inserting a new element

into a sorted file is the special case n=1 of merging.

An obvious wa:. to do this for a given sequence of n

elements, is to split them into two subsets of approximately

111
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equal size. Individually, each subset is sort~d and the resulting
, i

sequences are merged _to produce a single sorted sequence. The

ordering of the indi vidual 1i Ie are nothing more than the

splitting each file further and further (approximately into a

half each time of splitting) until each file contains only one

element "hich in tern become sorted (a file with an element is

nothing to so~tl. Then, each file are merged gradually to produce

two (n/2 length) ordered Sllb-files. l'he final merging ordered the

entire data into a single file. During the merging the subsets

are scanned in parallel and selected the smaller one at each

stage, putting it into an output file (it -requires a separate_

output file l. Two a Igor i thms NEIWESOI/Tand NEIWEare developed to

-order a file.

Algorithm MIMerge sortl:

Hecords r1, r2,- ..... , rn in the array A(1: n) are sorted

with the help of an auxiliary array B(I:n) This algorithm will-

rearrange the records in nondecreasing order such that

kI < = 1,2 < = k:J.............. < = I,n .

The algorithm Mlmerge sort) consists of the following

steps:

MI .[test]. Nake a comparison test

(ini tially, 10"= I and high=n I ?

low < high

If false gO to the

step-MZ through H5,

step-H5, otherwise perform the

H2.[split array). Produce two sub-array by setting

mid <-- L'I0,,-thi!!h)/2J

J 12

(mid is an integer variable),



N3.linitializel. Set high <- mid and gO to the step-MI.

N4. [ini tialize]. Set 10"" (- midtI and go to the step-

.NI,

~15.ldo algorithm ~lRJ. It merges two subfiles into a

single file, and store into the array B(l:nl. After

merging, the file is copied back into A(l:n) by it.

Then, terminate the algorithm.

The FIOl,chart of the ~lergesort algorithm is shOlm in the Figpre 2.16 •

nJ,lnidi~hi~ nUnil./owhiJtl

",

Figure -2.16 Flowchart of the Nergesort algorithm

A'lgorithm NRt ~lerge):

It merges two subfiles into a single file, to do this an

auxiliary file B of same leng~h is used. The necessary steps are:

NRI.[initialize]. Set h (- low, 1 (- low and j <- midtl,

MU2.ltest]. Testis made to ascertain that that any of

the sub-file is not empty, i.e. h <= mid? and

j (= high? If false, go the step-MU6.
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MR3.lcompareJ. Compare Alh) with Alj) to find the smaller

key. Alh) (= AI,i) • Denote the smaller or equal one by

A (p) ,

NR4 .It l' ansf e l' ]. Tran sfer A Ip) taB I1:n ), i.e. B Ii) (-A Ip l,

MR5.lincr]. Set p (- p+1 Ii.e. increase either h or j as

the case mao' be I, and i (- i+1, go back to the

step-~1R2,

MR6.lloop on k].To transfer the elements remaining in

either of th" slJh-fjles malte a test h>mid ? If true

set k (- j,j+1,. ,high,if false set k ( -

h,h+1, .... ,mid and do the step-MR7 and -MR8. Go to the

step-MR9 when either k > mid or k > high , as the

case mao' be,

NR7.ltransfer]. Transfer Alk) to Bli), i.e. do B(il (- A(kl,

MRB.lincr]. Set i (-i+1 and go back to step-MR6,

MR9. Iloop on 1]. For 1 = 1m;,low+ I, .•.•... ,high, perform

the step-~lR10, termi na te the algori thm when 1 > n,

MR10.[copo']' Copo' back the file in B into A, i.e. A(l) (-

BII), then go the step-MR9.

The Flowchart of the Merge algorithm is given
',' T" u e

in the Figure 2.17....,
,"" ,

"RI,Ini" 'h;~tl
""("'Iow, ;-<-I~w> high

MR9. Loop on, 1
Ie ) .1 •• ,.

k ) IIoI.h

Folse
IWI. IlIIl,i(l x-m )

•

~Rl.ImlJ(i)(-m)

, U 1m, j(-;t[
Figure -2.17 Flowchart of the Me~ge algorithm
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Let us take as an example of 11 keys of the following

sequence:

All) A(2)

87 93

A(3) A(4)

01 99

A (5)

19

A(6) A(7) A(8) A(9) A(10) A(II)

51 06 75 32 02 08

The first call of M( 1, 11) wi 11 split into two sub-files of

size six and five, 1.e. All:6) and A(7,11), respectively, the

file can be viewed as (vertical line indicating the boundaries of

the subfiles):

187 93 01 99 19 51 106 75 32 02 081

And on successive call the file becomes -

(87 93 01 I 99

187 93 J 01 I 99

(87 I 93 I 01 I 99

19

19

19

51 I 06

51 I 06

51 I 06

75

75
75

32

32

32

02
02
02

08)

08)

08)

Now All) and A(2) are merged to yield

(87 93 I 01 I 99 19 51 I 06 75 32 O~ 08)

The element A(3) is merled with All:2) producing

(01 87 93 I 99. 19 I 51 I 06 75 32 02 08)

Next, A(4) and A(5) are merged followed by the merging of A(6)

with A(4:5) yielding

101 87 93 19 51 99 I 06 75 32 02 08)

Then, A(I~3) and AI4:6) are merged giving

(01 19 . 51 87 93 99 I 06 75

1 15

32 02 08)



At this point the algorithm ~ill return to the first invocation

of mergesort and it is abolJl to process the second recursive

call. That will produce the tile following subfiles:

101 19 51 87 !J3 99 I 06 I 751 32 I 02 08)

Next, A(7) and A(8) are merged ,producing

101 19 51 87 93

Then, finally we get

99 I 06 75 I 321 02 08)

101 19 51 87 93 99 1'02 06 08 32 75)

The two orde"red sub-files of length Al1:6) and AI7:11) are

produced, respectively, and the final merge produces the

completely sorted output files such as

101 02 06 08 19 32 51 75 87 93 99)

The sequences produced by the recursive call merge sort can be

represented by the tree of the following forms:

01 ,1 1

07, II
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Also the call merge can be represented by the tree as follows:

7, 1 1

Line .Procedure merge;

//Allow,high) is a global array containing two sorted

subsets in Allow:mid) and 1n almidtl:highl. The merge
I

merges these two subsets into a single set, an auxiliary

hllow:high) is used//

1 into h,i,j,k,low,mid,high (low<=mid<= high)

2 h <- low

3 i <-10\;

4 j <- midtl

5 While Ih<=mid) and Ij <~ high) do

6 If Alh) <= Alj) then

7

8

9

Hlil <- Alh)

h <- htl

Else Blil (- aliI

10 j<- jt)

11 i <- itl

12 endif

13 repeat

14 If h>mid then

I 1 7



15 For k = j to high do

16 B (i) (- Alk);

17 i (-i+l

18 repeat

19 Else for k= h to mid do

20 B Ii) (- Alkl

21 repeat

22 endif

23 For 1= 10 to high do

,(r",'1'-"',,

~I

) :
I'
i,"

24 Alk) (- Blk) {copy back into AI

25 repeat

end NEltGE;

Line Procedure ~lEHGESOHT(.l.oH,high);.

//Allow:high) containing (high-.l.ow+1) >= 0 values which

represent the elements to be sorted//

1 into low,mid,high;

2 If low ( high then

3

4

5

6

7 endif

mid (- :llow +hiAhl/Z:

Call Merge sortlloH,midl

Call Nerge sortlmid+l,highl

Call Nerge;

//split the set//

//sort one subset//

//sort other subset//

//combine theresults//

end NERGESORT.

.1 1 e
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Anal;l"sis: / ......-- .....

The deteimination of the time complexity function is very

simple. Because of the comparison 'Alh) <= Alj)' (line-5) is'made

exactly once for e.ch element placed in the output file. So, for

the sub arrays of length Ln/2J and rn/21 respectively, the

comparisons are made ILn/2J + fn/21 ), i. e. n times during the

final merging of n elements ..Thus the timing fuhction for merging

is -proportional to the number of elements.

Let us assume that Tin) is the time required by the

i
\

\:
I,,

constant.

when n=1 and a is a constant

relation

is

described by the

and cn>lHhen

elements and it can be

r a ,

~ 2Tln/21+cn

sort n

'1'( n) =

recurrence

Mergesort to

When n is the power of 2. i.e. n =_2k, where k is any integer,

we can solve this equation by successive substitutions, namely

Tin) = 212Tln/41+cll/21+CI1

= 4Tln/41+2cn

= 4{2Tln/BI+cn/4)+2cn

= 8 Tln/8)+3cn

[ n k= 2. , logzn = k I

If Zk < n <= 2k+1, then it can be seen easily that

Tin) <= T12k+11
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Therefore, TIn) = Olnlogznl.

Thus, the running time of the merge sort in worst case is

Olnlogzn). Also it requires n additional spaces because one could

not reasonably merge two ordered files in place.

Although the average case performance of quicksort is

O(nlogzn), the merge sort is still slower than quicksort and it)

may not be much better than heap sort to justify taking twice as

much space, since running time of both algorithms are same in the

worst case.
Some refinements can be made to this alg~rithm but despite

this, algorithm's time complexity function will remain the same.

It is seen that on each call of merge. the algorithm copies back

the results placed ln tIle array B into A -this can be eliminated

by associating a new field of information with each key. This

field will be used to link the keys and any associated

informatio~ together in a sorted list. Then the merging pr6ceeds

by changing the 1ink val ues and no records need to be moved at

all.
Another method of refinement is to use a second sorting

algoritllm alol'. the merge sort when the set size becomes

comparatively small. As it is seen that for small set sizes most

of the time will be spent by processing the recursion instead of

actually sorting. So. improvement can be made not by allowing the

recursion to go the lowest level of stirting. insertion sort works

exceedingly fast on array of less than say, 10 to 15 data points

- it can be used as a second sorting algorithm.
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Z.Z.10 Sorting by distribution lRadix sorting):

called bucket sorting, pocket sorting. digital sorting etc. The

That is why it is alsoelements into 'buckets' or 'pockets' ..'
'-, .

as

the

generally known

the idea of the distribution of

sorting algori thms

sorting. based on

It is a class of

radix

type and the numbe~ of buckets depends on the type of elements to

sort, for example, if the records are string type and sort them

into .alphabetical order, all of them are to be distributed into

Z6 buc!,ets one of the a's.one of the b's and so on. If the

elements are integer type. tile number of buckets will be 10 and

i~ is from '0' to '9' according to the decimal digit.

In this respect, quicksort can be viewed as a distribution

sort in which there are only two buckets. those elements below

some chosen element and those above: then it applies recursively

the same distribution idea to each of the two buckets.

Essentially, radix sort is exact opposite of merge sorting.

This algorithm differs from.those considered so far in that

it is not based on th" compari son of keys, but depends on the

representation of elements. Assume that the keys are to be p-

tuples. i.e.

lAp. Ap-I, ..........•• liZ' AI)'

where the order is defined lexicographically so that

lAp. Ap-I, ... ,AZ' All < 18p,8p-1 •.....• BZ.81)

if and onl~~ if for some .J, l<=j<=p, '.;e have

Ai = 8i. for all i )i. but Aj < Bj.
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For simplicity, '-Ie assume t.hat. (J <= Ai < 1', and so the element

can be viewed as inteRer represented in base 1', each having p 1'-

ary digits. Thus, keys rna,' be thought of as numbers written in

radix l' notation

p-1 p-2.'\p*r +Ap-1*1' +..... +A2*r+A1

and in this case lexicographic order corresponds to the normal

ordering of the non-negati ve numbers. The keys' also may be

strings of alphabetic letters. etc. 1I' the elements are of

different lengt.h, the short elements are padded with zeros to

make the length uniform.

'rhe number of buckets corresponds to the l' values of a base

l' digit. In fact, the radix sort follows the same old-fashioned

mechanical card sorter principle. It is observed that if ~he

elements have been sorted with respect to the p-1 low-order

pO'sition, the;' can be completely sorted, by sorting them according

to the pth (highestl position. being careful not to disturb the

relative order of "lement s ha',lng equal values in their pth

position. This means sorting the elements according to the lowest

order position, then according to the next-lowest order position,

etc. and finall;' according to the highest order, position. Once

all the records are di s tr i buted 1n proper buckets, the ,buckets

are then, concatenated in the increasing order to reform the

array agai n. The process is repeated for the next dig i t to the

left until' for the pth digit.

Note that during ti,e process of sorting multiple tables of

variable size h'ill be den,loped and also note that it is never

need to move, the records, so linlled data structure is, the
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appropriate data structure for the radix sorting. Since we

trayerse each bucket serially. all that is necessary is a single

link from each item to its ~uccessor. The amount of memory space

required thus, is 11+e)n+2er records, I-Iheree is the amount of

space taken up by a link field.

Algorithm RIRadix sort):

In order to sort n records in an array A(l:nl. we initially

made a linked list, then apply tl,is sorting algorithm. Assume the

keys are integer type, the" sorting is made by keeping 10 buckets

of records. The buckets are really queues since we link together

so that they are. traversed ill a first-in-first-out manner, After

completion of the sorting the keys are in order such that

)\1 ( = K 2 ( = K 3 ( = ( = Ii n .

,,

....\
j' ,c.

/

A header pointer LlSl'HU of record variable is

used. S'lccessiye steps are as follol-ls:

RS1.[initializeJ. Set LISTHU (- nil;

ItS2.[10op on iJ. For i=I.2, .....• n, performs the step-RS:1

and -RS4, go to the step-HS5 when i>n;

RS3.[initializeJ. Set INDATA (- Ali);

RS4. [do the algorithm PJ. It makes a linked list data

structure from the input array Al1:nl, go to the step-

HS2:

HS5.[do the algorithm HI It is act.ually the sorting

,algorithm and it. sort the ke,'s in nondecreasing order.

Then, t.erminat.ethe algorithm.
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The Flowchart of the R~dixsort is shown 1n the Figure 2.18 .

, to,'

~~I,ln;l.lI~l~~(-nil RS2. Loop on m. Init.IN~~lR(-~(i)
i > n

Figure -2.18 flowcllart of the Radixsort algorithm

Algorithm PIPutl:

Each record consists of two fields - one data field and the

other link field. Keys are taken one by one fiom the input array

and a linked list is produced by this algorithm. The necessary

steps are:

Pl.[allocatel. Allocate memory space for a temporary

pointer variable Q of type record;

P2.linit. pointer]. With Q- set

DATA (- INDATA

LINIC (- LlSTHD

P:l.[assign]. Set LlSTHD (- Q and terminate the algorithm.

The Flowchart of the Put algorithm 1S given in the Figure 2.19.

Pl. Allocate Pc,lnlt. ,ointer

Figure -2.19 Flowchart of the PUT algorithm

Termina)e
~.
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Algorithm RIRadix):

1t distributes all the records in different buckets based

on digits but initiall~ starts from the right most one. After the

completion of distribution of all the records for a particular

digit. it concatenates all buckets to reform the queue again. It

is repeated until the left most digit is considered. The

underlying steps are

Rl. [loop on j]. For j=], 2, :3. .. ..• r Ir means the length

of the to be sorted), performs the step-H2 through -HI3.

terminate the algorithm when j>r:

R2.[100p on i]. Do the step-113 for i=0.1.2 •...• 9; go to the

step-R4 when i>9:

1l3.[initializeJ. Set T(i) (- nil. Bli) (- nil: go back to

the step-1l2 (T.B are the array of pointer variable):

R4,[initializej. Set R (- LISTHD:

R5. [loop on mJ. For. m= 1.2 •... ,n, do the step-1l6 through 119

and go t.o the 5t0p-111(1".hen m>n:

R6.[init.]. Set Z (- R-.OA1A:

R7.[0I1tainJ. In order to obtain an~ digit of the record Z do

D (- Z.j; //obtain the .jth digit of record Z//

1l8.[distributeJ. To distribute records compare
T(D) <> nil ?

If Ilot true set T(OI <- R. BID) (- R; other~ise

set T (D )-.LIN 1\ (- R. T (j)) (- II;

R9.[init]. Initialize pointer II for the next record. set

NEXT (- R-.LINK

11-. LINI( (- ni1

~ (- NEXT; go baeli to the step-R5;
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RIO',lloop on p].for p=U.l.2 •...•9. do the step-Hll;

Rll.lcompaie]. Compare Hlp) (> nil?

J r not true go back to the 5tep-R I0; otherwise go to

the step-1<12;

RI2.[init]. Set LISTHD (- Blpl;

R13.1100p on "]. Do the step-Rl4 through -RI5, for k=

1'+1,1'+2,... ,.,9, go back to the step-RI when k>9;

RI4.[init]. Set PREV (- Tlk-l I;

RI5.lconcatenate]. Concatenat.e the buci,ets, compare

T I I, 1 (> n i .I "

If true set PREV-.LINK (- Blk), otherwise

set Tlk) (- PREVo Go back to the step-1<13.

m.tomtmtl

~U5Iribut!

"

m.IHi t .r~tV

RI. ~bto;n ~R6,lnit. Z

F0 I 5 ~

k > 9

Rllnit.LB

Flowchart of the Radixalgorithm is shown in the Figure 2.20
1(=J(=, 0(=;(=9

Figure -2.20 PloI'chart of the Radix algorithm

Let us take an example of our previous II keys and apply

the radix sort, we get I th,? arrOl's show hOI' the buckets are

concatenated into a queue)

Given \,eys: 87 93 01 99 19 5 J 06 75 32 02 08

126
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Dist~ibution on rigtlt most digit:

Distribution on left most digit:

Sorted queue:

01 02 06 08 19 32 51 75 87 93 99.

Program Radix Sort :

Line Procedure RS;

lin records are in the array At1:n),it calls

two procedl1reslPUT,RADIXl to sort records.

It uses LISTHD as a header pointerll

1 integer i,n,INDA1"A;

2 type pointer = "list:

list = record

DATA

LINK
end;

3 LISTHD (- nil;

integer

pointer

4 for i (- 1 to n do

5 INDATA (- Ali);

6 call PUTIINDATA,LISTHD);

7 repea t

end RS.

J .,-
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Line Procedure PUTIJNDATA,LISTHDI;

//make a linked list, use Q as a temporary

pointer v~riable//

1 new(Q);

2 with Q" do

3 DATA (- INOA'fA

4 LINK (- LISTHD

5 LISTHD (- (~

6 end PUT.

Line Procedure HAIEX ILISTIIIlI;

//Actual. sorting procedure, it distributes and

concatenates records and repeats until the work is

complete, it is written for 4 digit keys//

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

integer k,i,m,z,d,p;
point~r variabl.~ T(0:9),BIO;9);

pointer next,r,prev

k <- 1;

repeat

for i (- U to 9 do

Tlil (- nil
//make all the pointers of the

array T and B NULL//
8

10

1 1

12
13

14
15

16

B( il (- nil.

repeat

I' <- LISTHO;

m < - 1;

\Jhile m<=n do

z<-r",DATA;

d<-iz div kl mod lU:

if 'I'ldl=nilthen

.128
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else Tld)-.LINK (- r;

for i (- p+1 to 9 do

pre," (- T( i-I)

if Tli) <> nil then

17

18

19

20

21
22

23

24

25

26
27
28

29

30

31

32

33

TId) (- 1';

BId) (- 1';

'1'1d) (-r

endif

next (- r-.L1NK

r-.LINK (- nH;

I' (- next.

m (- m+l.

repeat

p (- 0;

while B(p) = nil do

p (-p+l

repeat

//distribute.the records in

~ifferent buckets//

//initialize pointer for

next record//

//find a non-empty bucket from

'0' bucket//

//concatenate the buckets//

34 prev-.LINK (- Bli)

.35 else '1'( 1) (- prev

36 endi f

37 k (- kIlO
38 until k>100;

. end RADIX.

Analysis

The analysis of. the the time complexi ty function of this

algorithm is different from those of the algorithms we have
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discussed, since .it is not based on comparison or exchange

techniques. Instead we will count the total number of queue

operations. For a p-tuples key always p passes are required and

each pass requires removing each element from queue and entering

it on one of the buckets: hence for n elements 2np queue

operations are required. A.1so there are involvements of the

queue operations" in the case of queue concatenation and a total

of (1'-1) p operations are re.qu ired. It is known that a deletion

/insertion or a concatenation operation can be done in constant

time, so the running time of this algorithm is proportional to

the (np+rpl to sort the n elements, where the keys has the form

lAp, Ap-1, , A2, Al and 0 <= Ap < r.

Summarizing, we get

Queue operation No. Extra storage

In all np insertions n link fields
cases np deletions 1 header pointer

lr-l)p concatenate- man~' integer variables
ion many array storage

Ho"ever, we IOlOW that O(n) time is required to lJlake a

lin ked lis t 0 ut 0 fan a r I'a ," All: n ), and. the con cat e nat ion

requires 01Si) times, where Si is the number of elements in the

different buckets. Therefore, the total time required to sort n

elements for any constant k is

k
~ O(Si+nl
i = 1

k
= Oll(n+ Sil

i = 1
k

= Oln+L Si)
i = 1
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1

if the keys are integers and are, in the range from 0 to nk-

for some constant k. Then. we can view keys as base -n

integers k digits long. So, 8i=n and the time complexity function

is O(n). If k grows with n and the keys are rearranged as binary

strings of length 10g2n, then k = 10g2n, and 8i = 2 for 1<=i<=k.

Thus. the time required is

It
O(kn+LSi)

i=1

='O(nlog2n +

= 0(nlog2n).

10g2nl 2)
i=1

In fact, the number of buckets and the way they are chosen

is important to the efficiency of the bucket sort, and in some

cases it IS possible to do much better than quick sor't by

choosing buckets based on the representation of the elements. If

the records rl, r2, ....• rn, are distributed over

and we have b buckets' B1, B2,

defined by'the range

••• f Bb, the bucket B,j can be

Distribute them into their proper buckets by a pass over

ri, and concatenate them together after sorting each bucket

individually. If the sorting of the bucket is done recursively,

the number of buckets determine the performance of the

techniques. Because the following relations hold:
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Number of buckets Averal!e amount of work to
sort n elements

Constant Proportional to nlog2n

Proportion'll . . to nlog210g2nto sqrtln) ProportJonal

Proport.ional to n Proport.ional to n

Radix sort is not "ery efficient when keys are extremely

long - not only for the the increasing number of passes but al.o

for the reason that most of the passes do little work as we start

the radix sorting at the least significant digit (LSDl. Because

most. of t.he pairs will have identical keys with respect to LSD's.

So, we can start. sorting at most. significant digit (MSDI. Though

it is appealing in some cases as in post-officel but it does

not Hork especiall,' in sorting because t.hese produce the

multiplicity of buckets that become confusing. The same

phenomenon accounts for the relative efficiency if we consider

LSD first. because h'e never have more than r buckets. and they

need to be hooked together onl,' p times. In this respect. the

best compromise method has been sUl!Aested by M.D.Maclaren [ JACM

13 (1966)], Hho recommended an LSD first sort. but applied only

one t.ime to t.he MSD. This does not completely sort the file, but

it usually brings the file very nearly into order.

Anotl,er modificat.ion can be done by using some more direct

sorting techniques. It is seen t.hat at. successive stages ~he

number of elements in the buckets decreases. SO,any buckets with

a feH element.s( in some range) can be sorted by other algorithms

such as insertion sort Hhich decrea~e t.he total running time.
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2.3 Lower bound on the maximum number of comparison

Borne optimal charactel'istics of co~parison type sorting

algorithms are considered here. Several methods for internal

sorting are analyzed in previous sections. but no mention is made

about the optimum sorting. i.e. which method wi1'l be best for

internal sorting or it can be possible to find out the limits on

the maximum sorting speed that will ever be possible.

Illdeed. there is no best possible way to sort. Therefore. a

rather formulated simple definition of it is given in order to

give sufficient structure to the pr'oblem to make it workable. To

do it. emphasis is made theoretically on comparison counting. But

it is clear that comparison counting is not the only way to

measure the effectiveness of a sorting method. because their

running time is dominated b,' other consideration such ,as data

movement. housekeeping operations. etc. This theoretical study

gives a good deal of useful insight into to the nature of sorting

process. and it helps to sharpen the wits for the more problems

that may be confronted at other times. Therefore. ~tudies of the

inherent complexity of sorting have usually been directed towards

minimizing the number of times the comparisons are made during
the sorting.

It is obvious that the minimum number of key comparison is

zero to sort n elements. as in the radix method - no comparison

1S needed at all.

The. problem of 'sorting by comparison is based on the

~ssumptioll tllat there is an abstract linear ordering relation " <

'.between the keys and the keys are of distinct type (may riot be

true). so that there al'e onl,' t,,;opossi ble outcomes of any
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comparison of keys ki vs. kj

1. Ki<Kj or

2. Ki>Kj

All the sorting methods ~hich satisfy the above assumptions can

be represented in tenns of an extended binary (decisionl tree

structure. For example, a decision tree for an array of size n=3

'..., "
\

is given in the Figure 2.21. ~here each internal node drawn as

circle. containing two indices i andj (i: j I, denoting the

comparison of Ki vs. l\.j.The left subtree of a, node represents

the subsequent comparisons to be made if Ki < Kj, and the right

subtree represents the actions to be taken when Ki > Kj.

Figur(~ -2.2'] IJecision tree for n = 3

Each ex'ternal node of t;he tree is drawn as a box containing a

permutation 81a2a3 ....an of 1123 ...n) denoting the fact that the

ordering

Kal < Ka2 < •••••••••••••• < Ran

has been established. Each of the relationships

Kai < haiti for I <= i <= n
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at all path from the root to this external node will be the

result of some comparisons-

a.
1

on this path.

a.
1

A comparison of Ki with Kj always means the original keis.

not the keys which might currently occupy the ith and jth

positions of the file after the file has been shuffled around.

because we are interested only on the comparison. not on the move

of keys. l'he tree is easily extended when the size

entry is increased.

of the data

It is possIble to make redundant comparisons. for example.

as in the Figure 2.22 for n=3, there is no reason to compare

1:3. since Kl<K2 and K2<K3 implies that KI<K3. No permutation cah

possibly be c6nsidered to the left subtree of 1:3. so tha~ part

of the algorithm will never be performed.

Z ("5

Figure -2.22 Example of redundant comparison

Since the interest is made in minimizing the comparisons.

no redundant comparisons are made. All permutations of input keys

are possible and every permutation defines a unique path from the

root to the exteri,al node; it follO\;s that there are exactly n!

ex~ernal nodes which sorts n keys with no redundant comparisons.

Let liS find comparison trees "hich minimize the maximum

number of compar isons made. Le t S (n I be the minimum number of

comparisons to sort n elements. If all the internal nodes of. a

. I:J 5
,- ,,
.\ -



decision tree are at levels less than k level; it is obvious that

there can be at least Zk external nodes. Hence letting

k = Sin), ~e h~ve
n! <= ZSln) ••••••••• (1)

/1

"here the inequality sign explains the fact that the number Zk

may include .the redundant comparisons. Since SIn) is an integer,

we can obtain the lower.bound of Sin) as

or, ••••••••••.• (2)

8v Stirling approximation. we kno~ that

rlog2n!1 = nlog2n-n/lln Z)t1/Z logzntO(1)

Therefore. from the IZI we have

S (n) > = nlol2 n •••••••••••• ' ••• (3)

required, i. e. from the

redundant comparisons are

of comparisons which will

So that about nlog2n comparisons are

definition of the binary tree. if no

made, then k gives the minimum number

be enough to sort n keys.

The Table 2.3 gives the number of comparisons for

the fo]lo~ing three cases IiJ:

]. Values of rlol2n!1

2. Comparisons required ln binary insertion, Bin) and

3. Comparisons required ln t~o- way list merging, Lin).
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Table -2.3 Number of comparIsons required in different cases

n = 1 " " 4 :) 6 7 u 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11~ v C'

flog2n 11 = 0 1 3 5 7 10 13 16 19 22 26 29 33 37 41 45 49

BIni = 0 1 ~1 5 <> 11 14 I 7 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 54u

Llnl = 0 1 ~j 5 9 11 14 17 25 27 30 33 38 41 45 49 65

From the above table it is seen that S(4)=5 in all cases

and for n>4 land onwards I

With. the help of decision tree model it is seen that it is

impossibl« to desigp a comparative sorting algorithm which would

in an:v circumstances requJ re less than 10112n! comparisons. In

table. the value of S ( 5 lIS I. 8 and 9. respecti ve.ly. in three

cases. Indeed. the best h.a,. is for Hhen SI5)=7. A possibilit.y of

it is demonst.rated b~' an algorithm devised by Lester Ford .. Jr.

and Selmer Johnson 195!I I called merge- insertion. since it

involves some aspect of merging and some aspect of insertion.

This method is expressed graphically as follows:

Let there be f i '.e ke:.s. s tart by comparing the two pai rs

hl:K2and J(3:k4

visualized as

1e a ,.e 0u t the key 1(5. The res u 1 tea n be

xl
o

I'
o

yl

..".,~
(l

l'
o

y2 12 comparisons)



The ordering relations are represented by drawing the directed

graphs, wher~ y's are known to be JBSS than x's if and only if

there are paths from y'sto x's. The graph indicates that

y\<xl and y2<x2.

NOH, comparing the two] ar"er keys (x \,x2) of the pair. The

situation may be diagrammed as

b d
0 )0
1\ r.

1 I
0 0 0

a c e ( 1 comparisonl

indicating that a < b < d and c /, d. Now inserting e among

la,b,d) thereby requi ring a t most two comparisons and leads to

the following situations:

b d e b d b e d b ,d e
0--)0 0--)0--)0 0--)0--)0 0--)0--)0

'" T T
/\ '" A I' 1'0

I I I I I I
0--) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

e a c a c a c a c

(2 .comparisons)

Finally, insert c among the keys which is less 'than d. This will

require at most extra two comparisons, Summing up' the'

comparisons, it is found that

2 + 1 + ~ + 2 =,
comparisons are needed to sort the elements.

No~, apply the merge-insertion algorithm to sort 11

distinct keys:



Compare the five pair first:

I<I:k2. 1<3:k4. k5:I,6, k7:I,8, k9:ldO; leave out k11. we get

xl x2 ~{3 x4 x5
0 0 0 0 0

1 I' l' I' 1I I
0 0 0 0 0 0
:>1 y2 :;-:3 y4 y5 y6

(5 comparisonsl

Next, compare the larger five keys I noting the recursive use of

the method l. The situation becomes

a 1 a2 a3 a4 a5
0-->0-->0-->0-->0

I I I I I
o 0 a 0 0
bi b2 b3 b4 b5

o
b6 7 comparisons

Insert b3 among IbI, a 1•.a2). then b2 which is less th.an a2. By

now ~e arrive at the configuration

ci c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 a4 a5
0-- >0-- >0-- >0-- >0-- >0--> 0--> 0

\ I
o 0 0

(4 compari sons l b4 b5 b6
NOl';. insert b5 among leI. c2 •......• c6. a41. first compare it to

c4. then to c2 or to c6. Then move b4 into its proper place among

the keys less than a4 ina t mos t three compari sons. The resul t

become:

dl d2 d:l d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 diO
0-->0-->0-->0-->0-->0-->0-->0-->0-->0

( 6 comparisons
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Finally, insert b6 among th~ keys by at most 4 comparispns.

Summing all the comparisons required as

5 + 7 + 4 +6 + 4 = 26 comparisons.

In similar Ha;\~S it can be pro,-ed that at 66

c;omparisons are required lo 2] keys, Slnce

265 < 2] ! < 662

SIn) = 66

In general, when there are n keys, the merge-insertion

algorithm is given by as :

]. Carry out pain;ise comparisons of Ln/ZJ pairs of

keys. If n is odd, leave out the last key.

] <= i <= In/2J; call bi and a's the 'main

2. Sort the t!,/2J larger ]{eys found in step-1.

<:: a2 <=

... ,bZ.bl.aLn/ZJ'
•.•. <= an and bi

... ,
<:: a3

a2,

b~/~ '

ai for

3. Name the ke~-s a],

chain' Insert the remaining b's into the main

chain,
order,

usil,g bil.ary insertion, in the

leaving out. all bj for j > rn/~:

following

b3, b2; b5, b4; bl], blO, b9 •...• b6; ......... ,

We wish to define the sequence

(tl, tZ' t3, t4, •.. 1 = 1. 3, 5, ]1. ... 1

which appe~rs as in the above, in such a way that each of

can be inserted int.o tl.e mail' chain will. at. most k comparisons.

After generalization. we obtain the diagram as
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xl .x2 x2tk~1 atk_I+1 ••.. atk-I
0->0- ~~->o-~->o-->o- ->0---

"1\ 1\

I I I
o 0
btk_I+1 .•••

where the main chain upto alld including atk-I contains

It must be less than Zk elements and set it equal to Zk_l;

so that

or,
Ztk_l+ltk-tk_I-11 = Zk_l

tk = Zk - tk_1 Ia)

since tl = I, we ma~ set to = I for conveyance,

we find from la)

tk = Zk_Zk-l+tk_Z
= Zk_Zk-I+Zk-Z-tk_3

- .
= Zk_Zk-l+ ....+ 1-1)!'tZO.
= t Zk+I+I_11k)/3

Let FIn) be the number of comparisons required to sort n

elements. Clearly,

FIn) = In/ZJ+FI Ln/2J I+GI rn/Zl)

Hhere G represents the amount of "'orl,involved in step-3. If

tk_1 <= m <= tk, He have
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so that lWo, W1. W2, \"3 .... 1 = 0,1. 2, 5 •...•

It can be shown that

Flnl - FIn-I) = k

if and only if Wk -< n < "k+l and the later condition is

equivalent to

or, k+l < 1012(3n) <= k+Z
- .

Let log213n) = k+2, from which we get

Hence

A. Hadian first derived this formula Ph. D. thesis.

Universi ty of ~Iinnesota, I g69

FIn) for different v~lues of n

141. From this equation we get

Flo) = 0, FII) = log213/4)i •

Therefore.
n

FIn) = E flo1Z13k/411k=l

• 1

The Table 2.4 gives the value FIn) and flog2n!1 for

various values of n [4j
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Table - 2.4 Number Qf cQmparisQns fQr different values of n

n = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13

G"Qg2n!L 0 1 'l 5 7 10 13 16 19 22 26 3~v

FIn) = 0 1 3 5 7 10 I3 16 19 22 26 34

NQte that FIn) = rlog2n!1 fQr 1 <=n<=ll.and 20 <=n<=21

Ihere the values are same, 62 and 66, respectivel~), We know th~t

merge-insertiQn is Qptimum for.1<=n<=11 and 20<=n<=21 .and

So far, the worst case behaviQr has been cQnsidered. Let us

now find the lower bound on the average number of comparisons to

sort the n keys. In general, tI,e average number of comparisons is

defined as the external path length of tree divided b~' n!, .the

external path length is the sum of the distance from the root to

each of the external nodes. Therefore, the average number of
compariSOJlS, Cave,

Cave = lexternal p"th lengthl/n!

For example. from the decision tree In=3), we have

External path length = 2+3+3+3+3+2

=16

Cave = 16/6 = 212/3)

The minimum external path length occurs in a binary tree

with N external nodes if there are
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I. 2q - N external nodes at level q-I. and

2. 2N - 2q external nodes at level q.

The minimum p~th length is

""

(q-ll(2q-NltqI2N-2q)
,= (qtl)N-Zq .••••..•.. tb)

Since, an extended binary tree has minimum path length if and

only if there is a number 1 such that all external nodes appear

on levelland Itl.

Let q = log2ntA • ,:here 0 <= A <= I

The equation (b) becomes

(log2ntAtIIN-Zllol

= Nilog2Nt(ltA-2AII

ntAI

.•••••••••••••• {o)

It is seen that 0.0861 ' . '

Therefore. lc) becomes

Nllog2NtO.D8611 and Cave is

Cave = 1012 NtO.0861

This result is obtained by A. Gleason in 1956 •. Thus. the

minimum path length never less than lOl2N and never more than

In fact, for n keys N=n!. putting this value' lower bound

.becomes

By the virtue of Stirling's approximation. we have
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Cave >= Olnlog2nl

Let Flnl be the average number of compar,isons. performed by this

algorithm. then we have 14]

n = 1 2 :3 4 5 7 8

lower boundlbl= 0 2 16 112 6896 62386 619904

n~Flnl = 0 2 16 1 1 2 832 6912 62784 623232

From the above data it is seen that merge-insertion sort is

dptimum in both the senses for n<=5, but for n=6. Cave becomes

Cave= 6912/720

=.9,6 comparisons

While 101.;erbound says. that an average of

comparisons may be possible to sort n keys.

6896/720 = 9.577 ..

In general. the problem of minimizing the average number of

comparisons times out to be substantially more difficult than the

problem of determining Slnl. It may even true that for some n.

all m~thod which minimize the average number of comparisons

requires more than s(nl comparisons in their worst case.

2.4 Introduction of a digraph technique (new approach) for

solving sorting problems

Ive IOlOW that the cr"j torion of minimizing maximum is very

common to game problems ,,"here.each player is interested to

mi,llimize the maximum loss tle (~aIl incur in case his opponent plays
best move.
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In the' light, of the above game property, we are talking

about a sorting,algorithm ~hich sorts any sets of given keys in

minimum number of compar i sons ",hich, tal,es minimum number of

comparisons in "orst case I. '\';e propose a t"o-person sequential

any pair of vertex i and ,I becomes <i, j >

,directed and optimal strategies of playing

players "ill lead 'to the desi red al.;ori thm.

game on cOllstructing a digraph a graph is called digraph when

i.e. if they are

this game by both

The game ends when

the 1st player is able to construct a directed Hamiltonian path

in the digraph (a path is called directed Hamiltonian path if it

passes through the all verti ces I The 1st player (whose action

corresponds to develop a sorting algorithm) is supposed to pick up

a pair of vertices (i, j) (i t corresponds to' the pair of keys

selected for comparisons ",hereas the second player puts

orientation to the edge (i ,j) similar to the result of

compari sons in the sorting algori thms I. Since we are interested

in minimizing the number of comparisons in the worst case, the

2nd player "ill al"a,"s choose that orientation "hich makes it

difficult for the Istpl~yer to get a directed Hamiltonian path

in the digraph.

Let there be a digraph (having initially possibly no arc)

of n nodes. The player chooses a pair (i,j) of the nodes

whereas the player II ass i gn an or i enta ti on to t"he edge (i, j )

make a digraph <i ,j». Next time, 1st player chooses another

pair and gives 2nd pla,'er a chance to orient them, and it is

repeated until the ob,iective of the 1st player is fulfilled. Now

the problem for the pla,"er J is to choose ] o"est pai r 'of nodes in

each of his moves "here~s that of the player 11 is to choose the



correct orientation Iwllich means to deny Hamiltonianpathl. It is

obvious that the minimum number of moves sufficient to generate a

directed Hamiltonian path for player 1 equals the maximum number

of moves In which 2nd player can deny to develop a directed

hamiltonian path plus one. In terms of computation,the problem

Sf~ems to. lie qui te complex ;-.-"j nce thel'e can be an enormous number

of different digraphs that can come out if the game is played,

"hile we cannot solve this problem, we take about certain

characteristics of the digraph to be generated.

a) Digraph does not contain any directed circuit,

since the relation. " < " and/or" > " is transitive, the relation

Ki<Kj<Kl implies that Ki<Kl. o'..JIJ1Ce

Kl ](i Kl
0--)0---)0

~~
does not occur.

bl During th" course of the game if some k-path are

generated, 1st pla,"er should never choose the terminal nodes of

the path. Since the resul.t of the comparisons is already known to

him by virtue of the trarlsitivity of the relationl.

cl It is better to choose a pair of nodes which is

either source la node is called source if all the arcs emerge out
of it while it is called 3 sink if all the arcs come into itl,

or sinl, in that cas!? the p.13,"el"11Sensured of a 2-path out of

tllis cOlnparisons. \~hic.l S~\.CS t,im at. least one comparisons (or an
edge
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2.5 External sorting

When the number of records to be sorted is larger than the

computer can hold in its internal high speed memory. this type of

sorting is called external sorting. It is quite, different from

the interna] sorting en'n though the problem is the same in

both th(~ cases, since the data are stored on comparatively slow

peripheral memory devices such as tapes, disks. drums etc. and

thus the data structure sllould be chosen in such a way that these

devices can cope quiclt!), ;;ith the requirements of the sorting

algorithms. The external sorting is sometimes referred to as

sortillg of sequentiil files sequential file means as the array

of data resides on the secondar~' storage and the file elements

are direc'tly accessible one b~' one at each time). The most of the

internal sorting "e have studied such as bubble, insertion.

selection, etc. are useless for external sorting except the merge

sorting.

External sorting uses simp]'e data structures such as linear

list "hich are traversed il\ a sequential manner as stacks or as
queues.

l'he most of the external sorting are based on the principle

of internal sorting fall owed b~' external merging. The idea of
,

merging ]s a proces~ of combining t;;o or more ordered files into

one fiIe ,"hich must be ordered. In order to explain the way of

combination, let us assume M and N are t"o ordered input £iles,

and MtN "ith MtN key is ti,e output file.

1. e. i
I
File N. ~1 ke.'.s

148
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}\

1-------------
File M+N. M+N length

To do this it requires an output file of length at least equal to

the summation of length of all input files (M+N) and it is an

essential feature of all merging algorithms,

Three pointers are used. of which two i and j locating

poi n ts tot h e cur r en t po sit ion sin the f i 1e s M a.nd N,

respectively, and k points to the next free position in the

output file. The keys are then transferred to the output file

position k) one by one by comparing the keys corresponding to the

pointers i and j Finall)!. the checks i<=M ? and j<=N ? are

included in order to know the situation when one of the two file

becomes empty. This is I,noh'n as 2-way merge. The number of

comparjso~s (;(M.NI (significant parameter) are approximated as

mIll min I.M,N )

max (t-l+N-l)

CI ~I, N) = avp ~I+N-Amn

where, Amn = M I ( N + 1 ) + N I ( M + 1

\~e shall discuss now various type of external sorting

algori thms each of which has the above merging process as

essential feature.



2.5.1 Merge sorting

Based on the 2-wa;\'merge, it can be classified into two

i) Balanced or straight 2-way merge sort. and

iiI Natural 2-way mnrge sort.

Both methods start from the both ends of the input files. working

towards middle but ll,ey differ in the way in which the

intermedia te subf iles or runs are generated. In the balanced 2-

way merge sort, n runs of length 1 are produced and are merged

into runs of length 2, except possibly the last run, etc. As an

example, let us take 11 keys:

{' . Ileys: (-.J.lven
-) -) -) -) -) -) (- (- (- (- (-

87 93 01 99 19 51 06 75 32 02 08
) ) > (- < (

pass 1 08 87 01 :32 06 19 51 99 75 93 02
(

> > <
pass 2 02 08 87 93 06 19 51 99 75 32 01

> <
pass 3 01 02 08 :J2 75 87 93 99 51 19 06

>
pass 4 01 02 06 08 19 32 51 75 87 93 99

In the natural 2-~.;ay method, the length of initial runs are

decided on by the presence of the naturally ordered runs in the

data files. For exampie, Ie t. us talle n keys, if keys obey the

follmdng relations

1\1 < 1\2 < ]{3 •••••••• > l\j > l\ ( .i +1I, and

](In-t+11 < J(ln-1:1) l\(n-1:-]I> ••••••••• ) Kln-ll)]{n, i .e •

]50



<- Run ends here -)

I < ------) < -------)
I I I I
I{1< Ii2 < • • •• < I,.i > I';I,i + 1 I..... Ii In- t. + 1 I< Kin -t I> •••••••• >hn

Then, two natural runs Ih1h2 ...h,j) and (Kn ....kln-tl) are merged

and placed In output: file. The next, pair of natural runs are

generated in a similar mammar.

2.5.1.1 Use of merge sort in external sorting

Let us consider the 2-\;ay merge and the magnetic tape as

the secondary storage, now discuss how the the external sorting

are perfor~ed. Assuming 4 tapes, during the first phase, the runs

produced by internal sorting are placed alternately on tapes 1

and 2, until the in~ut is exhausted. Tapes 1 and 2 are rewound to

their beginning, and we merge the runs from these tapes.

obtaining new runs which are twice as long as the initial one.

The new runs are written alternately on tapes 3 and 4. If tape 1

contains one more run than tap" 2, an extra dummy run of length'

o is assumed to be present on tape 2. Then. all tapes are

rewound, and the contents of tapes 3 and 4 are merged into

'quadruple length runs recorded alternately on tapes 1 and 2. The

process continues, doubling the length of runs each time. until

anI;" ,one run is left. If s be the runs produced during the

internal sorting phase and if

21,-1 < S <= 2k

then exactly

k= flog2nl merging phases are required.
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As an example of external sorting. let us take 7000 keys.

j{(1) Ii(7000 1 are to be sorted wi th the internal cap,acity I,
I

of 1000 keys. We do it in the following three ways with some

variation between them :

Initial distribution phase:

TI ]{(1-,1000) ]{12001-3UUOl ](14001-5000) ]{16001-7000l

T2 ](11001-2000l]{1300j-4000l KI5001-6000) dummy

'1'3 empty

T4 empty

First merging, phase (rewind Tl and T2):

T1 empty

T2 empty

'1'3 IiI1-2UOO I ]{(4001-600U)

'1'4 ](12001-4000l]{16001-7UUO)

Second merging phase ( rewind '1'3and T4):

'1'1 KIl-'IUOOl

T2 ]{(4001-7000l

1'4 empty

Third or final merging phase I rewind T1 and 1'2):

T1 empty

'1'2 "lIIpty

'n Ii(1-7000)

'1'4'empt.y

The sorting is complete and the, t.otal number of times the keys

are read is

7000 + 7000 + 7000 + 7000 = 28000
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initial distribution phase:

1'1 IU 1-1000) K(3001-40UOI ](16UOI-70001

1'2 KllOOI-20UUlK(4UUI-50UU) dumm,'

1'3 ](12UUI-30UOlK(5001-60001 dummy

'1'4 emp~y

First mergi"g phase 1 rewind 1'1 and 1'21:

1'1 KI60UI-7UOO)

1'2 empty

1'3 ]((2UOI-3000) ]((5UOI-60UU)

1'4 KII-2000) KI3001-50UO)

Second merging phase Irewind 1'1 • 1'3 and 1'4)

1'1 empty

1'2 lU 1-3UOO) K(6UUI-70UO)

1'3 K(5001-6000)

'1'4 K(30UI-5UUU)

Third merging phase (rewind 1'2 and 1'41

1'1 KII-5UOO)

'1'2 I{(6001-7000)

1'3 IU 50U 1-6000)

Fourth merging phase (rewind 1'2 and 1'3):

'[1 KII-5UOO)

'1'2 empty

'1'3 empt,-

'1'4 ]{(5UUI-70UU)

~ifth merging phase (rewind 'II and 1'4):
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'1'1 empt,"

'1'2 1«(1-7000)

'I3 empty

'1'4 empty

The sort is complete. The total number of the key read "is

7000 + 4000 + 4000 + 5000+ 2000 + 7000= 29000

Initial distribution pllase:

T1 1((1-1000) K(3001-4000) 1((6001-7000)

'1'2 1(11001-2000)1((4001-5000)

'1'3 K(2001-3000)K(5001-6000)

'1'4 empty

First merging phase Irewind '1'1,'1'2and '1'31:

'II I{(6001-7000 I

'1'2 empty

'I3 empty

'1'4 1((1-3000) 1((3001-6000)

Second merging phase (rewind '1'4)

'II K(6001-7000)

'1'2 1((1-3000)

'1'3 empty

'!"l K 1300 I-(lUOO I

Third merging phase Irewind '1'1,"'1'2and '1'4):

'II empt~"

'1'2 empty

'1'3 ({(1-7000)

'1'4 empty
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The sortirig is complete and it is polyphase type in nature. The

total llumber of key read ]s

7000 + 6000 + 3000 + 7000 = 23000.

It is seen that the number of key read lit is an essential

featurel is different in three ways. In fact, the good estimation

of running time of external sort is obtained by considering only

the amount of tape motion. Therefore. way-3 is more economical

than both the I,ay 1 and 2. Noting that two points are to be

considered in order to minimize the number of complete passes:

1. The initial distribution of runs on tapes, and

2. The gelleration of initi~l runs.

P = ['1'/21. and

balanced 2-Hay merging ]s the special case when '1'=4and P=2. It

is sePll that from the example •balanced. merging is not the best

method and it is interesting to look for improved merging

patterns.
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2.5.1.2 Replacement selection

Itis a process to generate the initial runs of length

exceeding the computer's internal memory. In external sorting, it

1s considered that aJ.1 the 1nl tiaJ runs have the same relative

length imposed bo" the SIze of internal memory. But it has been

found that the process of merging starting with longer initial

r"ns require fewer key process than in the case when shorter runs

are used. So, it is economi c to remove the constraint on the

length of initial runs. As an example, a 4-way replacement

selection is given below with the parethesized numbers in columns

that are waiting for the indlusion in the following runs:

Memory contpnts output

08 02 32 75 02

08 19 32 75 08

51 19 32 75 19

51 99 'J .) 75 32vL

51 99 (11 ) 75 51

t 171 99 (11 ) 75 75

(17 ) 99 (11 ) (48) 99

(17 ) (83 ) (11 ) (48 ) (end run)

17 83 11 48 11

17 83 3 ~J 48 17

etc.
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TI,is method was first described by Harold H. Seward

(master's thesis,

length more than

data.

1954), and shm;ed

1.5P records [4 J

that initial runs will have

when applied to the random

2.5.2 Polyphase merge and perfect Fibonacci numbers

It was discovered. by Betz in 1956. and in general by

Gilstad in 1960 but Knuth has observed. first the relation between

the polyphase merge and Fibonacci distribution [4]. The Fibonacci

distribution is based on the Fibonacci numbers (that are used to

distribute initial runs on tapesl which are defined by a

recurrence as follows

One advantage of using the Fibonacci distribution is that the

.copying stage in the merging process can completely be avoided.

and the method requires exactly n-l phases to complete the job.

If the initial runs are dislribuled on tapes according to

the Fibonacci numbers, lhen it is called perfect Fibonacci

distri bution and in cases the dummy runs are added to make the

distribution perfect.

The Fibonacci numbers can be related to the quantity P=2,

using the following notation

and.
Accordingly, it can be gelleralized for any value of P as
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and.

For example, when 1'=4, we have

FOI41=O. Fl141=O, F2(4)=U, F3141=1,

F4141=I, F5(4)=2, F6141=4, F7141=8,etc.

In a perfect Fibonacci distribution it is always assumed

that I' is one less than 1. i.e. 1'='1'-1.Let us take an example,

where the ini tial runs are dis tributed according to the above

Fibonacci numbers. Here '1'=5.therefore. P=4. The distribution of

initial runs on tapes are shown below; where '108' means 108

initial runs of length,] are placed on the tape I, '4*56' means

56 initial runs of length 4 are placed on tape 5, etc. Phase Dis

the. initial distribution phase. phasel]-81 are the mer~in~

phases.

'['] '1'2 '1'3 14 '1'5 Initial runs processed

Phase

0 108 100 85 56 108+]00+85+56=349

J I
J

1 52 44 29 56 4*56=224
\ I

J
j

2 23 ]5 29 27 7*29=203
J I

\
I

') " 1'5 ] 4 1'2 13*15= 195v "

1
I I l

4 8 7 6 4 25*8=20U

*
I I I l

5 4 " c, 49*4=196v ~

I I
~
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6

7

8

'"2 2 1 2
1_1~1 __ ~1
1 1 + 1

1__ I~l-I_~ ~l
1

94*2=188

181*1=181

349* 1=34!~

The Table 2.5 is based on the fourth order Fibonacci

numbers- it is seen thal the distribution of runs (in the

example) is directL>' related to this table, since this

. distribution can be obtained using the table starting at the last

level of the table. In fact, the levels and the phases have

mutually reverse ordering.

Table -2.5 Fibonacci Numbers (fourth order):

Level Total

0 1 0 U 0 1

1 1 1 I 1 4

2 2 2 2 1 7

:3 4 4 :3 2 13

4 8 7 6 4 25

5 15 14 12 (> 49u

6 29 27 23 15 94

7 56 52 44 29 181

8 .108 100 85 56 349

n An Bn Cn Dn Tn

Hhcre, An=l\n-l+An-2t ~ +An-4;

Bn=An-1+An-2+An-3.

Cn=i\n-1+An-2,

Dn=An- 1,

Tn =Tn-1+3An-l.
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2.5.3 Cascade merge

I t Has proposed b,' Betz and .Carter in 1959. and based on

the use of perfect distributj on. The cascade merge is different

from polyphase merge by the fact that the merging stages are

distinguished in terms of complete passes over the data. As an

example. let there be 5 tapes, and apply the cascade merge to

sort the 2037 keyg:

1'3 1'4 1'5 lni tial runs processed

4GL 246 707+622+462+246=2037

I
1

2 ]f, 246 4*246

I
1
216 3*216

4*30

1*56

9*75

2*160

1*85

10*85

56 86

I t

75

~50

1
HiO

131 161

. I_l

:3U

~
30

J~ I~_
.i

-~ ,----,l

pass Tl 1'2

1 707 622

1 I
2 461 3 it;

I
245 160

J

85

~
85

1
'J 85v

1
75

16U

r.





".I- \:I 1 462*1

~
,'J'

~i
1 246*1
I r

8 1 2037*1

The pass-2. pass-3. etc .• all are the complete passes. As

in pass-2. a 4-way merge from 11. 12. 1'3 and 14 is obtained onto

1'5 until 1'4 is empty followed by the 3-way merge onto 1'4 fromT!,

1'2 and 1'3 until 1'3 is empty. l'hen 1'2 is made empty by doing a 2-

way merge onto 1'3 from 11 and 12. Finally, the contents of the T1

is copied onto 1'2 for uniformity. Noting that the copying phases

are not necessary •.but they are included to give the process a

systematic structure. Also the performances are not hampered

because they take a relatively small portion of the total number

of mov~s of the data.

Ihe rule for generating a perfect distribution are shown in

the Table 2.6. They are not exact Fibonacci numbers but are

generated in the same spirit as the latter.
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Table 2.6 Generation of Fibonacci Numbers

Level

0 1 0 o. 0

1 1 1 1 1

2 4 3 2

.J 10 9 7 "u

4 30 26 19 10

5 85 75 56 3U

6 246 216 16U !l5

7 707 622 41)2 246

n An Bn Cn Dn

where,

An=An-l+Bn-l+Cn-l+Un-l

Bn=An-l+Bn-l+Cn-l

Cn=An-l+Bn-l

Dn=An-l.

Finally, a comparative study about the performances (number

of passes ) of polypl1asr,and cascade merge (for both copying and

Hi thout cop;"ing) are given in the Table 2,7 for 8=2037 (lni tial

number number of runs) ~jtl, varying tape numbers [51.
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Table 2.7 Results of Compareti~e stud~

.

Tapes Passes in
T Polyphase Cascade mer~e Cascade merge

I"i.thout copyin~) (with copying)

., 12.451 12 .451 16.504v

4 8.698 9.216 10.163

5 7.490 7.634 8.004

6 6.921 6.697 6.886
.

0 6.392 5.649 5.721u

10 6.115 5.060 5.098

20 5.463 3;926 3.930

We observe that the cascade merge sort (without copying) is

better than polyphase merge orr 6 or more tapes. Moreover, the

dummy run may be needed in the polyphase merge but in the cascade

merge, the need of dummy rurl is unimportant since it operates on

complete passes.
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CHAPTER
DESIGN OF

THREE
EXPERIMENTS

AND STMULAT,lON;

111 the previous chapters we have discussed a number of well

known and practically usabJ~ sorting algorithms and obtained each

of their time complexity function Iby priori analysis) - that is

we have collected all of the relevant parameters that determine

their computing time, approximatel>'. In order to collect the real

statistics lposterori analysis) about an algorithm and to compare

with priori results that will help to make conclusions with
certainety we have dcsil!ned the experiments in this chapter.

The distinct keys are . tallen under the experiments as much as

possible so that the obtained results can be compared, wi th the

priori results, because in the priori analysis distinct keys are
assumed.

The data used in the experiments are simulated data and

randomly generated Ileve] of signi ficance is about 95% by

computer using mixed congruential method.

3.1 Design procedure

Maximum 1500 data
'\

integer and real) are taken into

corisideration. These data are classified into following 15 sets:

10, 2U, 50, 100, 15U, 200, 300, 4UO, 500,600, 700, 900,

1100, 130U and l50!).
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Note that in choosing the set-length the randomness is

implemented. We have started from lU instead of some higher value

becRl1se we are going to find the s\lperiority as well as

performan,ces of each 'a1I<ol':ithm and end at 15UO - at this point

the nature of any algorithm will be more or less stable. Ten or

fifteen random sets of data of above lellgth are subjected to each

algorithm to have the relevant parameters as an average value. In
order to find exact a\'erage performances of the algorithms what

one should do is to run the algorithm for n! permutations of each

data set of length n. Since it will either be extravagantly time

consuming or impossible experiment. we take helps of simulation.

As a measure of efficienc'y, we have determined the follow

ing parameters:

l. Number of comparIsons needed,

2. Numb(~r of ~xchHn.r.!es needed,

:J, Computing time for integer data; and

4 . Computi ng time for rf~al data.

All these parameters are not uniquely applicable to all

algorithms except the third alld fourth parameters because the

underlying principles are di fferent in different algorithms. To

,count the number of comparisons and exchanges we have used

counters that are initialized at the beginn'ing of the execution

and Hhen a comparison ur an exchangp is made this counter is

incremented by one and so on. The time is measured in seconds

and is taken fl'om the system clock (using BIOS -basic input

output system). It gives the oveialJ execution time (some

operations such as loop control, incrementing and/or decrementing
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of counter, etc. though are not the essential part of sorting -

it's ,execution time is includedl.

As said before, the performances of any algorithm depends

on lhe comp'lter ill ~Ilj.ch it IS executed and the programming

languages in which it IS implemented, we have used 8088

architecture and TURBO PASCAL as the programming language.

\'e have determined the folloldng four parameters for

different data sets (as specified above J

,1. The time required to sort the integer data,

2. The time re~uired to sort the real data,

3. The number of comparisons required, and

4. The number of exchanges required.

All of these above parameters will be helpful to explain the

rtlnnjllg tilne of each sOJ.tirl~ al~orit.hm.

Finally, we have determined lhe time required' to execute

the following operations by 8088 machine, approximatefy,

1. An assignment operation linteger and real),

2. A comparison between integer keys, and

3. A comparlson bet\~een real keys .

.These will help to compare the algorithms with 'each others in

terms 'of either numbel' of comparIsons or number of exchanges.

Note that one exchange is equal to three assignments. This will

give an easier way to compare one algorithm with another.
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3.2 Regression analysis:

lVe have used a cun-e fitting technique to represent the
results obtained from experiments I graphically. The least

square method is used to find out the regreision conptants.

~irstly. ~e have derived the equations for regression constants.

All the sorting algori thms. so far we have discussed, can

be divided into two cat"gori "8 in the light of their order of

complexity function:

1.

2.

2those having O(n I, and

those having 0(nlog2n).

We have generalized this two categories by the relation

•••••••••• (3.1)

Hhere, a, b, C = Kegression constants

Y = Time or the number of comparisons, etc.

x = Da'ta length and f,jIX I is the function of X for ,j
category with j equals to or 2 lfor example. when j='1, it is

order of 0(n2), such as bubble sort, etc.).

1'hus. from the equation (3.1) and for 15 data sets, when j

equals 1 and 2. we have. respectively,

1 5
[Yi=a1+

i=1

1 ~
hl.r.Xi

i = 1

1 5 -,
+ cl*:[Xi2

i = 1

or,
l~

LI = L I Yi - al - bl*Xi
i = 1

.. ( 3.2)

and
15
1:Yi=a2+
i = 1

15,".,,--
)L. c::....\]

i = 1
+ c2.
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or,
15

L2 = L ( Yi - a2 - b2*Xi - c2t XiHogZXi)
i = 1

•••• (3.3)

Using the least square method (LSM). we have from (3.2) & (3.3).

respectivel.y,

I :,
L1 = [IYi - al - bl*\i - c1*Xi212 => min.

i=1
• .•.•• ( 3.4.)

and
15

LZ =[ IYi - a2 - bZtXi - cZtXitlogzXi)2 => min.
i=1

..(3;5)

We have from (3.4) bv partial differentiation with respect to al.

bl. and cl. respectivelv.

dLl/dal = ~ IYi - a1 - b1*Xi - .c1*Xi2) => 0

dLl/dbl = E (X j ( Yi - a 1 - bI *X; -c1*X;Z) ) => 0

dL'l/dcl = L IXi21Yi - al - b1*X; - cl*XiZ) => 0

From (3.6).13.7) and (3.81. we get respectively.

•••••••• (3.6)

.••.• (3.7)

•••• (3.8)

where,

n t al + b 1* [ X; + c I * LXi Z = ~ Yi

a1*LXi + b1*'[Xi2 + c1*LXi3 = L Xi*Yi

al*LXiZ+ b1tL:Xi:1 + cltLX;4 = L Xi2*Yi

n = 15 .

••••••••• (3.9)

•....••. (3.10)

..•••.. (3.11)

Multiplying (3.9) b>' 12Xi/n) and (lXi2/nl, respectively, and

substracting from the 13.1UI and (3.11). we have

bl[2:.x;2 - ('[Xi)2/nJ + cllI-Xi3 - (~XiZ*lXi)/nJ

=l.Xini - Iz.Yi*t:Xi)/n ......•... (3.12

blfL:Xi3 - Il.XitL\iZ)/nJ + clllXi4 - (LXi2)2/n)
= L Xi2*Yi - (LYi*l.Xi2)/n (3.13)
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From (J.IZland (3.13). we let

b I *UI I + c] *ell = II] 1

bl*Bl2 + c]*C]Z = R12

where. 1:lJI = l: Xi 2 - (L Xi 2) / n.

CII = 1:\12 = l: Xi3 ~' (LXi2*LXil/n

C12 = L Xi4 \~Xi2)2/n.

HII = r XiHi - \2.ypIXil/n,
RIZ = L. XiZ*Yi - (~Yi*LXiZI/n

Nultiplying (:1,141 and 13.15) h,' C]Z and CII,

get after suhstraction of 1:1.151 from 13.141

.' .•.••..... ( 3 . I 4 )

.•.•.•••.•. (3.15)

respectively, we

bl = (HI1*CI2 - RI2*CI1)/IU1I*CIZ - BIZ*Cll)

From 13.14) & (3.91. we get, respectively,

....... (3.16)

and

c] = (HII - bl*I3]])/CII .......... 13.17)

•.. ' .... ( 3 . 18 )

Since bl will 'be known from (3.161. so cl and al can be

calculated from (3.17) and (3.]8). respectively.

Similarly from the equation 13.3), we,have

bZ = (H21*CZZ - R2Z*(21)/(BZl*CZ2 BZZ*C21) •.•.•.••.• (3.19)

c2 = 1'1(21 - bZ*BZ] )/CZ]

a2 = (~Yi - bZ* z:Xi - cZ*L)/i *logZXi ) /n

Hhere, BZ] = Bll,

•• ; ••• ' •••••• (3.'ZO)

'•.••.•.• '. ( 3.21 )

.)

CZI = 1322 = L Xi~*logZXi - IIXi*lXi*logzXil/n,

e22 = l: fXi*Jol!ZXiI2 - (~X(*logzXi)2/n,
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1{21 = 1tl1,

R22 = ~ Xi'loKZXi*\i IIYi'Z Xi*1o):(ZXilin

Using from (3.J 6) to 13,21}, h'e have determined the re):(ression

constants for the following relations:

i. Betl.;een tim(~

ii. Bet"een time
integer key I and data length,

real key) and data length,

iii. Between comparisons ~nd data length, and

iv. Betweell exchanges and data length

3.3 Quicksort's variation

We have made a strong emphas{s on, quicksort because it is

one of the best metllods for internal sorting and widely used in

practice, Also we have compared it with Radix Sort by taking

simu.!.ating data similar to a practical data such as BUET's

admission test results and found that they are comparable.

In total, five variati,ons of this a1gorithm are studied,

all these are based on the principle of the Hoare's suggested

quick sort but a minor modifications are made to improve it

further. The type of modi fica lions thus chosen are based on the
follol'ing things:

i. l'he way oj' seJertinK tIle partitionin):( element,

ii. Instead of recurrence, iterative ~ersion is

implemented, and

iii. BJ' maldng h:..brid of quick sort and other direct

sorting a.!.gorittlms"
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3.3.1 Quick-Large ( QLI

It is based on the principle of selection of the

partitioning element and al"ays selects the larger of the first

t"o diffeient keys of the input array as a partitioning element.

As a result, this type of selection does not affect the

distribution of sizes of subarrays, instead it does tend to make

the left subgroup 1 those less than partitioning element) always

larger than the right subgroup. This improves the performance

but. overall time complexi t~- function remain th'e same and order of

01 nlo,g2n).

3.3.2 Quick-First(QF)

"his type of variation JS the same as quick-Lar~e (depends

on the selection of the parl:itioning element) except the way of

selection' of the partiti oning element. It takes the first element

of the input array as t.he parti tioning element in each time of

selection ..It. is seen that. t.he average performances of it is

comparable with the other variations of quicksort.

3.3.3 Quick-IterativelQII

The above three algorithms are implemented in a recursive

manner so that they use the stack space in an implicit way

thereby requiring the total stack, space of depth n for n elements

in worst case. Also a recursive algorithm goes down to the bottom

level of it eit.her sam', ','orkj s done actually or not. In fact it

is unavoidable in

n). So I to remc)\'e

t.he performance calculations

thes,o drah"i)Bcks (••hieh in
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algorithm) we have implemented the quick sort in an iterative

manner, maintaining the stack space explicitly and not allowing

to go down to it's bottom level of sorting. The way of

maintaining the stack space is that after each partition the

algorithm puts the larg~r of the two subarrays on the stack and

immediately works.on the smaller subarray, This reduces the worst

case stack space depth to about logzn for n keys.

The behavior of. this algorithm is summarized in the
fol1oh"ing [6]:

Cases Element comparisons Element exchanges ExtraStorage
Best nlo!!Zn 0 About logzn

stack entr-
Average 1.118n*10gzn Betweenl/Znlogzn ies and 7

and nlo!!Zn integer va-
., riablesHorst liZ n~ -

3.3.4 Hybrids of Quicksort

1n fact, the qui ell sort 1s a more campI icated algor i thm

than thee other simpler. sort ing aJgori thms such as bubble sort,

insertion "sort, etc. and it has been found that the differences

between the average performances of it and other algorithms are

great h"hen n becomes Iarger but it is not true for smaller n. In

that case (for smal.l si;:e d"tal it worlls badly ..This situation

can be overcome not by allowing the algorithm (either recursive

or i terHti \"8 version) to 5~O to the lOl.;est levp-J This is done by

includillg a sorting algoritllm which works well on small set

sIzes. It has been found that the crossover point at which

sorting algorithm becomes active J.S in the range of from ten to
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twenty data points, The following two variations are such type

of Ilybrids that are implement.ed hy including other algorithm:

1. Quick-Shell IQB)

2. Quick-Merle (QMJ

3.4 Practical applications

Here, we have given some practical applications of sorting

algorithms. They are

1. Minimum silanni,llq t~ree,

2. Sorting of data similar to BUET's admission test

results,

3.4. 1 Minimum Spanning Tree

The spanning tree is defined as follows:

Let G= IV, E) be an undi rected graph. A sub-graph

T=IV' ,E' of G is a spanning tree of G if and only if ,T is a

tree and the minimum spanning tree is a minimal sub-graph G' of G

such that VlG')=VIG) and G' is connected lby a minimal sub-graph,

we .mean one wi th the fel<est number of edges I. That is, any

connected graph with n V0rlpx must have at least n-l edges in the

minimum spanning tree alld all connected graphs with n-l edges are

trees. l'he spanninS ~ree represents a]] feasibl~ choices .

.In order to find out the minimum spanning tree from a

spanning tree and for: the optimization of the technique used to

do it, it IS necessan' to arrange the edges IE) in some order

IgenernLly in nondecrensini! order). So, a 'sorting algorithm is



necessary pefore the processi nIl of developing the minimum

spanning tree.

It has numerous practical applicntions. 'but in particular

we have considered an ulldirected graph with 17 districts of

Bangladesh as nodes and in total, 136 Illimber of communication

distances betHeen t"o districts as edges. Vie have developed an

algori thm to find the minimum spanning tree ,;; th total minimum

cost (minimum total length to connect all the districts) by

giving an applicat.ion of sorting aJgorithms. Insertion sort has

been used 1110 reasorl behill.l the choice) in this case.

3.4.2 Sorting of Vata ( same as BUET's admission test results)

To published t.he results of an exnmination such as

admission test. of BUET. it is necessary to arrange the obtained

marks in nonincreasing order. To do it quickly for large number

of students, and not manual I,". a sorting algorithm "ill be used

lif it is done by compu~erl.

We have taken data as BUET's test (admission resul ts (length

of key is three) alld arranged them ill nonincreasing order by using

t"o sorting algorithms separateJy, one quick sort and other radix

sort.. The reason of "it not mereb" to' sort them t,.ice, but to

observe the behavior of ,these tHO algorithms in practical case

(l;e have done the same experiments on the simulated 'data). From

these observation, a consistency bet"een the two result.s are made

and have proved the the validation of the simultation model. In

this experiment. it. has been found that the radix sort is "ell

applicable in practical .fieJd in parallel ,dth the quick sort

"hen the keys are of mode~at.e length.
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CHA:P'T.E.I:? .FOUl'?

COMPU'I"A']lONAL RESULTS

1'he whole chapter is Ol"g'll,izedinto three sections- in

sectiollS one an~ two the experimental results of various

'algori thms Iselected I

algorithm are given.

and \'ar.l.ous

respectiyely.
variations of

The results of

quick sort

practical

application of some algorithms are written in the third section.

Along with the results some notab.1e observations are made.

4.1 Relative performance of various algorithms

A number of experiments according to the design procedure

(writtell in the previous ch~pter) ar~ carried out and the results

titus obtairied are summarized below:

4.1.1 Results

The computing time required to sort integer data as well as

real data are given in Tab.1e 4.1-1 and Table 4 1-2,

res p ec t ivel v, w her e. the tim e 1.s i'n sec 0 n d s. A Iso the

corr'esponding number of compol'isOllS and exchanges required are in

Table '4.1-3 and Table 4.1-4, respecth-el)'. In the tables, the

algorithms are represented b," 113iTl.'5 somE' notations

BS-IBubble Sort), lS-IJ"sertion Sort), SS-(Selection Sort,

QS-IQuick Sort), HS-IHeap SOI"l). SL-IShell Sort), MS-IMerge Sort),

IlS-IHadi;,Sort)
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Table ~.1 - 1 (Computing time for integer datal

,
Different Algorithms

Set
Length BS IS SS QS HS SL MS RS

10 0.015 0.U07 U.OU7 U.UU4 U.Ull U.OU4 0.015 0.011

20 0.029 0.029 O.OlB U.U40 0.033 0.015 0.033 0.033

5U U.231 U.168 U.U84 U.106 0.132 0.073 0.095 0.088

100 0.934 0.725 0.304 0.216 0.304 O. 190 0.223 0.165

150 2.109 1.560 0.656 0.337 U.502 0.304 0.352 U.219

200 3.779 2.897 1.143 U.447 0.710 0.483 0.498 0.329

300 8.47,4 6.445 2.494 0.696 1•150 0.747 0.820 0.472

400 15.121 11.356 4.387 U.949 1.6'33 1.lB3 1.132 0.648

500 23.764 17.937 6.804 1.205 2.120 1.428 1.439 0.813

600 33.754 25.B55 9.760 1.450 2.626 1.842 1.791 0.956

700 46.0U8 35.04U 13.2:J5 1.710 3.149 2.153 2.131 1.312
;

900 75.965 57.822 21.790 2.212 4.215 3.582 2.B35 1.439

1100 113.76li 86.058 32.4li2 2.70li 5.:114 4.017 3.549 1.758

1300 158.570 120.303 45.257 3.234 6.445 5.226 4.281 2.065

1500 211.269 160.917 60.159 3.728 7.606 5.519 5,.036 2.384



Table 4.1 - 2 (Computing time for real datal
I

S",t Different algorithms
length

..

BS IS SS QS HS SL RS
,

10 0.033 0.022 0.011 0.044 0.044 0.011 0.011

20 0.099 0.077 0.066 0.088 0.077 0.055 0.055

50 0.615 0.472 0.319 0.264 0.286 0.165 0.198

100 2.450 1.813 1.241 0.582 0.714 0.450 0.450

150 5.493 3.933 2.703 0.934 1.209 0.736 0.714

200 9.932 7.075 4.779 1.230 1.703 1.176 1.033

300 22.248 16.018 10.602 I.967 2.769 1.813 1.637

400 39.365 28.719 IB.721 2.703 3.944 2.B35 2.296,

500 60.866 44.715 29. 147 :1.439 5.120 3.208 2.955

600 88.244 63.579 41.826 4.153 6.361 4.274 3.659

700 120.369 87.047 56.823 4.922 7.603 5.076 4.373

900 198.846 146.726 93.639 6.427 10.261 B.559 5.BOI

1100 298.572 216.766 139.640 7.976 12.909 9.383 7.306

1300 41B.315 297.858 194.748 9.547 15.645 12.316 8.855.

1500 557.493. 396.319 259.086 10.998 18.479 13.074 10.382



,Table 4.1 - 3 (Number of Comparisons requiredl

,
Different All10rithms ,,

Set ,
Length BS IS SS QS HS SL , MS ,,,,

10 45.00 30.50 45.000 50.600 54.400 29.900 22.800

:<0 190.00 116.30 190.000 197.600 167.900 87.700 63.500

50 1225.00 624.20 1225.000 625.500 608.700 334.800 220.400
,

100 4950.00 2650.70 4950.000 1408.700 1533.100 870~100 542.000

150 . 11175.00 5706.40 11175.000 2274.300 2552.200 1411.600 895.000

200 19900.00 10018.50 19.900.000 3156.000 3667.700 2158.900 1279.000

300 44850.00 22781.90 44850.000 5275.100 6032.100 3442.100 2099.500

400 79800.UU 40853.80 79800.000 71:<1.700 8524.200 5188.300 2960. IOU

500 124750.00 63013.60 12475U.OOO 8979.900 11177 ,,900 6313.100 3856.800

600 179700.00 ,90249.40 179700.00U 11383.6UO 1383U.200 8330.400 4796.800

700 244650.00 123529.50 244650.000 13210.700 16618.000 9862.300 5744.800

900 404550.00 203556.30 40455U .0,00 17676.300 22365.000 15132.900 7713.70U

1100 604450.00 303874.80 604450.000 22160.100 28270.100 17945.200 9746.600

1300 844350.00 418925.60 844350.000 26625.000 34343.300 23538.000 11827.500

1500 1124250.00 548729.90 1124250.000 :J0960.700 40624.7UO 25051.800 13960.600

c .



Table *.1 - 4 (Number of exehan.es required)

Different AI.orithms
Set

Length flS IS Sf) QS HS SI,

10 23.900 21.500 9.000 16.700 26.300 12.300.
20' 89.700 97.300 19.000 37.200 71.800 35.500

•50 594.200 575.200 49.000 111.800 243.600 157.100

100 2384.700 2551.700 99.000 248.800 583.400 422.100

150 5613.100 5557.400 149.000 390.100 952.500 590.700

200 9731.300 9819.500 199.000 538.200 1356.400 1059.600

300 22064.800 22482.900 299.000 833.600 2212.600 1496.600

400 39097.800 40454.800 3!J9.0UO 1156.100 3117.300 2585.400

500 62802.200 62514.600 499.000 1474.300 4041.700 3064.900

600 89360.7UO 89650.400 599.UOU 1777. :WO 5015.700 3832.200

700 122449.400 122830.500 699.000 2117.300 6010.500 4638.700

900 203869.100 202657. :100 8!J9.000 2758.600 8063.700 8403.800

1100 303797.200 302775.800 1099.000 3397.700 10149.400 8633.300

1300 419565.000 417626.600 1299.000 4053.300 12319.300 12517.900
...

1500 555430.300 547230.900 1499.000 4722.700 14538.700 12340.900



4.1.2 Regression Constants

1\11 the regression constants obtained for the various

a.lgorithms and for the ,'arious parameters are given in the

following tables:

Table 1.1-5 '[imelintegeJ' datal versus data length

, . ,
Const- Comp.le::it,''fune~jon, O(n21
tants T,= a + bX + eX'"',

BS I IS SS
-

a -0.000746 0.030382 0.002305

b 0.000172 -0.000.139 0.000363

e 0.0000!l4 0.000071 0.000026

Where 1 = time, arId X = dala length.

Tnb.le 1.1-6 l'~melint~ger datal verS\IS data length

.

Const- Comp.le;dt:. fun~tion, 0lnlol2nl
tants T = a + t \ + cX.lOg2XJ ,

tants ,
QS J 110; SL NS RS

n -0.014215 O.000,1:~13 -0,030890 -0.001420 0.013216
b lJ.002020 -u.nuo.l.l;.j -O,OOIOH.1 0.000363 0.OlJllJl5

c 0.000045 0.000522 0.000473 0.000283 0.000062
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Table 4.1-7 Time Ireal datal versus data length

Const- Complexi t,' func2ion, Oln2)
tants T :: a + bX + eX,

BS IS SS

.

a 0.328961 -0.563032 -0.014181

b -0.003553 0.005058 0.001077

e 0.000250 0.000173 0.000114

Table 4.1-8 Time Ireal datal versus data length

, .1

Const- Complexi t,' function. Olnlog2n)
tants T :: a + bX + cXlog2Xtants , , , ,

QS HS T SL I MS RS

a -0.032694 -0.002689 -0.045050 -0.003624

b 0.004277 -0.001400 -0.003135 0.000331

e 0.000295 0.001300 0.001171 0.000625
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Table 4.1-9 Comparison versus data length
f

, . ,
Const- Complexi to' func~ion. 01n2)
tants C, = a + bX + cX~, ,

BS IS SS
a -0.000003 -1246.839354 . -0.000003
b -0.499999 12.629734 -0.499999
c 0.500000 0.237556 0.500000

Note that capital C means number of comparisons. whereas small c

is a regression parameter.

Table 4.1-10 Comparison versus data length

Const- Complexity function. 0lnlog2n)
tants T = a + bX + cXlog2Xtants , , ,

QS HS SL I MS RS

a -59.846584 3.020096 -14.606798 0.990840
b 5.206243 -4.751116 -7.965614 -1.244740
c 1.474513 3.015128 2.415636 1.000000
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Table 4.1-11 Exchange versus data length

Const- Complexity func~ion, Oln2)
tants S :: a + bX + cX

BS IS SS

a -806.847582 -1245.839355 -1.000000
b 5.995009 11.629733 1.000000
c 0.243996 0.237556 0.000000

Note that S means number of exchanges.

Table 4.1-12 Exchange versus data length

Const- Complexi t:. function. Olnlog2n)
tants T :: a + bX + cXlog2Xtants , ,

QS HS SL

a -15.826701 4.725044 -21~822433
b 1.871174 -0.932594 -5.506270
c 0.122179 1.006268 1.368019
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A test has been carried out as to how w~llregression

curves fit to the actual data by computing Chi-square values. The

relevant figures have been shown in Table 4.1-13 (Chi-square test

results) and found that they fit nicely. To be understood

clearly, let us take an example. in case of quick sort the'

estimated chi-square value at fourteen (14) degree of freedom was

found to be 0.0065 which is much smaller than the critical chi-

square value of 4.66 at a probability of 0.99 [101. This means

that the value is not significant and the test furnishes no

evidence against the assumption of nice fitting of regression
curves.

r
I

Table 4.1-13 Chi-Square Test Results

, , , ,
Name of Computed chi- Critical chi- Probabilityalgorithms square value square value P

BS O.OO~J"

IS 0.0489

SS 0.0005

QS 0.0065

HS 0.0012 4.66 0.99
SL 0.0440

MS O.OOli

HS 0.0267

Here number of degree of freedom (v) is equal to 14.
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Another test of goodness-of-fit ~f regression models are

carried out by plotting residual curves and it' further confirmed

the goodness-of-fit of the regression model. The residual curves

are given in the appendix.
Using the regression parameters some represented graphs are

given here, and the rest are in the appendix. The X-axis and the

Y-axis represents the data lengths and the efficiency measuring

parameters (time, comparison, etc. l, respectively. Here the

equidistant scale are taken in the X-axis.

Note that the same graph is repeated for the second time

with the magnification of the y-axis - the reason of doing it is

for clear visibility in range of small data lengths.

Graph-I Tim~(integer key) versus data length

Graph-2 With magnified y-axis

We know that (from priori analysis) the bubble sort.

insertion sort, etc. are of O(n2) algorithms and quick sort, heap

sort, etc. are of Orn]ogzn) algorithms-. these qualitative

differences are apparent from the graphs -I and-Z. Although the

selection sort is inferior, it is comparable to the algorithms

of O(nlogznl in the small data ranges (10 to ZOO). From the

graphs-I and -Z. it is to be noted that the OlnZ) algorithms have

better performances than O(nlogzn) algorithms in the small sizes

of 10 to ZO data points.
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Uraph-3 Time (real key' versus data length

Graph-4 With magnified y~axis

The nature of the curves for real and fnteger, data are more

or less consistent and the computational time for real data

can be approximated, from the graphs-3 and -4, to be three or

four times larger than that of integer data. This is due to the

fact that the operations J compare , exchange, assignment) on real

key take more time than the time on integer key (we have

determined their execution time approximately. see later),

Finally, the conclusions that are drawn in the case of integer;

keys are also valid for real keys.

Graph-5

Graph-6

Number of comparisons versus data length

With magnified y-axis

The bubble sort and the selection sort ha~e the same number

of comparisons, and therefore, they are represented by the same

curve in .the graph-5 and -6. Bubble sort, insertion sort and

selection sort requires O(nZ) comparisons whereas the remaining

algorithms (curves corresponding to the rest.in the graph)

requires O(nlogznl comparisons- these qualitative measures are

easily visible from the graph. Also it is noted that the

insertion sort is better in terms of number of comparisons than

buhble sort, quick sort, heap sort, etc. in the range of 10 to 50

data points. It is one of the reasons why performance of

insertion sort is better than that of quick sort in such smaller

data ranges. It is seen that the overall running time of merge

sort in terms of numbe~ of comparisons is better. The reasons are
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that firstly, it is not inplace sorting algorithm (little time is

spent in exchange), and secondly, it is a stable algorithm, The

shell sort shows better performances than quick sort with respect

to the number of comparisons.

Graph-7

Graph-8

Number of exchange versus data length

With magnified y-axis

Approximately, equal number of exchanges are required in

bubble and insertion sort and also, it .is visible from the

graphs. For selection sort, the number of exchanges are linear

in data length ( i.e. proportional to n-l) but this non-linearity

in the graph -7 and -8) due to the unequal scaling of the x-

axis. Note that the number of exchanges in bubble sort are

maximum, in general, but it is not necessarily true in all

cases. For example, it is seen (from the graph-8) that, in the

range of 10 to 50 data points,' the bubble sort was found to be

better than other algorithms in terms of number of exchanges,

Also note that the quickness of the .quick sort is due to its an

inherent property of requiring smaller number of exchanges.

4.1.3 Conclusions

The suggestions outlined at the in the chapter-21 end of

each algorithm for their improvements are implemented for some of

them. The algorithms taken are

.1. Insertion'sort

2. Shell sort
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The insertion sort are implemented in two different ways:

a. List insertion, and

b. Binary insertion.

The performances of these al~orithms together with the

straight insertion sort are given in the following ,Table 4.1-14

for the integer data, where compo means the number of comparisons

required :

Table 4.1-14 Results of three variations of insertion algorithms

Insertion sort
• ,

Data Straight List Binary
I I

Length Time Compo Time Compo Time Compo

10 0.007 30.5 0.029 19.0 0.006 ,35.1

20 0.029 116,.3 0.105 134.0 0.044 97.9

50 0.168 624.2 0.410 636.0 O. 186 345.3

100 0.725 2650.7 1.597 2558.0 0.599 830.3

150 1.560 5706.4 2.013 6399.U 1.231 1364.2

200 2.896 10018.5 2.142 10082.0 2.087 1951. 3

300 6.445 22781. 9 4.889 22131.0 4.137 3185.8

400 11.356 40853.8 8.734 39942.0 7.278 4494.6

5UU 17.937 63013.6 12.415 62671.0 10.827 5878.4

600 25.855 90249.4 17.688 91653.0 15.332 7273.7

700 35.039 123529.5 25.489 125547.0 20.677 8694.6

900 57.822 203556.3 38.892 208685.0 33.657 11676.1

1100 86.058 303874.8 55.592 285706.0 49.593 14706.7

13UO 12U.303 418925.6 108.767 403296.0 67.375 17805.1

1500 160.917 548729.9 111.019 496152.0 89.004 21053.2
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'!

It is seen that binary insertion is better than the other

two methods. Although, their average performances are same and of ,oj

O( n2) •

In the case of shell sort. we have used the form
•k2 +1 •......• 9. 5. 3.1 ( O<=k<=nl, for the increments. It is seen

that it performs better. The results are given in the Table 4.1-

15 for integer data:
•

Table 4.1-15 Results for two variations of Shell sort algorithms

, . ,
Data length Shell sort,

incr. Ln/2J. Ln/4J, .. incr. k2 +1 •...3. 1
10 0.0037 0.0073
20 0.0146 0.0110
50 0.0732 0.0623

100 0.1904 0.1502

150 0.3039 0.2637
200 0.4834 0.3699
300 0.7471 0.6116
400 1.1829 0.9046
500 1.4283 1.2158
600 1.842i 1.4795
700 2.1534 1.7908
900 3.5816 2.4647

1100 4.0174 3.1605
1300 5.2259 3.8673

1500 5.5189 4.6437
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Finally. the range. i.e. the length of input data over

which one particular algorithm shows better average performances

than the other (selected) algorithms .are summarized in the Table

4.1-16 depending only on the computational time required. This

dependencies is apparent from the fact .that it gives ~he overall,."

feature of an algorithm.

Table 4,1-16 Results of comparison of different algorithms

Data Different sorting. algorithms, , , , , ,
Length Bubble Insertion Selection Quick Heap Shell Merge [Radix

10 * * *
20 * * *
50 * * *

100 * .* *
150 * *
200 * *
300 * *
400 * *
500 * *
600 * *
700 * *
900 * . * .

-1100 * *
1300 * *
1500 * *

Note that * (star) indicates the superiority of a

particular algorithm.
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4.2 Various variationsof quick sort

Th" average values of the parameters "hich we have chosen

as a'measure of efficienc~' are 'measured by implementing them

accordi,.g to the desigl' prac0duJ'e written in the previous chapter.

The results are give~ below with some of their major conclusions.

4.2.1 Results

As before, we have considered the following four

quantities:

1. Time for integer item

2. Time for real item

3. Comparisons required to sort, and

4. Exchanges ,'equired to sort~

All of these are measured far the different data length

(specified before I, and are gi\'en in the tables Table ,4. 2 ~1.

Table 4.2 -2, Table 4.2 -J and table 4.2 -4. where the time is

measured in second. The following notations are used for olarity:

QL-(Q'Jiok-Largel. QV-(Quick-firstl, Ql-(Qlliok-lterativel,

(~~-((Iuick-Sheili. and (1i'1 .. (~u.ick..~lergel
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Table 4..2-1 Time (integer key) for di fferent data lengths . ( ;,. i

,
Data Different sorting algorithms

Length QL QF QI QS QM

10 0.0037 0.0073 0.0055 0.0037 0.0110

20 0.0403 0.0183 0.0275 0.0110 0.0220

.50 0.1062 0.0549 0.0494 0.0366 0.0439

100 0.2161 0.1245 0.1099 0.0806 0.1044

150 0.3369 0.1794 0.1703 0.1282 0.1684

200 0.4468 0.271U 0.2417 0.1721 0.2362

300 0.6958 0.4468 0.3790 0.2893 0.3955

400 0.9485 0.6189 0.5274 0 •.4102 0.5274

500 1.2048 0.8093 0.7031 0.5200 0.6976

600 1.4502 0.9888 0.8405 0.6372 0.8570

700 1.7102 1.1866 1.0163 0.7471 1.0163

\900 2.2120 1.5564 1.3568 0.9888 1.3514

1100 2.7064 1.9996 1.6589 1.2744 .: ! 1.6809

1300 3.2337 2.3548 2.0655 1.5235 2.0325

1500 3.7281 2.8052 2.4006 1.8018 2.4225



Table 4.2-2 Time (real key) for different, data lengths

Data Different sorting algorithms

Length QL QF QI QS QM

10 0.0440 0.0220 0.0219 0.0165 0.0330

20 0.0878 0.0439 0.0494 0.0385 0.0549

50 .0.2637 0.1428 0.1428 0;1099 0.1373

100 0.5823 0.3461 0.3296 0.2417 0.3296

150 0.9339 0.5713 0.5328 0.3845 0.5383

200 1.2305 0.7800 0.7581 0.5548 0.7746

300 1.9666 1.2909 1.2140 0.9229 1.2580

400 2.7027 1.8128 1.7414 1.2799 1.7249

500 3.4388 2.3347 2.2357 1•.6425 2.2468

600 4.1529. 2.8400 2.7302 2.0215 2.7741

700 4.9220 3.4113 3.3234 2.4775 3.3509

900 6.4272 4.7352 4.4495 3.2740 4.4935

1100 7.9763 5.7075 5.5317 4.1639 5.6032

1300 9.5474 7.1742 6.6963 4.9440 6.8282

1500 10.9976 8.1905 7.9268 5.9273 7.9049,

, .



,Table 4.2-3 Number of comparison for different data lengths

Data Different sorting algorithms,
Length QL QF Q1 I QS QM

10 50.6 54.5 50.0 29.6 48.5

20 197.6 149.4 132.8 90.8 134.3

50 625.5 552.6 436.7 429.6 433.3

100 1408.7 1281.6 1032.8 1065.0 1028.1

150 2274.3 2146.0 1674.6 1681.4 1776.4

200 3156.0 3129.3 2437.9 2481.5 2491.7

300 5275.1 5355.7 4002.5 3973.6 3998.4

400 7172.7 7428.0 5522.9 5752.5 5686.6

500 8979.9 9642.6 7165.4 7201.1 7229.9

600 11383.6 12196.5 8966.3 9289.2 9086.0

700 13210.7 14883.1 10926.1 10873.8 10635.0

"
900 17676.3 19783.3 14586.9 14642.2 14533.3

1100 22160.1 25031'.0 18467. 3 18329.7 18432.7

1300 26625.0 30299.7 22989.4 22456.8 22454.8

1500 30960.7 35501.5 26279.7 25915.7 26425.6



Table 4.2-4 Number of exchanges for different data lengths

lJata lJifferent sorting algorithms, ,
Length QL QF Ql QS ,. QM

10 16.7 13.4 9.6 12.2. 8.9

20 37.2 32.0 22.8 38.5 22.0
"

50 111.8 96.1 71. 1 69.6 , 69.•8

100 248.8 212.0 162.3 160.6 165.5

150 390.1 339.0 265.8 267.2 262.3

200 538.2 467.2 368.9 374.9 372.4

300 833.6 741.0 591. 5 590.4 597.0

400 1156.1 1031.3 836.6 825.3 831. 0

500 1474.3 1330.2 1089.6 1076.4 1083.4

600 1777.3 1632.8 1330.8 1325.0 .1328.3

700 2117.3 1933.2 1592.1 1583.0. : 1584.7

900 2758.6 2569.5 2124.4 2126.2 2120.0

1100 3397.7 3210.2 2654.4 2648.3 2650.8

1300 4053.3 3867.1 3179.1 3212.3 3207.3

1500 4722.7 4554.4 3798.6 3811 .4 3783.6



4.2.2 Regression constants

The results of the regression analysis are summarized

below:

Table 4.2-5 Time (Integer key) versus data length, .

T = a + bX + cXlog2X
I

Cons- QL QF QI QS QM
tants

a -0.142150 -0.002218 0.006635 0.002174 0.003567

b 0.002012 0.000150 0.000036 0.000055 0.000078

c 0.000046 0.000163 0.000148 0.000108 0.000144

Table 4.2-6 Time (real key)- versus data length

T = a + bX + cXlog2X, , I

Cons- QL QF QI QS QM
tants

,

a -0.032694 -0.002452 0.002908 0.007119 -0.002607

b 0.004277 -0.000041 -0.000108 -0.000298 0.000148

c 0.000295 0.000527 0.000510 0.000401 0.000489
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Table 4.2-7 Comparison versus data length
\

,
C = a + bX + cXlog2X, ,

Cons- QL QF QI QS QM
tants

a -59.84658 .-72.25951 32.94605 -83.04014 59.72537
b 5.20624 -2.94221 -3.65035 0.87883 -3.29375
c 1.474513 2.53847 2.02434 1.57269 1.97835

Table 4.2-8 Exchange versus data length

S = a + bX + cXlog2X, , ,
Cons- QL QF QI QS QM
tants

a -15.82670 2.71886 0.19213 11.27485 1.00345
b 1.87117 0.48302 0.13406 -0.14994 0.09556
c 0.12218 0.24127 0.22588 0.25346 0.22957
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Tests are made for goodness-of-fit of the regression models

by computing the chi-square values as well as by plotting their

residual curves as in the previous section and found th.t they

fit well. The chi-square values are given in the Table 4.2-9 and

the residual curves are given in the appendix A.
\

Table 4.2-9 Results of Chi-Square Test

I , I ,
Name of Computed chi- Critical Chi- Probabili ty

algorithms square value square value P

QL 0.0065

QF 0.0052

QI 0.0076 4.66 0.99,

QS 0.0026

QN 0.0032

Note that the number of degree of freedom (v) is 14.

Regression curves are drawn using the regression constants

.: I

(given above) for each of the depending variables time,

comparison. exchange). where. x- axis and y-axis is for the data

length and efficiency measuring variables. Although the data

length are unequal. equal distance scaling are taken in x

-direction.
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Graph-9 Time (integer key) versus data length

From the graph-9 the following facts are observed:

1. The execution time is larger for the quick-large

(QL) than the other variations in all sets of data because bf its

requirement of larger exchanges.

2. To sort the integer data, the quick-iterative (QII

and quick- merge (QM) take the same amount of t,ime,

approximately.

3. The quick-shell (QSI is exceedingly fast and this

type of variation takes smaller time to sort the data in all set
lengths.

Graph-10 Time (real key) versus data length

The above observed facts are. equally applicable in the case

of sorting real keys but note that the time required is three

times larger than the time required incase of integer keys,

approximately. Also, the performances of quick-shell is better in

this case.

Graph-II Comparison versus data length

The number of comparisons are more or less same in the case

of quick-i terati ve, quick-shell and quick-merge algorithms. But

in the case of QL and QF algorithms, this parameter have the same

value upto certain range (300), then the number of comparisons

increases in the case of, quick-large IQL) than quick-first (QF).
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Graph-12 Exchange versus data length

It is seen that the number of exchan~es in case of quick-
large (QL) algorithm 'are always 'larger than other. algorithms in
all data lengths and it is one of the reasons for. its greater
execution time. Also note that the way of selection partitioning
element t as it determines mostly the execution, time) in quick-"
fast (QFI is better than QL both are same recursive, type
algori thms) as less number of exchanges are required. in. QF.
algorithm.

Although the quicksort in general, takes much, less number
of exchanges, it is seen that there is a great difference .in.
number of exchanges between quick-iterative(QI) and QL, and the.
number of exchanges in the cases of QS and QM are comparable with
QI and so, are the execution time.

4.2.3 Conclusions , . !

\
I \!

We have arranged the five variations of quick sort against
the set lengths and showed the superiori~y of one algorithm over
certain data ranges. Execution time is taken ,into account to .do
this because all the relevant parameters are accumulated in the
time parameter.
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Table 4.2-10 Results of comparisons , ! "

tes the

, ,
Set lengths Different sorting algorithms, , ,

QL QF I Q1 QS I QM
10 * *
20 * * * *
50 * * * *

100 * * * *
150 * *-200 *
300 *
400 *
500 *
600 *
700 *
900 *
1100 *
1300 *
1500 *

Note that star ( * ) marl< against any set length indica
bet ter performance of the correspond1ng algor1 thm. ,i

4.3 R,"olt I, p<"ctic"' "p.licotioo

In casle of minimum spanning tree. we have considered 17

districts 0, Bangladesh and formed a undirected graph which

consists of f7 nodes ( districts as nodes) and 136 edges ( inter-

district connections as edges) with inter-districts distances
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i~ kilometer) as the weight of the edges. The dis~ricts and the

corresponding distances are given in the Table 4.3-1:

Table 4.3-1 (Districts with their distance be.tw,e~r them)

'I! .

". '.

, f, .

, , 0 0 0

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

1 227 229 264 97 414 145 274 334 227 193 192 161 270 334 340 249

2 438 .541 373 673 129 261 322 264 470 468 280 401 5~4 616 623

3 492 325 185 356 320 381 224 422 420 158, 264 106 568 575

4 167 678 409 538 599 541 457 151 425 534 599 76 425

5 510 241 370 431 373 290 95 257 367 431 243 257

6 541 505 506 409 607 605 343 449 79 753 760

7 129 190 132 338 336 198 269 462 484 491

8 61 79 306 .465 163 23~ 426 626 632

9 158 528 526 224 295 488 687 694

10 470 468 ,66 137 330 616 623

11 385 354 463 528 533 539

12 352 462 526 235 352

13 109 264 500 508

14 370 610 618

15 835 681

16 500

where. 1 -Dhaka. 2 -Barishal. 3 -Bagra. 4 -Chi ttagong. 5 -

Cammila. 6 -Dina,ipur, 7 -Faridpur. 8 -Jessare, 9 -Khulna. 10 -

Kushtia, 11 -Mymensingh. 12 -Noakhali. 13 -Pabna. 14 -Ra.ishahi.

15 -Rangpur. 16 -Rangamati and 17 -Sylhet.
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According to the experimental design ( written in previous

chapter), we have developed a minimum span~ing tree by using the

insertion sort algorithm (it can be done in other .ways, but. the

introduction of a sorting algorithm make the task easier and

simpler) .

To form the minimum spanning tree, the foliowing 16 pairs of

nodes are to .be connected:

Ed QeS Nodes Edge length

1. ( 8 , 9 I 61

2. (10,13) 66

3 . ( 4 , 16 ) 76

4 . (6,15) 79

5. (8,10 I 79

6. ( 5,12) 95

7 . (1,5) 97

8. (3,15) 106

9. (13,14) 109

10. (2,7) 129

11. ( 7 ,8) 129

12. ( 1 , 7 ) 145

13. (4,12) 151

14. (3,13) 158

15. (.1,11) 193

16. (1,17) 249

Total = 1922 km.
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It has been found tha~ the total cost, i.e. the entire
connecting length of all 17 districts which must be minimum ( aim

.. ".

of the work) is 1922 km. , .:

The minimum spanning tree with 17 nodes and'16 edges are
given below:
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In case of sorting the data similar to BUET's admission

test results, we have generated 4000 data (assuming 4000 students

are appeared in a test I with the keys of from 2 to 3 digits long

and in the range of from 50 to 550 I because a student can get a
, '

maximum mark of around 550 and.minimum mark of 50 out of 600 I.

Five similar set of 4000 data are generated and applied the

quicksort ( both recursive and iterative) and radixsort to sort

them in nonincreasing order. The execution time required are

given in the Table 5.3 - 2:

"

. , '~

Table 4.3 .- 2 Time required to sort data similar ~o BUET"s

admission test results)
,

Time required

1 2 3 4 5

Qu ick-Rec'ursive 8.624 8.789 8..350 8.460 8.734

Quick-Iterative 6.207 6.043 6.098 5.988 6.202

Radix 5.274 5.271 5.269 5.219 5.275

It is noted that radixsort' s performance are better than

quicksort sort.

Finally, the time in micro second required to
"

execute the following operation by 8088 machine are

given in 'the Table 4.3 - 3, approximately,

Table 4.3 - 3 I Time required to execute some operation .l
,

Different operations Time

1 intei!er assignment 0.00002

1 real assignment 20.6

1 comparison betHeen 2 intei!er key 4.12

1 comparison bet1,;een2 real key 41. 23
. "
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In this chapter. tlw o',erall concluding -remarks on the

entire thesis as weil as the suggestions for future work are

given.

The performance anal ys i s are done both theoretical 1y and

practically by selecting one or more algorithms from each group

as all the existing sorting alqoritllms there are more than

twenty five algorithmsl have been classified into groups

according to t.heir inherent. principles, shown previously). In

performance analysis, randO'inJ ,- genera ted da ta are considered

because it is quite impossi ble to take i.nto account all the n!

sequences n is the input data) "lIen n is large. The randomness

of the undertaken data are tested by chi-square test. It has been

found that the level of significance is nearly equal to 95% for

the fourteen (14) degree of freedom

[IOJ, and observed value is 10.74).

critical value is 6.67

(~uick sort and its yariotls types are extensively analyzed

and some modifications are made by making ne" hybrid of it. It

has been found that these h,'br-ids perform better in all cases.

All the experimental results obtained are represented by

regression curves. From these C\.Il'\'es the optimal ranges of the

data lengths for each algorithm are defined. Models 'fitted by the

reg:ressi.on RIHll;..-sis are s1.lb.1Pcted to ~oodness-of-fi t tests.
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We have seen that tile execution time of quick sort and
radix sort to sort simulated data are more or less equal. An

experimC'.llt,simulating data similar tb BUilT's admission test

results, was carried out to compare performance of Radix and

Quick sorts. These algorithms have been found to be similar in

performance ..Therefore, it is recommended that the radix sort may

be used iil cases I.;hen'.the key length is pretty small (for

example. ih case of sorting BUET test resultsl.

A t"o-person sequential game is proposed Hith a vieH of

constructing a sorting algorithm "hich takes minimum number of

comparisons in Horst case. l'he ob.jective of the game is to form a

directed Hamiltonian path in a graph by selecting as less edges
as possible.

Finally, we have completed our research by giving the uses

of sorting algorithms . .'\""II used practical problem like the

formation of the minimum spanning tree is employed by consideri.ng

hOh~ the di.stricts of BHn[!lr.l.dr~sh can be connected in such a way

that l:he total connecting .Length (as the Height of the graph' s

edgel will ~e less as possibl~.

There are some suggestions at end of each algorithm's

analysis to improve a particular algorithm further ( not by order

but in minimizing the overall executi6ntimel - so further Horks

can be conducted by taiLing '''"Ile "H.'thodsof improvements to select

the best method of that type in all circumstances.

In case of Shell's sort analysis, it lias been found that

running time depends on the' sequences of increments but it

not been possible to determine the best possible sequence or
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make precise conclusion about what sequence of ihcrements are the

best for this 'algorithm. Not anI>' that it is not possible to

evaluate the algorithm's WOl'St case performances for general

sequence of increments, so there remains an important field of
research to achieve these goals.

by employing tree

algori thm which isdata

Heap sort

structure

is

and

a way

it is

of sorting the keys

one of the first

confirmed to be of order nlo"'2n in. the worst case. But still

there remains an unsolved problem of determining the average

performance of this algoritllm. Therefore, another recommendation

for further works can be made to determine it.

A theoretical approach is made to sort the keys through the

formation of the directed Hamiltonian path, and which has been

guaranteed to be the best possible way if it is done optimally.

So, one can engage oneself to design an algorithm in this respect

and determtne the performances in all cases.
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The residual curves for the <;!oodness - of

our Residual models are .iven here.
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